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The cover of this month s free book offer speaks for itself. It's the full story of Martin Bailey's
investigation into the Rhodesian oil sanctions scandal and essential reading. £1.50 in the shops,
free to you if you take out a subscription this month
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best of new socialist books at a big discount—and delivered to vour door.
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Letters -ii

It helps the brain cells cope
1 WAS DISTURBED to read in
your socialist propaganda rag a
moronic article entitled: “Dope:
getting high . . etc. Having for
years suffered from the impos-
ition of wild mythology and
outrageous misrepresentation
(backed up by the full weight of
the law) by straight capitalist
society on the grounds that the
Sb-called ‘misuse’ of cannabis
leads to mental derangement,
gangrene and death to the user,
are smokers of the gentle herb
now to become the butt of the
‘left’ on the equally mistaken
grounds that our ‘self-interested’
activity leads to oppression in
other countries?

Let’s get a few things straight
(ho ho). Firstly, Colombian dope
hardly ever appears in Europe,
so Sally Wilson’s contention that:
“the dope smokers of. . . Europe
are participating in and perpetu-
ating a process which is exacer-
bating poverty . . .” (etc) is
hardly justified. Secondly, Sally
is indeed a narrow-minded
ignoramus if she thinks that
all there is to dope is ‘a nice
buzz’ - there’s much more to
it than that, but I daresay she
wants everything to be nice and
orderly in her ducky socialist
paradise, with everybody duti-
fully voting on time (at risk of
expulsion from the Party, no
doubt . . . and we all know what
that means!) and wearing neat
brown boiler suits. Consider-
ations such as inncr peace and
the development of spiritual
awareness are doubtless all so
much hog-wash in her eyes (oh
sorry, I forgot, of course:
Religion is the opium of the
people” -- naturally l’m
assuming that she’s got the
wrong end of the stick with
thatonc as well! ).

' Thirdly, legalisation on the
kind of crude terms she puts
forward (control by multi- -
nationals, high government
taxation etc. etc) is not the
ultimate aim of people who
want the pressure taken off
dope. Furthermore, it’s perfectly
possible to grow dope (good
dope) over here in flower pots,
back garden? and so on. In fact
it happens all the time, but were
it legal to do so l’m sure it would
be done even more (in fact, I
know darned well it would,
because l’d be doing it myself!)

Notwithstanding all that,
why attack dope specifically,
anyway? Sally herself points
out that land in Colombia is
used for the cultivation of
coffee, cotton and sugar. Do
you drink coffee. Sal (and do

you put sugar in it)? I’ll bet you
do, and if by some chance you
don’t I’ll bet about 98.5% of
your socialist ‘comrades’ do -
and tea as well! So lay off, will
you! We’re getting sick and
tired of being used as scape-
goats by people with some
political axe or another to
grind . . . All we’re doing is
trying to make some kind of .
sense out of this lunatic world,
and it so happens that (we find)
a bit of cannabis sativa (pref-
erably Afghani) helps the brain
celfs cope with it all. Of course,
the way things are right now
this beneficial effect is largely
offset by the fear that the
blue mcanies might come charg-
ing through the door at any
minute . . . but nothing’s
perfect (yetl).

And it is a strange old
doings, this world, whatever
you with your Grand Plan(s)
might think; on the one hand
we get capitalist bods telling us
our dope-taking’s all a commie
plot; on the other hand there are
you lot telling us that we’re just
suckers to the capitalist machine.
Well I know where I’m at, and
you're both wrong. l’rn me own
man, I do what I think’s okay
and I say: Sux to the lot of you,
you’rc all barmy!” And that’s
what you all, comicalist and
capitalist alike, really object to.
You’re just blooming jealous,
that's all!

Nick Godwin
Eyemouth, Berwickshire

I ain't got your freedom

CAROLE RUTHCHILD in her
letter “No place for nice guys”
(Levcllcr 27) used a strange and
mistaken notion of freedom. . .1
"The very fact that women have
little or no freedom means men
have more”. This implies a “zero-
sum" freedom game, in which
society possesses x freedom units,
so if women have 1/zx 1, incn
have ‘/zx plus l. “I haven’t got my
freedom so you must have it”.

As a way of looking at the
social realities of power and
freedom this is a non-starter.
Freedom doesn’t wait around like
a cake waiting to be sliced. It is
produced by social and productive
relations, and can be extended
virtually to infinity. -

Mar.x’s statement that “no
nation which oppresses another
can itself be free” is a statement of
fact, which can be extended to
other areas too, particularly
sexual politics.

However I do agree with Ms
Ruthchild’s more general con-r
clusions. Freedom for women
cannot be given by men: they

haven’tgot it to give. It can only be
produced by women themselves
creating new, liberating social struc-
tures..

And men likewise have their own
freedom to win. This can only be
done by destroying those social
relations which produce and
reproduce the pornocrat inside
each male skull. But men can hardly
expect women to patiently endure
while men change.

If separation has become a
tendency in the women’s movement,
the cause clearly is the negative
attitude which the male left
showed towards it: overtly until
circa 1975, covertly since. There
has been a malezfemale contra
diction. It might yet become
dialectical. '

Frank Roberts
London W13

The BBC — police pact
YOUR PUBLICATION of the
details of the compromise agree-
ment reached betwccn the BBC
and the Metropolitan Police was,
without question, informative.
There are, however, some questions
which must be asked of the con-
clusions which are drawn.

It is stated that as a result of
the agreement “a new climate had
been set which will dilute investi-
gation in the most sensitive area”
and that while the Metropolitan
Police did not get everything they
wanted, “they had got more than
any self-respecting independent
broadcasting organisation should
have allowed them to have”. Now,
what this conclusion assumes is
that ‘undiluted’ investigation is
only possible in a climate of
‘independence’, and, in so doing,
gives credence to the myth of the
professional independence of
broadcasters.

In the course of the previous
article ‘Unions: Cutting Off the
air’ it is stated that “however
assiduously they (the BBC) may
post off transcripts of attacks on
unions to their leaders afterwards,
it doesn’t extend to letting them
on the air to defend themselves”.
It is also suggested that professional
broadcasters and their editorial
executives are separated from
working class people “and have no
comprehension at all of the
relationship between union leader-
ship and the rank and file”. The
conclusion that you do not-draw
here is that these are precisely
effects of the same professional
independence which is argued to
have been compromised by the
agreement reached with the
Metropolitan Police.

Unquestionably the effect of
this agreement will be a more
rigorous scrutiny of programmes
dealing with sensitive law-and-
order issues, a scrutiny in which
the Metropolitan Police will play
a more decisive part. There are,
however, positive aspects to this
development which are not
stressed. Yes indeed this represents

‘I i

a crack in the edifice of profess-
ional independencc. It establishes
a precedent which must be argued
for by progressive political organ-
isations, the labour and trade union
movement. They too must now
forcefully demand the same
editorial rights, they too must
have “an infinitely greater editorial
say than they had before“. It is
only by breaking professional
independence will broadcasting
become, in practice, more
democratic and genuinely
accountable.

Ian Connell
Birmingham

i

Leicester 87 appeal’

IT IS JUST OVER a month since
the events of Leicester and Southall
occurred. During this time I have
read many of the Left’s publications
and have noticed that although a
wealth of articles have appeared
concerning Southall and Blair Peach
very little has been published about
Leicester.

I was arrested at Leicester on
April 21 along with 86 others and
of course realize that Southall was
far more serious; nevertheless
.ll2(),000 must be raised for
l..cicestcr’s legal costs. I would
appreciate that along with pub-
lishing appeals for the Southall
defence fund, appeals for
Leicester’s fund would also be
published.

l.)onations for Leicester
defendants should be made out
to: ‘Leicester Anti-Nazi League
(April 2 I defence fund) Acé. No.
50010176 ("o-operative Bank,
5-9 Hotel SL, Iscicester.

Nick Holdsworth
Hamel Hempstaad

1 .

Violence and socialism
Tlll-I lIYS'I'l*'.RI(’/\l., fascist men-
tality of Mike (iihhs (Letters,
Lcvcllcr 28) is terrifying (says a
petit-hoiiriicois opportunist des-
perately wanting to cover up for
iinperialisiii, obviously).

Violent action by those
l'iglitiiig a political war against
repression, foreign occupation, or
even simply capitalism is surely
justified when uscdagainst the
inanimate (property etc.) or anim- _
ate (police, army, politicians) instru-
ments of repression. But nothing,
not/ii'ng can justify the indiscrimin-
ate slaughter of innocent civilians
(and I say innocent because cvcn _
those who passively support the
British presence in Ireland are surc-
ly themselves victims of more
subtle repression, of manipulation
of their opinions and fears). I -
for one could never attack the
Irish for fighting a war for the
right of self-determination - but
defending the Birmingham bombings
(for instance) can be no better than
defending the bombing of Dresden
or Hiroshima, and I want no part
ofit I

failure to provide any relevant
e 5 educational opportunities. __

What's more, some of the Provo’s
tactics can be criticised on practical,
as well as moral terms. After all,
what did an ti-civilian bombings
achieve but the alienation of that
British working class that Mike
Gibbs says “would be much better
served by having the words of liber-
ation fights unadulterated by the
cowardly equivocation and hypo-
crisy of the British lcft”‘? (Very
helpful and comforting if you’re
dead, or have both legs blown oft).
And the Prevention of Terrorism
Act which the apathetic. anti-
Irish majority in the UK will
hardly be pressing the Tory govern-
mcnt they elected to repeal so
long as they feel threatened by the
Provos. Yet the dc-stabilising
terrorism directed against police,
army, prison service and property
has been effective in demonstrat-
ing the futility of continued British
presence in Ireland. This, not the
murder of innocent, or even passive-
ly culpable civilians, is surely the
right tactic.

But not, it seems, for the blood-
thirsty Mikc Gibbs. lt’s a pity he and
others like him don’t realise that
revolution in our society will only
now be achieved by the support
and co-operation of what is still
in this country, as it always has
been, an extremely conservative,
materialistic working class ,
not by a gun-toting revolutionary
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Values of sexist society
YOUR CORRESPONDENTS
Vaughan and Wcarc (Issue 27,
Letters) state that “the values of a
sexist society are structured into us
from the moment we are born” and
yet women", they imply are able to
overcome this conditioning, bu-t
not men we have too much to
gain from its perpetuation. To
take their argument further leads
me to conclude that there can be
no middle class socialists and no
white anti-racists.

Deciding to be anti-sexist is
not of itself going to change the
structures of dominance and
hegemony, but taking action is
not the prerogative of the
oppressed group alone. Altering
the male’s consciousness can only
be painful and slow, but we’d
like help and support, not the put-
downs we can expect from most
other men and plenty of women
in so-called straight society.

John Pcasc
Carlislc

The Rights of Gypsies
THANKS FOR David Brazil’s
article “Dukkering for the Gaujos”
(Leveller 28). People just would
not believe what happens to the

_ . G sies if it were ha enin to
elite who drive that class to reaction ajypother ethnic gross Didgyou
by foolish and bloody attacks on _
the people for whom they claim
to be fighting (and one only needs

know that the education acts do
not even guarantee them
schoolin r‘? Local Education

to look as far as Italy for an examp- '
le of the results of such action).

Mike Parker
London SE1 7

Bags, records. ornaments, radios,
clocks, watches, briefcases.

pen: , photographic equipment, toys,
fishing and camping equipment,

homeware and many more bargains-
it’s well worth avisit to the

Open Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to S p.m., or shop from home-
send s.a.e. for a copy of our I979 catalogue. ~ .

(Dept L.I.) Star Market, 75 Farringdon Road, London ECIM IX.

Authorities can say that nomadic
roadside Gypsy children “do not
belong to their area” and simply
refuse them admission to school.

..-_-. - '- - _n|--1

cratic procedures have now been
established for the distribution of
their budget, and unlike every othe
other Arts?Council and Regional

The N&’l1011fl1 GYPSY Arts Association panel, the
Education Council is a democratic criteria for awards are discussed
association of GYPSY Civil rights and decided on at public ineenngs.

At both the panels concerned (organisations (including the
(Merseyside Arts Association andRomani Guild, which you

mentioned, and the Association Ngfthefn Arts) many problems
still exist, not least of which isof Gypsy Organisations and the

I-‘last Anglia GYPSY C0ll1'l¢il)~. gross under-funding. -
As long as Community ArtsGypsy parents and teachers. If

are still considered to be theany of your readers wish further
iI1l°01'm-’=lii0fl 011 OUT Struggle, W971 bottom of the barrel, and remain

under-funded, then 98% of thebe happy to provide it (from
82 Evcrsham Road, LOI1d0I1 E15)- population will still be presented
W6 mail flflwslfillers regularly. and with art that bears no relevance to

their lives.have an irregular journal Traveller
@dl1¢'4Ti0"- Sally Walker &

‘ Pete Thomson

More often, however, sheer
administrative neglect leads to a

Thomas A cton
National Gypsy Education A sgggjatfon of Comm.

Council unity Artists
L0”-do" E15 (northern branch)
_ Newcastle-on-TfvneFacts on community arts.

GREG WlLKlNSON'S article
(Leveller 27) on the Art’s Council’s
treatment of the Federation of
Worker Writers and Community
Publishers points out all too clear Mark?‘-‘"713, which Plafied TWO
clearly the inherent bias of acLept- adI-‘er "'36-’"’1E’"l‘3 in 1‘/16 MH,1’.i88u£’
ed artistic standards. OfTHE 1-E V51-1-ER, 55’ Fhollghf

llowcver he falls into the trap to be ll"-'0(V¢’d in 4' dllbifillfi
of using the very criteria he attack business-
attacks--wlicn he describes the The Car”3le‘bas€d ¢'0mPa"..V
Community Arts panel as being ad"e”l5'e5' both holidays and
“the bottom of the barrel, where $‘FHd<i’"? Scholarships» People it’/10
therapeutic considerations-replace ""’~"'P0."d '0 if-9 4973 0'1’ 86"! H
31-tjstjg Standard S"_ dc tailed application form and

Community Arts is a response am "<‘~’q"ll'E’d T0 3-‘-"Id 4 ?‘E’r‘Zl3'l?‘-
of artists, writers etc. against “HP” Ti‘-"‘-" Off-5- 1'" fem?" fhi‘-‘I’_l»’
established artistic standards, and get 30'”? dupllcafed Sheets Of
attempts to “tum to the greater readily available injorrnation.
part of our people, our life and According to the June -issue
expression that the industries of 0fN/4 T10-NAL STUDENT, IT'S
Art and English Lit. mostly the lat‘-*3? Of“ "l4"’lbP?' 0fdif-
' ferenr comparrzles connectedignore.” _

with either Stan Randal orSome measure of their success
can be, seen in the fact that in two Barbara Sumner. In January

19 78 a company calledregions whose Community Arts
funding has been devolved to the /”5¢"'(l'li/\' P(4t"‘1i"g4?'Id
Regional Arts Association, demo- Prornofioris (working from

a semi-derelict shop in Sou th-
port) advertised lucrative jobs
abroad. Registration fee - £3,
Thatfolded when the company
was exposed by the NEWS OF
THE WORLD.

In December, Barbara
Sumner starred (iranville
Travel -- working from her
home in Sozithporr. In Feb-
ruary the compan_v moved to
Penrfrli, and the folloviving month
Roger Cook, of the BBC ’s i
CHl:L'C1\"PO[NT programme,
discoitcred that they were using
a Carlislc address — the same
office that Trans iort, run by
Stan Randal, was working from.

When Cook traced Barbara
Sumner to a house near Carlisle,
which she and her husband shared
with the Randals, he had a bucket '
of water thrown over him. And
the police have now moved in
and seized mail sent to Granville
Travel. Just how lucrative the
busi'ness was is revealed by the

t -- company ’s paying in book: in
three months to the middle of
April it paid £6,800 into its
Sou thport bank. ’

Collective apology

TRANSAR T RESEARCH and



BY 1981 BRITAIN could have One of the
most restrictive abortion laws in liurope. The
ideas and principles that motivate the anti-
abortionists are precisely the some as those of
organisations like the Responsible Society,
Moral Re-Armament, and the Festival of Light.
Anti-abortion organisations like the Society for
the Protection of Unborn Children (SPUC) now
feel confident to involve themselves in wider
areas, as they see their other tactics succeed.

I-"or example, in Dudley SlP‘U.EC‘Zhave orga=-
nised a campaign against contraception for
under l6’s, on the platform of parents right of
veto over their children‘s sexual activity.
Doctors all over the country are within their
rights to give contraception to under I6 year
old girls on the grounds that they are protecting
them from the possible “harmful effects of
intercourse“ -- ie pregnancy. Dudley Area
Health Authority decided to improve their .
contraceptive services by setting up a central
clinic for all ages, which would, like other NHS
clinics, advise and counsel under 16’s.

In may 79 SPUC unveiled its plans to
prosecute the AHA and individual doctors on
the basis that they were aiding and encouraging
illegal sex. They organised a march and petition
in Dudley, and the campaign was fueled by the
usual fetishistic cries of “destruction of the
family! . . . moral pollution! . . . VD! . . .
cervical cancer!” "

Local papers made much of the reports that
both Dudley Trades Council and NUPE branch
had given limited support for SPUC when they
criticised the Al-{A for not having consulted .
the parents of Dudley before making the
decision to open the clinic. The only organised
opposition to the march was from
Wolverhampton Womens Voice, who travelled I
to Dudley to stage a small counter--
demonstration.

A similar campaign is being set up in
Tiverton, Devon, by local counciller Mary
Turner. She says that the response has been so
6 . .
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great that she plans to set up a branch of the
Responsible Society. “I do not think Devon is a'
den of corruption and sin", M Turner told the
local paper. She appears to think that contra-
ceptive provision will make it so. She also
complains that nobody teaches young people
how to say no. Another group, who call
themselves “Parents in Suffolk" have been
waging the same campaign, this time via the
Community Health Council. Heavy and con-
tinuous pressure is being put on Suffolk AHA
to change their policy.

“Teeney-Sex Centre ln Top Gear” was a-
recent headline in the Daily Star getting what
kicks it could out of the fact tha,t a large
Doncaster clinic gave contraception to only 50
under 16s in the past year. All the campaigns
aim for this kind of coverage, and usually get it.

“the temptation to go too jar
when you are both alone may
be hard to resist”
{"1-XIII“

The ensuing moral postures taken by the
popular press belie their own sickeningly sexist
double standards.

And once these campaigns can say that they
have whipped up enough public outrage, they
start writing to MPs, some of whom will do their
bit by asking questions in “the House”. The
DHSS is now considering a revision of its.
I974 Memorandum of Guidance, which makes
it possible for doctors to prescribe contra-P i
ception for under,l6‘s.

With their loins fully girded, our moral
guardians will now send off for bulk orders of
literature from organiations likethe Respon-
sible Society. A favourite booklet is But Where
Is Love by Venetia Riches (daughter of Valerie,
Responsible Society leader), who doesn’t
think that love is to be found “groping in a
writhing heap in the back of an Austin 1 100 on
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WHEN BRITAIN voted for Thatcher, it wasn’t just a vote for law ’n order. and the
' freedom to pull yourself up by your boot strings to become the next Freddie
1* Laker. It was a vote which gave the stamp ot approval to a new breed of repressive

moralism. Rose Shapiro puts the picture together.

Putncy lleath“ and suggests questions like
“How would you feel if you were a bastard” ‘
as topics for discussion in sex education lessons.

In common with all the other material of
this sort, Riches directs it largely as girls, and
warns them against petting, pre-marital sex,
abortion, and contraception, with VD and
cervical cancer being the ultimate punishments
for such deviant behaviour. The same views are
expressed by Dr. Margaret White (who is also
the SPUC doctor) in her Order of Christian -
Unity booklet Sound Sex liducation.

She also draws attention to one of the lesser-
known areas of danger in a young girl's life —
baby-sitting. Dr White is worried that if you
baby-sit with your boyfriend: “the temptation
to go too far when you are both alone may be
hard to resist“. This material has been widely
used as a basis for sex education in state-aided
church based schools — the kind that Thatcher
will be developing through her educational
policies.

There is nothing so effective in the arsenal
of the moral authoritarians as the emotive
spectre ofchild sex. Mary Whitehouse must have
worked late into the night to formulate ways in
which she could use the outcry created by the
Paedophile Information Exchange (PIE) to
discredit other organisations. She came pretty
close to succeeding with the Albany Trust,
which works in the field of sex education and
counselling s - with particular concern for gay
people, transsexuals and transvestites. The
Trust was asked by Pll-I to publish one of their
leaflets on paedophilia, which it decided
against.

Whitehouse noted this contact, as well as the
fact that the Albany Trust had annotated photo-
copies of a translation of the Speijer Report
which was commissioned by _the Dutch
government and looked (among other things)
at the age of consent laws for gay people.
Whitehouse, at a public meeting in Central
London, said that the Albany Trust was

I it
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advocating child sex, and that given the Trust
is partially funded by the Department of

_ Education and the Home Office, so were the
government. This was picked up by the
national press. Once again, questions were
asked in the House, and the l)l~lS was put
under great pressure to withdraw the money
for the Trust‘s youth and education- project.
The grant may well not be renewed this year.
Alan Smith, Albany Trust Youth Project
Officer, told me that he often has to spend half
an hour explaining details of the Whitehouse
smear when he speaks at courses for sex edu-
cators or youth workers, and that Whitehouse
has generally made_their work more difficult.
Which is exactly what she intended — she must
have known the Speijer/Albany Trust
connection had no mileage in it whatsoever
without her campaign of deliberate mis -
representation but 15 rightly confident that the
credibility given her by the media (for instance
in the recent Dimbleby interview) and the
success of her prosecution of Gay News will -
carry her through.

> You may remember the furore surrounding
child pornography, which was outlawed last
year. But where are the prosecutions? It seems
unlikely that there is much child porn in this
country, or indeed, if there ever was. But the
image of it served to get MPs hot under the
collar about porn in general, and will contribute
to the--easier passage of the Indecent Displays
Bill that has appeared again during this
parliamentary session.

This kind of publicity in relation to
Parliament also comes in very handy for anti-
abortionists. By generating horror about killing
viable foetuses, they were able to push an ill-
informed and masculist Parliament into giving
the Corrie Bill a large majority at Second
reading. So far, all the “babies on draining
board" stories have been discredited. Even
Dr Gerard Vaughan, Minister for Health, has
confirmed in a letter about the Whiston Hospital
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abortion (the one where a pure young priest
claimed to have spent 2/3/4 hours baptising
and praying over a dying baby) that “there was
no real basis for the allegations that have been
made”. SPUC and LIFE have pulled it off
before with their proven fantasy Babies for
Burning, the book waved triumphantly around
by Leo Abse and James White in support of
their anti-abortion Bill of 1975. They must be
overjoyed to see that these sametactics were
winners in '79.

ifpeople really knew what
Lifeline was “the phone would

- - s Inever rzng

Even the anti-abortion group LIFE admits
that it wouldn’t get very far without calculated
deception. Its organisation Lifeline runs
telephone counselling services throughout the
country. At its recent South East Regional
Conference, vice president Nuala Scarisbrick
stressed the importance of making Lifeline
adverts look as much like pregnancy advisory
service ones as possible. She pointed out that
80% of those who ring Lifeline do so for advice
about abortion, and that if people really knew
what Lifeline was “the phone would never
ring”. Lifeline has around 20 hostels for -
pregnant women, many of the houses given to
them by local authorities.

No doubt other organisations will jump at
the chance to describe themselves as counsellors,
as it gives them the opportunity to undermine
and frighten people when they are at their most
vulnerable. Pilot is a christian “counselling”
service for gays, based in Poole, Dorset. Its
organiser, Geoff Percival, see psycho-sexual
counselling as “tinkering”, as it does not take
his position that the only morally correct
sexual relationships are heterosexual, and
within marriage. He says that “after the
christian ‘new birth’ (see St John Chapter 3)

v
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Rally Trafalgar Sq. 1971 — the beginnings of the Clrristian Crusade for the ‘purification of the nation'

there is sometimes a spontaneous remission of
the homosexual condition. Such a person is
now hopefully free to marry and raise a family,
if he chooses”.

He claims to have made 3,000 “contacts” in
the past two years, and that he is funded by a
legacy and donations, which make it possible
for him to place ads in local papers as far away
as Halifax. He does not receive direct funding
from any organisation, but has, as he put is, a
“hot-line" to the Festival of Light. And the
“Council of Reference” listed on his letterhead
includes some heavy FoL‘ers. One of them,
Philip Crome, is secretary of the Harrow (West
London) branch, and has been travelling far
afield in his mission to clear pornography from
newsagents‘ shelves. As July’s edition of Forum
reports, he pretended to be a “local citizen" of
Banbury, Oxon, so that he could take Forum
and other magazines to court.

All these organisations, regardless of what
area of life they concentrate on, basically -
believe the same things. Their conservatism
extends to other manifestations of authoritar-
ianism such as capital punishment and
militarism. Mary Whiteh ouse fears that uncen-
sored war films would undermine the national
will to wage war. Research by Middlesex Poly
sociologist Colin Francome showed that on the
Parliamentary votes on capital punishment and
abortion in the 60’s; “there was a strong
‘tendency for those supporting capital punish-
ment to oppose abortion and vice versa.” By
the time you read this article the hanging vote
will have been taken, and it will be interesting
‘to make a comparison between that vote and
the Corrie Bill, although some MPs, most
notably Abse, have made this connection. He
says that he is “pro-life” on both issues.

Other research points to the across-the
board reatcion of anti-abortionists. Work
published in ’7 8 by the University of Missouri
in the US showed that “people opposed to
availability of abortion tended to express

a continued over 7__
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from previous page
greater confidence in the military and to favour
increased spending" on the military and arma-
ments”, and that anti-abortionists were more
likely to have supported the US intervention in
Viet Nam.

' The right-wing moralists have capitalised on
many people's geniune fears and confusion, as
Philip Hodson, editor of Forum, points out.
“People‘s views are formed by information, and
an awful lot of lies have been told”, he says,
and he believes that much of what is happening
now represents the terror of the church as it
sees society rejecting both it and its values.

“an awful lot of lies have '
been told ”

And if you examine the politics and activi-
ties of all these church-based organisations,
from the Responsible Society to SPUC, it
becomes clear that the anti-abortionists are not
operating a single issue campaign. They have
chosen abortion as the most winnable and
emotive platform they have, with the aim of
manipulating “public opinion” towards more
support for authority in general. Much of the
left will only fight on abortion as a single issue,
but the National Abortion Campaign should be
as ready to fight for lowering the age of consent
for gays as it is for day-care abortion facilities.

NAC’s current goal is a massive trades union
demonstration, which the TUC has agreed to
call, in the Autumn. That same Trades Council
who tacitly supported SPUC in Dudley could
well sponsor it. It will be able to do so without
making the connections between the two
events, and because we are so concerned that

"the demonstration is a huge one, we will allow -
them to get away with it. The present Bill is as
much a manifestation of the move towards _
authority and strengthening of existing
hierarchies, an attack on feminism, and a
destruction of the right to sexual self definition
as it is oppression of an economically defined
working class. I

No doubt it must be bewildering for some
people to see how their pre-war moral standards
have been challenged and eroded by the move-
ments of the 60s and 70s. The anti-militarism
of Ban the Bomb, and the campaign against the
US in Vietnam, which led to confrontations
with police and state authority, resulted in a
generation that rejected the values of the past.

The 70s brought an even broader re-
appraisal -by the women’s, gay, and anti-racist
movements, which provoked and supported
radically alternative lifestyles and culture. What
appeared in the past to be absolutes -- sex-roles
religion, class, and morality -- are being clung
to and viciously re-affirmed in the face of those
who undermine them.

The rise of the most reactionary and
oppressive government in decades depended on
isolatingthe progressive movements of the last
twenty years as the enemy. The order that the
right is attempting to impose upon us is not just
an economic one, but one of rigid authori-
tarianism at evey level of our lives and culture,
initially achieved by Parliamentary legislation.
We must recognise that this is what the Corrie
Bill represents, and we must base our campaign
on that recognition. -
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THREE NEW officers have joined the staff of
the London CIA Station, headed by Dr Edward c/o The Embassy. He first saw field service in
Proctor, ‘under cover’ as diplomats at the US
Embassy. Two of the new boys have served
in Africa, and two in the Soviet Union.

year-old Rufus Stevenson. Although the most
junjgf Of the ngw Qgmgfs, hg hasn't yet appear- l'€C€I1t €Xp€I'l€IlCC the SOVl€t UHIOH have _jUS1I

ed in the Diplomatic List. He served in
Madagascar and Mali, and speaks French.

retary Political, is a mid-ranking officer, and
saw service in Kenya and Tanzania in the late
60’s and early seventies before moving to
Moscow in 1977, from where he came to
London. He‘s 41.

ht-Snltliers Againsttlle War
 lllllll Ill llfllllt Ill
MIKE B1663 will bo ooo of tho platform “When 1 heard the decision 1 just collapsed
31*‘-akfifs at thfl August 12 demonstration ' in a heap, for it is no little thing to succeed
demanding Bfitish Withdf-'=1W31 from Nofthefll against such a powerful establishment as the
Ireland. ton roars oftor tho troops Wont in Army, they did not make it easy to get out "
Biggs W115 011% Of the HOOPS himself £01 3 Whihl, Mike is now working as a social worker with
and 35 0119- Of 11119 01113? W/0 British Army the mentally ill in South London. He sees the
officers to have left on conscientious objection Army as an increasingly Sinister fol-Cd, made
grounds over Northern Ireland, he will be part more so by such operations as the joint
of the Ex-Soldiers Against the War contingent 3A5/3|>(; exercises at Heath,-Ow Airport and
9" the dem0h5tT3ti°h- their use to break up carious strikes.

After Scfvihg ah Ifish thllf in 1976, Mike Ilis position on Northern Ireland is now that
Bisss mado his first application for promawro of calling an withdrawal and together with
voluntary retirement, the only way he knew of many ex-Army colleagues, he is now working
thfih for leaving the AI1T1Y~ on a pamphlet being produced by UTOM and

He told Newsrelease: “I wrote a letter to my the August 1'2 Demonstration Committee
commanding officer stating my views about entitled Voices for Withdrawal which should
Northern Ireland as grounds for retirement but appear by ()ctobcr this year. "
was rejected." He made another bid in Ten other ex-soldiers at least will be at the
November 1976, and was again refused, hardly August demo, which is attracting a snowballing
$‘11'P1'i$!hg 33 3 5'3‘/eh "whth Waiting list f0I sponsorship list. It now has four Lords, 14 MPs,
would-be retiring officers was then in operation. one Euro-MP (Alf Lomas) and a broad left and

“So many officers are trying to get out, labour movement support, that promises to
they won’t take being pushed around any more. help make the protest the lar est one in8But the Army sees everything in monetary London on Northern Ireland seen for many
terms hoping that by increasing the pay, they years.

V will be able to keep people in". '
For the other ranks the position is even

worse, for anyone holding Mike’s views would W
hardly have received even the small concessions
made to him.

Despite being offered a smooth bureaucratic ,
job, Mike still wanted to leave, and in October .
1978, he contacted At Ease, the soldier
counselling service operated at Re1ease’s office _
(l, lilgin Avenue, London W9. 01-289 3878),
following which he approached the Army
Retirements Board as a conscientious objector.

“I said I objected to an anned presence
anywhere, based on suspicion and antagonism
. . . an army is a corrupt instrument by which
states could bully or co-erce weaker states.”

The army continued to thwart Mike, and he
was then forced to “down tools” being prepared,
he said, to go to prison rather than continue
serving in any capacity. In February this year he
was charged with neglecting his military duties, i
using insubordinate language to a superior
officer, and disobeying a lawful command.

He received a “severe reprimand”, but
persisted and at last was able to present his case
to the Advisory Committee on Conscientious
Objectors with a solicitor contacted through
At Ease. The Committee were convinced of his
sincerity, despite attempts by his commanding
officer to besmirch him, and his immediate "i‘f
release from the Army was ordered. Mike Biggs - a voice for withdrawal. '

, Like Hannon, the third newcomer, Gerald
an Loyd Engle, 44, shyly prefers not to give his

- home address in the Diplomatic List, which
lists him simply as Assistant Political Attache,

Switzerland, and after five years at CIA head-
quarters, went to Bulgaria and the Soviet Union
returning from there to Langley before coming
here, probably at the end of last year.

Given that two mid-ranking officers with
Most mysterious of the new arrivals is 39-

3-rrivod hero. it would not be at all surprising
if the CIA and M15 between them weren’t
preparing to use the advent of a Tory Govern-
ment to get a few Russians chucked out, just
like Foreign Secretary Alec Home did in 1971 '

John Charles Hannon, listed as Second Sec-

a y n s o overt Action Information
B ll t' POB 502 2 '

' '1

Newsrelease
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23 MEMBERS of the Braintree Irish Society
must turn up at London’s Bow Street court on
July 26 ‘to face a motley bunch of driving .
charges, and Section Eleven of the Prevention
of Terrorism Act — that of with-holding
information.

This is the tail-end of the great Bomb Squad
cock-up, springing from the IRA pursuit of
January this year (see Leveller 24). It can only
be hoped the 23 do not become victims of legal
vindictiveness through police rage at the way
their own investigations were bungled.
Certainly, the cops by now would just like the
whole thing to go away.

They wanted one of their own members to
go away too. Poor DC Edward Morley, of the
Surrey police force, who insisted that last
December he was fired upon by IRA gunmen, is
now retiring at the end of this month on a
“sickness pension“ — Surrey police would not
reveal further details of their own investigation
into the debacle.

» Meanwhile, the controversial Section ll of
the PTA - its last resort, catch-all section — has
reared its ugly head in another form.

While newspapers were stridently reporting
Mrs Thatcher’s bile against the BBC for
broadcasting the INLA “we killed Airey Neave”
interview, they suggested her legal side-kick
Michael Havers, would be seeing if section 11
might be applicable. Scotland Yard encouraged
this development by insisting the BBC contacted
them only after the interview, and the heat is
really on BBC’s Broadcasting House.

All this is rather ironic to Leveller readers
who have of late been studying the BBC
internal newsminutes, which would suggest as
far as the cops and Mrs Thatcher‘s cohorts were
concerned, there should be no cause for alarm
in what the BBC puts out in its news broadcasts.

Already, the BBC has mumbled in its defence
it would “review its guidelines“ over such
matters as the INLA interview. All the Leveller
can hope is that the B B(T will not slide back
even further on its independence, and that the
Thatcher storm, stirred by Lady Neave
continuing her husband's political stand on
controlling the news media, will leave no lasting
shift in emphasis.

lllWlIl‘lll fil‘BIliSl(.
STAFF WHO used to work at the Woolworth’s branch in Manchester which was gutted by fire

luntluns [ill
in May this year, killing ten people, have told
the community paper Manchester City
Enquirer that the attitude of both the Company
and city fire officers to fire precautions was
very casual.

A statement made by a former stockroom
worker to solicitors representing the shop-
workers’ union USDAW alleges that Fire
Officers warned Woolworths when they were
to visit the store, and that before each inspect-I.
ion staff, including junior management, moved
furniture upstairs, away from fire exits on the
sales floor. It was returned once the fire officers
had left. Nine of the ten people who died were
overcome by poisonous gases from foam-filled
furniture.

. A’firedoor on stairs between the second and
(M n tha k t C '- the third floor was kept locked to stop custom-

ers going upstairs, the statement says. Otheru e in, ox 7 , Washington, DC - _ 1 h h k f th d _ , ,20044 USA’ for helping us with this Story‘) i)é;tn:)p1dl);:efsitstd]yfE0:)§.t e ey or e oor was Richer‘? Mcfjkenny and Hugh Callahan - two of those wrongly lmp!'lSOft€d. - 9
. 

The statement adds that paint and white
spirit were stored next to each other on the .
fourth floor, contrary to recommended practice
and that stock, including electrical goods, was
stored on the stairs above the second floor. One
worker had complained about this in a written
statement made in June 1978.

But the company is not breaking any laws in
doing any of these things. And employees do
say that the shop had regular fire drills for staff,
and that fire extinguishers were kept in good
order. 1

The USDAW solicitors, Rowley and Bluett,
told the City Enquirer that, depending on
instructions from the union, they would be
interested in taking statements from people
who have worked in the shop.

- 0

Verdict an June tireig
WOMEN WHO retaliate against violent men can
expect hard. treatment in the courts if a recent
case in’ Edinburgh is anything to go by. June
Greig, a battered woman who fought back and
killed her husband was sentenced to six years
in prison. Witnesses in the trial, including her
daughters aged seven and eight, told the court
of the kind of violence that she had been
subjected to . . . . how she had been kicked in
the stomach while pregnant, slashed with a
Ghurka knife, burned with cigarettes, punched,
kicked, beaten and kept in constant fear.

Faced with evidence that the woman had

put up with systematic brutal violence before
-she retaliated, the judge in the case said that-
he had “made allowances for the fact that her
husband had knocked her about a bit” but that
the sentence was to serve “not merely to punish
her but to deter other wives in the same position
from killing their husbands.”

A campaign has been launched to free June
Greig, and to publicise the situation of battered
women generally. Women’s groups who are
active in building the campaign feel that this
verdict shows no understanding and sympathy
for the situation that battered women find
themselves in and the lack of any real altern-
atives to putting up with a violent marriage. We
are pressing for more Women’s Aid refuges,
better protection for battered women under
the law and quicker and more efficient
rehousing.
Joanna Blythman _

rirrfrifr
DAYS AFTER a man was savagely battered to
death in Rotherham, South Yorkshire, last year,
localcpolice swooped on the homes of six
members of the Campaign for Homosexual
Equality in their search for the murderer.

None of those visited was under suspicion
but the police said they thought the killing had
a homosexual motivation. Indeed they said they
already knew who was responsible and he lived
in London. A man was later charged.

But CHE members were disturbed to find
their names and addresses on police files. The
information had apparently come from a plain
clothes officer who had visited a CHE meeting
some time before and noted the registration
numbers of all the cars parked outside.

1
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Tlili. WEST Midlands police have scored a
hopefully small victory in their continued bid
to sabotage the bid of the six Northern Irishmen
to assert their innocence of the 1974 city centre
Birmingham pub bombs that killed 22 people
and ushered in the Prevention of Terrorism Act.

The background to the me_n’s case was fully
presented in Leveller issue 1 and we reported .
in issue 19 that the police in Birmingham were
trying to have an assault case against them by
the six struck out before it came to court

The police failed then, but immediately
lodged an appeal which should have been heard
in late July. This however was postponed till
November by Lord Denning who, it is said,
wants to “carefully consider” the case, which
lawyers acting for the men are interpreting in a
somewhat pessimistic manner.

To counter this worry, the lawyers feel they
-are forced to reveal their “trump card", evidence
they were hoping to keep under wraps to
lprevent police inevitably working out their own

ways of counteracting this new development.
Briefly, the men will present a forensic _

scientist, one Dr Yallop, who will say new -
technical ways of detecting the presence of
nitro-glycerine on the body, such as under the
fingernails, means the method used on the
Irishmen in 1974 was “not specific” and could
just as easily have meant the presence on the i
hands of such everyday substances as tobacco.

Such forensic evidence was used against the '
men at their 1975 Lancaster trial - as indeed it
was against Mrs Annie Maguire and her family
members in 1974, another controversial Irish
case.

At this current snail-like pace, the assault
case by the Irishmen against the police (assuming
of course, they fail in November) will not take
place until well into 1980, by which time they
will have spent over five years in prison for
crimes there is much to suggest they did not
commit. '
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After the National Front's derisory showing in the May General Election, many
people now feel the Nazi threat is not quite what it seemed. And, with racist
policies high on the new government’s list of commitments, the focus of the
Anti-Nazi League is inevitably shifting. The ANL delegate conference in London
on July 14th gave an important opportunity to take the temperature of the move-
ment and to assess its future role. Brian Deer went along.

THE CO NF l'lRl*.N('l~l brought together
nearly 300 delegates from local ANL branches
and affiliated organisations. to formulate policy
for the coming year and to elect a national
steering committee. It was a different kind of
event from the first conference in July 1978.
While last year’s cc nference was geared to the
exchange of ideas and experience between
activists, this year’s was more concerned with
the structure and organisation of the League.
Hence there was little discussion of local
campaigning work and those young delegates
who couldn't articulate The Way Forward
remained silent. _

Most of the speaking came from the plat-
form -9 comprising Six white men with an
average age of around 40 who spoke before
each debate, gave voting recommendations
and replied afterwards. Most resolutions were
moved formally and people who wanted to
speak from the floor got only three minutes
each.

The platform dominated but Ernie
Roberts, Labour MP for Hackney North and
chairperson of the morning session, came in
for a lot of stick. His main concern was to get
decisions taken as quickly as possible giving
some delegates the impression they were _
being “railroaded”. There was a roar of
laughter when Ernie declared: “I don"t want
anyone to get the impression they‘rc being
stopped.”

Righ tly or wrongly, this impression
became fact when resolutions on Zimbabwe
and the Prevention of Terrorism Act came
up for debate. Nigel Harris, speaking for the
Conference Arrangements Committee, said
although the platform and most of the dele-
gates would support them, these resolutions
“go well beyond the aims of the ANL."
Passing them could make the League “a
fully-fledged political party“.

Ernie took this as a signal to swiftly
dispense with the problematic resolutions,
but delegates would have none of it, and a
vote was demanded. Ernie said okay and
sought a single vote chopping both subjects
off the agenda. Delegates, however, wanted
to take them separately and tlriiie was
obliged to allow it. The PTA was lost, but
the conference agreed by 102 to 94 to debate
Zimbabwe.

ln the five minute debate it was clear
nobody was suggesting turning the ANL into
a party. Delegates pointed to the racist nature
of the Muzorewa-Smith regime and argued
that this was a matter of concern to an anti-
racist organisation like the ANL. And, despite
more pressure from the platform, the conf-
erence agrecd that the ANL would “use its
resources and membership to publicise the
Zimbabwean liberation struggle” and would
support the Zimbabwe lirnergency Campaign
Committee. ; ,

This adoption of an ANL foreign policy
was an indication of the League’s dilemma:
its success has stemmed from its explicitly
anti-Nazi stance and by pinning the Nazi label
firmly on the National l-‘ront. Moves to
broaden its aims could lose it support, but
were arguably inevitable if a new direction is
to be found.

The ANL"s dilemma came out in the
10" '

“Conference Declaration"’ drafted by the
steering committee. The guidelines for
future activity against the National liront
were vague. Top of the list was this:

“The main orientation of the /\Nl_, the
fight against thc Nazis needs to be main-
tained. Prcciscly bccausc thcrc is a real
possibility of a Nazi rcst|rp,t;|1t%o in tho 11¢),-1
couplc of years, the ANL has to aim to
maintain its structure intact and be in a
position to rcspontl should the need arise.
Tlicrc will continue to be sporadic and local
instances of Nazi activity which must be
opposed." This was certainly a far cry from
the “go out and get em” spirit of last year’s
conference. And surely nothing could have
been further from the minds of the 60,000
who marched to Carnival in Victoria Park.
But it was a fair statement of the holding
operation upon which the ANL leadership
has embarked. The biggest item on the
conference agenda was “structure” — some
delegates, notably those supporting Big Flame,
argued for more representation of activists on
the steering committee.

But they lost the day and indeed ANL
National Secretary Paul Holborow used his
reply as an opportunity to announce an
approved list of candidates. lle said there
were MP5 on the committee, but “Bill Dunn
Peter Hain, Simon llcbditch and myself
could be described as nothing clsc than rank
and file members." He then stressed the
committcc’s support for “Avtar .louhl,
Vishnu Sliarma and Tariq Ali.” Asked
afterwards about his inclusion, Tariq Ali

editor of the International Marxist (iroup
newspaper Socialist Challenge told The
1.eveller: “lt’s a bit late isn’t it?“ But
although his election biography declared
him to be,"like llolb orow, a “rank and file
militant of the ANL“, many young people may
well have .left the conference wondering where
people like themselves fitted in to all this.

.9

The election for the ANL Steering Committee
produced the following result:

Avtar .louhl I96
Vishnu Sharma 193
*Maurice Ludmer 185
Tariq Ali 174
*Paul Holborow l 70
*Dennis Skinner 164
*Pe ter ls-lain 160
*Sirnon llebditch 150
*Nigel l-larris 145
*Bill Dunn I42
*Lrnic Roberts I37
*Audrey Wise 136
*Martin Flanncry l 18
*Miriam Karlin 117
*Arthur Latltam 1 l3

Anna Reese I06
Dave Roberts 97
Clive Gilson 95
Neil Martinson 73
Patricia Anker 72
Patrick Kodikara 65
Morris Howard 45 .

Those candidates above the.line were elected.
* denotes a sitting member of the Steering
Committee. I

JUNE 18th. Will, me, Will’s push chair and a big
bag of ‘in cases’, (ta mac, in case it rains; nappies,
in case Will wets the one he has on; trousers,
in case it goes through) set off to the photo
exhibition and demonstration, Wh0’s Holding
the Baby ? at the Hayward Gallery, London.
We are too late for the bus so it’s puff, puff on
the tube. Watch the escalator. Someone told me
a horror story of a child”s wellington getting
stuck down the side. Pu ff, puff up all those
steps and down to the South Bank.

Will makes a dash for some swings down a
temporary bridge. I heave him in the direction
of the Hayward. Perhaps they will have all
gone. lt’s getting very hot. We spot two run-
away children. Relief. Turning the corner there
they -are still. Banners, children, anxious and
bewildered adults. ‘I ve just joined", says
someone from the Southwark Child Care
Campaign, “Will you sign my petition‘?”. l
sign thinking a mobile demonstration with
floats might have been better. The problem
with demonstrating outside the Hayward is
that you are not really seen by many people
and it‘s hard to watch the kids.

A worried man is wondering where to take
the kids to next. A small group sets off in the
direction of some gardens near Parliament.
There are large contingents from several nur-
series including two Hackney Community
Nurseries, Market and Beatty Road. One of
the Hackney Flashers, who took some of the
photos in the exhibition, looks cheerful despite
the problem of how to take photos wlriile hold-
ing a toddler at the same time. She tells me to
go inside and she’ll keep an eye on Will who by
this time has met the dog from Beatty Road.

l zoom round, spending most time on the
Hackney Flashers work. I had already seen the
exhibition on nurseries in a local community
bookshop, Centerprise. There are collages
about the politics of child care, photos of ,
demonstrations. They look a bit entombed in
the Hayward. their immediacy distanced by
the atmosphere of a large gallery. But the
pictures of the children and nursery workers in
a Hackney Community Nursery are still direct.
They are moving because they are not only
protesting the injustice and disregard of capital-
ism, but asserting the intensity of people‘s
ability to love and communicate, even despite
these.

The London Nursery Campaign were dem-
onstrating against inadequate provision for
young children in the widest sense: not only
the lack of nurseries but the problem of travel
on public transport, lack of creches in shops,
the_banning of pushchairs in some museums
and galleries the whole question of priority in
the design of communities. They have informal
links with nursery campaigns in other places,
for example. Sheffield, Leeds, Birmingham,
Oxford and rather suprisingly. Bournemouth
where the council did not know what had hit
them! Myra Garrett. a member of the cam-
paign who has been particularly involved in the
trade union side, told me they act as an umbrella
tor a large number of varied groups. Under
liivcs, local child carc campaigns and trade I
union branches. They have produced a book-
let. '1 ‘he [Jo It YourselfNnrsery Carnpaigrr
(Slip including postage), and have a copy of the
cartoon about nurseries Who needs Nz.rrs'err'es?
We D0. _ i

A group exists which is concerned with the
training of nursery nurses. They try to counter
the ideology behind many of the courses. There
is not only the issue of differing approach to
girls and boys which has been most thoroughly
discussed in the women’s movement, but the
emphasis upon the individual interaction
between adult teacher and the child rather than
upon interaction as a group and co-operative
learning among children.

Myra throught it would be useful if some
discussions of feminist and socialist attitudes
towards psychology could be directcd to these

1
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Last month our cover featured the exhibition of socialist aiid
feminist photography at the Hayward Gallery in London. Sheila R0 wbotham
explains. why she went to picket outside the exhibition and asks how ‘socialists
can communicate their vision to children. t

_ 

HackneyFlashers

problems which have such practical implications
for helping us develop an alternative vision of
child care. At the moment there is a lack of
much theoretical connection between the
women’s movement demandfor nurseries,
much muttering and some practice over the
years of men and women sharing childcare
more equally in couples or in groups, and the
gowth of new forms of community childcare
and trade union supported nurseries at work. It
also occurred to me that while discussions
about the personal experience of being with
children is an obvious subject for women’s
groups and men's groups, it is less customary
for a socialist group to talk about this.

Community Nurseries are a fascinating
growth. They assume several shapes and forms.
Some are partly operated by parents with the
assistance of paid helpers; one in Hackney is
funded by the Equal Opportunities Commission,
others by various Council grants. They have
often arisen out of play groups and nationally
their existence is patchy. Hackney is really an
exceptional case. The current waiting list for
Council Day Nurseries stands at over 800 top
priority children. Eight Council Day Nurseries
provide only 400 or so places and there are now
seven voluntary nurseries which have come into
being on an ad hoc basis.

i
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The council grudgingly gave them the nod
because they were a cheaper form of child care.
But this meant nursery workers were being
forced to claim Social Security as they were
under the poverty line. However last year in -
Hackney they joined NUPE and demanded
parity with Council-run nurseries. They won
much better pay conditions and holidays.

This is not to imply that Council Nurseries
are some kind of utopia. Pay is still relatively
low. Socialist and feminist nursery workers are
full of stories of struggles against sexist and
authoritarian attitudes. One lslington worker
said to me that after work shewas so tired she
just wanted to switch off completely from the
kids. In community nurseries, though, this is
never possible. These nurseries have to argy
bargy their way through the Kaflcaesque world
of council funding.

In Hackney, for example, they are becoming
increasingly involved in the Under Fives, which
links all aspects of activity in the area. They
have managed to convince the councillors of
their case even though many of the council
workers remain suspicious. The argument is not
only about cash but about control. The Hoxton
group for instance, which includes two child
minders, has fiercely impressed upon H oxton
councillors that they want a community
nursery run by themselves. So the emergence of.

community nurseries has created a group of
people who have become increasingly aware of
the lack of provision, of bureaucratic red-tape,
of the dismissal of the needs of the under-fives,
and are beginning to work out what kind of
education they want for their children.

But this kind of development appears at
present to be peculiar to certain boroughs in
London. Perhaps Leveller readers know of '
other places‘? None of the people I spoke to
knew of community nurseries in other towns.
They suggested it might be even more difficult
to get money elsewhere. They are very keen for
ideas and information to be communicated.
The ‘Do It Yourself Nursery’ was written with
this intention. ,_ L

My journey home was a mobile object-lesson
in what we had been demonstrating about. I - -_
attached myself to the Beatty Road contingent.
We decided to go by boat down the river. ‘

That was great until we landed. No bus _
home so we trekked on foot like the Children’s~
Crusade to Aldgate, twenty children, five adults
and a dog. “Hold hands. Do you want to go
now? We’ll soon be home.” Summer had
decided to arrive that afternoon. My mac was
redundant and heavy.The children were swathed
in wooly coats. I staggered home shattered with
no comforting notes. It had never seemed quite
the right moment and I had a shortage of hands
and quiet. -
Two thoughts began to form hazily in my head.
One was that in demanding child care, we are
not only asking for a thing or for money, we
are contesting for the use, control and dist-
ribution of social resources. This involves a
concept of how we want to work, care for
children and play and indeed to love. It means
an argument about how life-time is apportioned
between the sexes and between classes. In the
present economic crisis, with the Tones on the
offensive, this is going to be a very desperate
struggle.This strategic vision is therefore Dar’!-
icsularly vital now. Otherwise isolated struggles
will sink into exhaustion and despair.

Despite these problems there really is a
strength in the wide range of community
projects which have developed, particularly in
the last decade. Not only those for under-fives
but everything from community arts groups to

-law centres. '
My second thought was that while some of

these are implicitly contesting the dominant
values of a profit-based society, how do we go
about communicating our understanding of

" socialism more explicitly to children‘? How do
they involve one another? Most of the energy -
seems to have concentrated on children’s
=literature. Radical groups exist which try to
develop co-operation and democracy like the
Woodcraft Folk (who are helped by the Co-op

through doing. Woodcraft Folk from six year  
old elfins onwards elect leaders. Forest School
Camps also have leaders but the Flysheet
Camps, an offshoot of the late ‘60s and more
explicitly non-hierarchical, have daily camp
co-ordinators.

But there is not much socialist organising for
children. There are occasional events planned
with imagination like the creches at the
Communist University, the Socialist Workers
Party Skegness Rallies, or the Conference of '
Socialist Economists and the Men’s Week with
kids at Laurieston in Scotland. But now the
Socialist Sunday School movement has dwindled
there seems Little for everyday life. I wonder.
whether socialist children’s groups-would still
be popular today?

For information ll10l1l(lll'lg
Film Who needs NUfS€fl€S7 We do
and pamphlet The D0 rt Yourself Nursery

" .50p (includingpostage)
contact London Nursery "Campaign

tel. 01-98 1- 1.221 (days)
1 1

Educational‘ Fund), Forest School and Flysheet
Camps. They all believe very much in education
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WHEN THE TUC General Council .
announced its “campaign” against Tory
economic policies late in June, General
Secretary Len Murray went out of his ,
way to emphasise that it was not a
negative campaign, it was not an attack
on the Conservative Government, not an '
interference with the democratic process,
but a positive campaign for altemative
policies. (You know the kind of thing).

“Workers will not take any notice
of these self-appointed leaders-hips,” he
told the press, for all the world as if he’d
been elected to his job by the workers
he “represents”. “The job of the trade
union movement is not to interfere in
politics but simply to represent the
justifiable interests of workers.”

In the face of bureaucratic compromise,
the rank and file movements have got a
job on their hands. How are they going
to organise? As the movement comes
round from the shock of the Tory A
triumph, David Clark & Tim Gopsill
have been looking at the main rank and
file organisations: the Rank and File
itself (SWP), the All Trade Union Alliance
(WRP), and the Liaison Committee for
the Defence of Trade Unions (CP).

‘lletenil Ilur llninns’-
THE ATTENDANCE of more than a
thousand delegates at the June 23 ‘Defend
Our Unions’ conference in Manchester
shows that the Socialist Workers Party is
now placed to play a leading role in the
coming industrial conflict. It is a position
that would have been unthinkable even
five years ago.

Initially sponsored by a dozen shop stewards‘
committees, the conference grew into the
largest rank and file gathering since the 1970
Liaison Committee to Defend Trades Unions,
according to Tony Cliff, Socialist Worker editor
and leading SWP theoretician.

But, Cliff told The Leveller, “the Liaison
Committee became attached to some of the
trade union officials, supporting left wingers
like Jones and Scanlon as they moved right.
They supported the Concordat, for example.
The Liaison Committee moved right and a
vacuum remained . . . this is where Rank and
File will intervene. We are trying to fill the
vacuum.”

The Manchester conference was attended
by the representatives of 50 shop stewards’
committees,.40 Trades Councils and 355
separate union branches and supported by
the IMG. Cliff estimated'that two thirds of
the 1,100 attending were not in the SWP and
that the “weight of representation was largely
manual.” Analysis of the delegate figures shown
in Socialist Worker shows that 167 of the
branches represented came from unions usually

1.
I thought of as white collar (CPSA, NATFHE,

NUT etc). But the great majority of theSpeakfirs represented industrial or blue collar oaaze rrtooa: Jkolts Royces are luxuries for the rich; after the budget, toilet rolls are luacuries
umOnS_ for the poor. Inset Albert Derbyshtre MA — “it stands for Militant and Angry. ”
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The conference passed a ‘seven point Code
of Practice which is being reprinted and widely
distributed by Rank & File. It was passed
overwhelmingly and is, according to Cliff,
“really elementary, there’s nothing great or
revolutionary about it. There will be a
sizeable minority within the unions who will
support it. We are trying to do the same
tactics in the trades unions as we did with
the ANL. The united front is the key. I don‘t
see members of the Labour I-‘arty or the
Communist Party or non-political workers
opposing it. Over the years we believe that we
can create a strong anti tory movement.“

The SWP are delighted with the results.
The build-up started slowly in the Spring when
the Party weren’t sure who would win the
election; until the Budget there were few
delegates but it was the reality of the
Conservatives plans that brought the
credential applications flooding in. It
wasn’t all plain sailing within the SWP
however: Steve Jeffrey s, a full-time
industrial organiser for five years, resigned
his post on the decision to go for a national
conference rather than placing the emphasis
on rank and file work within the individual
industrial fractions.

The conference was kept firmly in SWP
hands under the chairpersonship of
Dick North, NUT Executive member.
The selection of speakers was done by an
arrangements committee and didn"t appear
to indicate a preference for SWP members.
But North did use the chair to try andsquash
a late amendment to the main motion from
a non SWP delegate from Manchester CWS

 

USDAW. And while there will be no
continuing committee or permanent
organisation, the follow-up will stay in the
hands of John Deason and Jack Robertson
both full-timers in the SWP‘s industrial
dcpaitmcnt.

Cliff is reticent about discussing the way
"the party control the sinews of the mass
movement, arguing that “we may have
200.000 workers voting for a code of
practice but it‘s different when it comes
to meetings.“

The SWP (‘entral Committee are keen
to supplant the (‘ommunist Party in the
industrial sti'iigglt~ and saw the conference
as central to that. In the “Political
lhrrspeetives“ section of the May 1979
Members’ Internal Bulletin they argue
that:

“The Comm unist Party will hitch itself
onto the Bennite trend and, because it is
still a real organisation (weakened as iris
now), it will probably play a disproportion-

1

ately large role in promoting it in the unions.
We have to address ourselves t.o a patient,
sustained united front approach to it. The
CP is going into a new phase of its prolonged
crisis . . . . The internal tensions will grow
more rapidly to the extent that we are able
to expand our industrial in lluenee.

“That remains the task for the SWP.
Conditions will favour the creation of a new
industrial periphery . . . We must not expect
very rapid results. It will take time for the
consciousness of various layers of workers
to shift. But if we can get a successful
conference on .lune 23, and follow-up

_-5_-_____

. systematically the contacts made in the
process, if we can, by the end" of the year,
have added a few thousand to the circulation
of Socialist Worker, and if we are on the
alert to intervene wherever there is action,
then we will have laid the basis for a bigger
and more industry-based SWP in the years of
struggle that surely lie ahead."

At the start of the last Labour Government
in I974 IS, as it was then known, was still
a- largely student organisation with a growing
number of industrial contacts. Today it is
nationally-known through its anti-fascist
activity, an activity which has been accompanied
by the less newsworthy but steady industrial
growth.

The response to the Code of Practice, both
in the number of union branches that take it
up and those who are prepared to Stand by its _'  e NWTP '
seven points when the Government brings in The policies were set out in a 700-word
legislation to curb the power of the rank and resolution that was declared by chairman
file, will show j-ust how wide SWP influence is
within the labour movement. It will also
challenge the Communist Party and the Labour
left to either come up with something better
or to effectively get into line behind the SWP
-- a choice that neither grouping can welcome.

Illll mhley~
FOR THE Workers Revolutionary Party,

» the collapse of capital is at hand.
The collapse of the international dollar

currency system means a worldwide slump in
which workers of the Third World and the
imperialist nations alike are poised to take
power. In Britain, the weakest link in the
iiriperialist chain, the WRP is offering leader-
ship to the working class in its historic mission.

This analysis, rather than simple reaction
to the triumph of Toryism, pervaded all the
proceedings at the conference on July 1 of the
Party’s industrial arm, the All Trade Union
Alliance (ATUA).

It was laid out in a 45-minute opening
“political report” from WRP leader
Gerry Healy. Hcaly ran through a history of
capital since I918 and ended up: “The "All
Trade Union Alliancc‘s purpose is to launch a
crusade to encourage the masses to come
forward and unite - and to show that they
can win. It is time to tell workers the truth

-n

and organise them in the Workers Revolutionary
Party by building the Alliance in the common

Dave Temple (NUM) to have been passed
unanimously, for all that a few tentative
hands were raised to abstain.

There had been no discussion of the
text of the resolution, which started with a
500-word preamble setting out the Party's
analysis of the world crisis, and set out ll
points ranging from:-
1) Nationalise banks, land and basic industry

. under workers’ control! For state monopoly
of foreign trade! to . . .

11)Make the TUC fight the Tory government!
The resolution went on to pledge the leader-

ship of the WRP, “based on the revolutionary
practice of Marxism and the -teachings of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Trotsky”; and to call for:
“demonstrations in all the main industrial
centres to fight the Tory budget and closures.”

Throughout the conference the importance
of the revolutionary forces in the Middle East
was stressed. (There were several hundred
Iraqis, Palestinians, Iraniansand Jordanians
in the hall.) The oil-producing countries were
facing increasing attacks from imperialism:
Iraq, particularly, because of its role in
promoting Arab resistance to the Camp David
deals and Sadat. Editor of Newsline,
Alex Mitchell, moved the motion of solidarity
with the Ba’ath Socialist Party, but it never
circulated or even read out and the conference
voted, with two abstentions counted this
time, for a resolution whose wording it was
happy to take on trust. '

Not all the delegates were in the hall for

battle to win the struggle for power." i I
It was a big and impressive conference: .-

about 2,000 militants, most of them from WRP
and Young Socialist branches, almost half-
filling the huge plush Wembley Conference
Centre.

THE “BROAD LEFT” rank and file
organisation, the Liaison Committee for

Impressive because of the level of discipline: ithe Defence of Trade Unions’ is building
what you’d expect at a Party conference, rather
than a rank and file rally. »

The Central Committee sat on a big platform, I
a good distance away from the rank and file
in the audience. Microphones for floor speakers
were set behind the stalls seats: most read
prepared speeches.

There was no sense of personal liberation,
no specific references to the oppression or
struggles of women, or black people. No joy
in the struggle. It was a grim matter of getting
on with the job. -

WRP general secretary Mike Banda said in
the summing-up speech: “This has been one
of the most important discussions to take place
in the Labour Movement. There’s been a lack
of histrionics and demagoguery, a facing-up to
the tasks facing the working class. It was a
very sombre and serious conference. It reflected
the mood of the working class, which now
recognises that it is not operating under a
reformist leadership but is face-to-face with
its traditional enemy.” ‘

for a lobby of the Trades Union Congress
at Blackpool in September, and for a big
national conference in October]November

Chairperson Kevin Halpin sets the strategy
as being “for an alternative economic policy.”
He told The Leveller.'“If you are fighting the
Tories, unemployment and wage restrictions
without that, you would be fighting a loser.
' So with Toryism now mounting new attacks
on the labour movement, what’s the prospect
for more unity among the rank and file bodies?
'ot that good.

“Anyone can come to our conferences
provided they‘re bona fide delegates of a trade
union branch, and we hope everyone will
support our lobby at Blackpool.” But that‘s
as far as it goes.

And if the TUC decides to limit its fight to
a Sunday afternoon demo in Trafalgar Square
and doesn’t sanction strike action, where will
the LCDTU be? “Without question, we’re for
strike action. We don’t ‘buy the line of people
like Murray and Gormley, that we have to

this: many were still queuing for coffee (at
24p a cup) and sandwiches (43p) at the single
refreshment counter provided for the 2,000
people.

The debate featured speakers from half a
dozen running disputes: a Corby steelworker;
militants from Kitsons Insulation, Perkins
(Peterbrough), Massey Ferguson (Kilmarnock),
Bethnal Green Hospital and the Reynolds
occupation; all facing closure.

There were solidarity speeches from Iran,
Chile.a.nd Zimbabwe and, strangely out of
place, an appeal for support from one of the
Huntley Street squatters. And there were WRP
cadres from several industries, the keynote for
tlrb-AIUA struggle being struck by D J Elliot,
(ASLEF, London Transport), who set out the
differences with SWP’s rank-and-fileism.

“Unlike the SWP I don’t think you have to
tell people not to cross picket lines or break
strikes. In this period we are living in now,
characterised by speed-ups, redundancies,
and closures, the SWP peddles the rank and
file line, that the rank and file can organise on
their own and combat the attacks on their
organisation. '

“There is nothing like a war to act as
a catalyst. We live in a period where we
could be caught off-balance. The state of
the-world, monopoly capitalism, is gearing
up for a war.” And in the only criticism of
the main resolution heard all day, he added:
“The resolution makes no mention of the
threat of a war, and I think it should.”
Everyone knew what he meant.

respect the fact that the government has been
elected.

“I know lots of workers who did vote Tory,
but you can’t find any of them now. In my
depot,” (Halpin is an.AUEW steward, a fitter
with London Transport) “we voted 1,120 to
20 for strike action last month. They’ve all
changed their mind since May. They wouldn’t
have voted Tory if they’d known what was
coming. The government doesn’t have its
mandate any more”

Halpin was scornful of the fact that the
Rank and File conference had discussed the
SPG and the murder of Blair Peach, “I don’t
see what that’s got to do with the labour
movemenfs fight,” he says. _

The programme is not therefore for a
revolutionary solution. It fits its constituency,
principally Communist Party and left Labour;
for a Labour government committed to
socialist policies.

With 70 shop stewards’ committees
affiliated, the LCDTU has a powerful
industrial base. Probably, it can carry its
message directly to more working people than
the other rank and file organisations put
together. It will also command the support
of far more delegates at the TUC and individual
union conferences. It could mobilise hundreds
of thousands. Perhaps it will - for a defensive
action against Tory attacks. .

13
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Eight million pounds worth of council building work for the Labour-held South
London borough of Lambeth has been allocated to the Roberts construction
company,a. firm ultimately owned by a particularly voracious group of South
African businessmen. David Clark reports.

THIS NEWS will come as a surprise to the
predominantly left-wing leadership of the
council, who inherited the Roberts’ agreement
from previous right-wing administrations. It
will also concern many of Lambeth’s rate-
payers, a significant proportion of whom are
black.

Roberts have gone to a lot of trouble to
disguise the ultimate ownership of their
British company, laying a trail which goes
from London through holding companies in
Guernsey, Jersey and Panama and thence back

cells in the main prison in Salisbury, Rhodesia.
Recent amalgamations make Murray and
Roberts the largest construction company in
Southern Africa. They were recently engaged
in plans to develop the island of ‘Dominica in
the Caribbean as part of a complicated oil-
for-development deal — plans smashed when
the Dominican people overthrew Patrick John,
the island’s corrupt Prime Minister.

Roberts have built other ‘sensitive’
projects in the UK, including an extension
to Brixton Prison, a Metropolitan Police

to South Africa. ---JJ%ling, and the new GMWU headquarters. '
But if the councillors are surprised, the A “R b t d C f -1

permanent officers — who supervise the
‘approved’ list of contractors, which has
included Roberts for the last seven years --
may be open to criticism for not investig-
ating Rober ts’ finances more closely before
recommending them for eight million pounds
worth of the public’s money.

; The current work for Lambeth is concerned
with sixteen separate projects on the Myatts
Field North site in Kennington, one of the
largest municipal housing projects in Europe.
It isn’t the first job Roberts have done for
Lambeth: work is nearing completion on a
multi-million development in Kennington Lane
which is also being done by the company.

The previous personnel manager on that
site, a former right-wing building union
official called Don Speakman, was the Labour
Chief Whip on Lambeth Council when Roberts
was awarded the Myatts Field North contract.
Before that he was chairman of the Construc-
tion Services Department.

Roberts are known in Southern Africa for
their work on building the notorious death

UK. *

o er s an o was a aml y company
from 1906. In I974 that company wound up
voluntarily, changing its name to A Roberts
(Holdings) 1906 Ltd, and leaving the old name
free for a new company to trade with. They
still haven‘t had Inland Revenue clearance to
close down (Holdings) 1906 Ltd but trade on
happily u.nder the old name. A

In June 1977 the company turned over
£9 million with a barely-believable declared
annual profit of £165,000. In a clever deal in
August of that year, four of the directors
Johnson, Cruse, Fly and Swainson
transferred half of their Roberts shares to
(iatton Securities Ltd and (‘atton was given
special powers to transfer them to a Guernsey
company called Guernroy. 'l‘hat.company,
together with a .lerscy company called First
Island Investments, holds the shares for
another one called Joed Dale Investments.

Confused‘? You may well be, and so will
the councillors be who attempt to unravel this
little lot. But it’s here that the South African
connection emerges. Roberts‘ directors in

l E

England all give their nationality as British.
But in October I977 directors George Allison,
Leo Fish and John Edgar Dale Bramwell --
all of whom have Johannesburg addresses and
are on the board of Roberts in South Africa
— were appointed to the board of A Roberts
and Co )(Holdings) Ltd.

While all this was going on, Speakman. by
now Labour Chief Whip, was coming under
pressure from his ward Labour Party for his
non-attendance to party business. And hisjob
as personnel manager at the Kennington Lane
site meant that shop steward sufluriated at
his ‘poacher turned garnekeeper role, were
complaining to other Labour councillors about
deteriorating industrial relations. Speakman,
they argued, seemed to be deliberately
fomenting unrest to Roberts’ advantage.

By l978 Joed Dale Investments - set up
by Monte Carlo accountants with the same
South Africans on the board ~ s was the
ultimate holding company of all, except one,
of the various Roberts subsidiaries operating
in the UK. And the picture was even more
confused by the emergence of Multi
Construction and Engineering, whose shares
were held by Guernroy and a Panama company
called Multi Joint Investments SA - which had
John lidgar Dale Branwell of Joed Dale on its
board and a stake in Roberts UK operations.
A further company, Bunkell Construction,
started in I964 and registered in the Bahamas,
has the same Leatherhead address as Roberts
and many of the saine directors.

Speakman has since been pushed out of
the council and many of the councillors
involved in the original decision to grant the
contract have moved on. But the building
work proceeds and the people of Lambeth
f‘ d th " I ' 6 I " » -
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accounts is lodged in a series of international
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The Tangled Web : Why Lambeth councillors would find it hard to trace Roberts back to South Africa. Common
14 _ directorships (in italics) show the trail to-Johannesburg. Country of registration on the left of the table.
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and clubs than at anything nearly
so political. It made me think
about the blurred and confusing
relationship between the gay
movement (where right-on people
read the Leveller) and the bigger
gay community (where right-on
people don’t).

The distinction is not quite so
clear, but something has to be
about the extraordinary Gay
Pride Week meeting organised by
the Marxist Gay Left collective
on “Pornography”. It was very
much a movement event. There
was Elizabeth Wilson (of Feminist
Review), Jeffrey Weeks (the
movement’s chief ideologist) and
the usual collection of clever-
cloggs types who saw The Dear
Love ofComrades last winter.

But sitting there rather
conspicuously was Bryan
Derbyshire, Colherne fixture,
doyen of the leather scene and
reputed to know more about
bondage than Harry Houdini. While
Gay Left members led the I
discussion about male domination
and consumerist attitudes towards
sex, Bryan chimed in with gems
like: “we found the small-format
mags just didn’t sell, the readers

- . ler-s
her sisters spent much of the week
rapping various events, was stuck
for words when Bryan claimed
there was no money to be made out
of pornography.

Gay Left got off lightly
compared with a Gay Activists
Alliance meeting on “Child
Seiguality”. A teenager who was
to lead the discussion (presum-
ably because he was more
recently a child than the rest of
us) couldn’t come because he‘d
run away from home. Then the
meeting teetered on the brink of
madness when young black
lesbian Evelyn announced that
“nobody knows what they‘re
fucking talking about”.

But, of course, the high-spot of
the week was the Gay Pride March
on June 30th, marking the 10th
anniversary of the Stonewall riot
in New York. Seven thousand

marched from the Embankment to
Hyde Park, flanked by a massive
turnout of police. Gay Left was
there. So was the Gay Activists
Alliance, the Campaign for
Homosexual Equality, gay groups
and organisations. But in the place
of honour, at the very back,
festooned in balloons, came the

like big colour pictures.” Zipper float. Bryan Derbyshire was
His deadpan candour about the

problems of being a pomographer
rendered him quite invulnerable to
the theoretical contortions of the
leftists. Even a rather loud-mouthed
revolutionary feminist, who with

on the march.
This was a march which

everyone had come to. There were
lesbian feminists and disco-roller--=
skaters, a former MP and S&M
freaks, monogamous couples

Gay Pride 1979: Excitable Evelyn; 7000 on the march; Tom
Robinson (Right) commiserates with Polly Perkins. Pictures

by: Laurie Sparham (IFL); Mark Rusher (IFL); David Clark.

(marching in twos) and young
people who had never come out
before. And, anonymous in blue
uniforms, marched scores of gay
policemen. It was, as the organisers
predicted, the biggest gay occasion
there has ever been in Europe.

The climax to all this was a
concert in Hyde Park. Tom
Robinson was the “compere“ and
made little speeches while
everyone milled around looking
for people they fancied. Lesbian
club entertainer Polly Perkins was
mercilessly barracked by the
feminists for presenting images of
women “straight out of mcn"s
pornography". And long queues
formed at the nearby hot dog vans.

But then came the action. The
women’s rock band Spoilsports got
people dancing, warming us up for
top-of-the-bill disco with Kokomo.
After hours of waiting, the moment
had come: gay disco-dancing in Hyde
Park. Evelyn got so excited she
had to be carried away from a
World in Action film crew.

And then the police turned the
power off.’Tom Robinson led a
heroic but brief rendering of “All
you gay women, all you gay men.
come together. stand together and
each other's rights defend.“ But
nobody took much notice. It was
6.00 and the pubs were open. It
was Saturday night and we all went
home to get changed.

Brian Deer 1 5
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The Special Branch, part of Britain’s secret police apparatus. How many of them are there, where are they and what
exactly‘ do they do? 51 policeforces ~— Metropolitan and City of London, 40 provincial English, eight Scottish and the
Royal Ulster Constabulary - each publish an annual Chief Constable’s Report. In 1977 only Durham revealed an exact
figure for its Special Branch. The 1978 annual reports go a bit further without giving too much away. Nick Arming read
them to bring you the official line onwhat the Branch got up to last year.

“IT IS TIME thepublic realised, if they are not
already sufficiently aware of it, that the Special
Branch, like all other departments in (the)
Force, exist to safeguard and protect the
community. They are not a ‘Secret Police’ to be
feared, but ordinary police officers doing a
first class job”: James Anderton, Chief
Constable of Greater Manchester, in his annual
report for 1978. There, for the firsttime, he
gives a substantial description of the size and
work of his Special Branch “to dispel silly
speculation and doubt”.

“Much of the criticism levelled at Special
Branch activities in recent years,” Anderton
admits, “has been born of unwarranted
suspicion created by an unnecessarily defensive
and reticent attitude on the part of the police.
Of course there are matters which, in the public
interest and for reasons of State security,
cannot be openly discussed and disclosed, but
that should surprise or perturb nobody with an
eye to his own better protection and a proper
sense of loyalty to his country.”

Given Anderton‘s public pronouncements
on a variety of topics from pornography to
forced labour camps for hooligans, many
people might be-tempted to ask how he would
define terms like the “community”, “the public
interest”, “State security” and a “proper
sense ofloyalty” — especially since the latter
seems only to apply to males. The majority of
other British police forces feel unable to follow
Anderton’s example and give similar details.

Out of 43 annual constabulary reports in
Britain examined for the year 1978, only l l
gave exact figu res. though several more gave
general dcscrip tions of the role of their Special
Branch or their “Aliens and Immigration
Department”.

The picture of the Special Branch painted
by Brita.in’s Chief Constables d0esn’t contribute
much to what isalready known, though the
manner in which they are described often ive. . . _  e San insight into the pol1ce’s public relations
angle on the Branch. Norfolk constabulary
singles out for mention the following functions:

“. . . public order and National Security;
naturalisation enquiries; the co-ordination of all
aliens enquiries, the maintenance of aliens
records and enquiries relating to the control of
Commonwealth immigration. Another
important facet . is the carrying out of
protection duties (usually in co-operation with

* 1 6

the Metropolitan Police) in respect of visits to
this Force area by members of the Royal
Family, Foreign Heads of State and other
important persons as the need arises.”

These are well-established Special Branch
duties common to most forces, but the Norfolk
Report gives interesting detail on the operation
of the “National Ports Scheme” set up under
the Prevention of’l‘errorism Act (I976). The
PTA Supplementary Provisions appointed
“Ports Officers" from either the Special
Branch, Immigration or Customs & Excise
at a list of “designated” ports. So the head of
Norfolk Special Branch has “. . . reponsibilities
for Ports Officers at Norwich, Great Yarmou th
and King’s Lynn. These officers are a valuable
aid to the CID as they are able to observe
passengers entering or leaving the United
Kingdom who may be of criminal interest”.

David McNee, Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police, is more perfunctory in the
description of his Special Branch. They carry
out . . invaluable work, particularly in the
anti-terrorist field and in protecting British and
foreign dignitaries.” s

West Yorkshire constabulary‘s report is
more outspokenly cagey: “The complement of
the department varies according to its
comniitnient. 'I'o publish details of police
manpower would impair the efficiency of the
police . . . I)ctails would be extremely useful to
criminal elements and for that reason precise
details are not published, but the strength of
Special Branch is known to the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Police Authority in
confidence. Except for occasional temporary
additions, the strength has not varied for the
past five years.”

Otherwise, the report tries to be blu ffly
reassuring: “The role of the Special Branch is
for the proper purpose of protecting the
Security of the State and to preserve order
which enables ordinary citizens to go about
their peaceable and ordinary lives. . . . Members
are subject to the provisions of the Police
Discipline Code and the law in exactly the same
way as any other police officer.”

Once again it was left to James Anderton to
give frank details: “The work of the Branch is
concerned with security matters, investigating
or assisting in the investigation of "Offences
against the State’ and subversion. It operates as
an intelligence gathering agency to counter

terrorist activities and provide the Chief
Constable with early warning of public order
situations which may require the deployment
of additional police strength in a particular area
or situation.”

The familiar list of Special Branch duties is
covered, with the addition of investigating I
complaints of incitement to racial hatred and
offences under the Representation of the
People Act: “Tlie understanding and experience
of differing ethnic groups gained by the Branch
is ,often useful to operational detectives
investigating serious crimes occurring within
those communities”.

Only two reports mention “subversion”, the
most recent official definition of which was
given by former Home Secretary Merlyn Rees
in the Commons last year:

. . activities which threaten the safety or 1
wellbeing of the State, and are intended to
undermine or overthrow parliamentary _
democracy by political, industrial or violent
means.” (Hansard April 6 1978)

By far the most significant admission is in
the Merseyside constabulary report, which
states: “The Branch maintains a close liaison
with the Security Service, the Armed Forces
and all police forces thrbughout the United
Kingdom , endeavouring at all times to keep in
touch with the ciirreift climate in respect of
subversive activities.”

Given Merscysidcfs key role in monitoring
Irish passenger traffic, this is hardly surprising,
but the report is the only one to be so open
about Special Branch links with M15.

It is also significant that the RUC annual
report has no entry for its Special Branch.
revealed in a written Commons answer last
year to total 279 though there is a lon sectioni B .
under “Aliens”. Quite a contrast to the four

_glossy pages of praise lavished on Ulster’s
ten-unit, 368-strong Special Patrol Group.

A Parliamentary debate on the Special
Branch on May 24 1978 showed that there
were 1259 Special Branch officers in England
& Wales, of whom 409 belonged to the
Metropolitan Police. Exact figures are now
available for the Special Branch in these forces
in England & Wales:

Metropolitan Police 499

Avon and Somerset 22
(Aliens & Immigration Unit)

Cheshire - 13

I 4 .

Durham 14
Essex 20
Gloucestershire 5
Greater Manchester 52
Leicestershire Y 20

' (Aliens Unit)
Lincohishire 57
South Yorkshire 27
West Mercia 12
West Yorkshire ' 45 *
Wiltshire 8
North Wales 23

8 South Wales 39
rlioltll ll l

(*this figure is taken from State Research
Bulletin No. 6)

This leaves a total of 548 Special Branch
officers to be distributed between the
remaining 29 forces, updating the estimates of
Special Branch strength made in State Research
Bulletin No. 2, based on Shirley Summerskill’s
claim (I-louse of Commons May 197 7) that the
Special Branch consisted of “one per-cent of _
the total size of the police force”. The figures in
the table are higher than State Research’s ‘
estimates, though that could bebecause their
figure for the Met was set too high.

. Three figures out of Scotland_’s eight forces
are now known: Fife (1), Lothian& Borders (21)
and Stratliclyde (61). Dumfries& Galloway have
a “Ports Unit” of eleven officers plus eight
civilians and a support unit of eight officers
from Strathclyde. Grainpiarihave an _
Aberdeen Harbour Unit of nine and an Airports
Unit of eighteen, but not all of these are Special
Branch. In all, the Scottish Special Branch
probably totals about 100, slightly more than
the figureof 70 given by the Secretary of State
for Scotland last year.

Only eight provincial forces provide
information about distribution of rainks though
the names and ranks of chief SpecialBranch
officers are often available from other sources
(see table). The known distribution for
provincial forces amounts to: 5 Detective
Superintendents, 10 Detective Chief Inspectors,
17 Detective Inspectors, 29 Detective Sergeants,
86 Detective Constables.

The Met Special Branch, which accounts for
a third of the England & Wales total, is under

the command of Deputy Assistant
Commissioner R P Bryan, “C” Department,
New Scotland Yard. Immediately under him are
Commander J Wilson (Operations) and
Commander P Saunders (Administration). They
are supported by eight Chief Superintendents:
Bicknell, Davies, Dickenson, Kneal, Nicholls,
Phelan, Radford and Sinclair. Given the average
Met. CID ratio a possible distribution for the
Special Branch ranks might be: l I l)etcctive
Superintendents, I7 Detective (Thief Inspectors,
44 Detective Inspectors, I30 l)etective
Sergeants, I96 Detective Constables.

Where no exact figures for Special Branch
are given in the reports, or there. is no entry at
all, there are occasionally mentions of Special
Branch training courses attended by officers.
(Durham Special Branch receive their hand-gun
training at Catterick Army Camp, Essex receive
theirs, along with Colchestcr CID, the local
Regional Crime Squad and the Essex “Support
Unit” (SPG), at Colchester Barracks.)

The rest is patchy. In the case of Hampshire
constabulary the curious reader learns of the
existence of Southampton Special Branch only
through mention of the intrepid police launch
“Ashburton”, which held up a ferry in Stokes
Bay so that they could arrest a man suspected
of fleeing the country.

Thames Valley, in a ritual six lines devoted ..
to its Special Branch, laments that . . acts of
terrorism by politically motivated extremists
continued to bedevil our society in 197 8”.
South Yorksliire’s only notable candidate for
VIP protectionduring 1978 appeared to be the
then Secretary for Northern Ireland, Roy
Mason.

Northumbria Special Branch’s security
duties involved it in enquiries into terrorists

. '. whether political, Irish or international”.
Lincolnshire’s team of five Special Branch kept
the county’s terrorists at bay during 197 8, but
were stretched to counter illegal immigrants
and smuggling; “quite a task in a county with
so many landing strips inland and such a long
coastline.” No arrests were made under the PTA
at Boston, nor at Sturgate and Wickenby
airports. However, nine foreign seamen were
held by the vigilant team for theft and
immigration offences. 0

Leicestershire Special Branchrkoep a close
watch on East Midlands airport at Castle

Faces in the crowd. Centre - Det. ChiefSupt
Harry Nicholls. Top right - Mr. Shaw. Bottom
right - Mr Moffa tt. Bottom left - an unknown
officer. Side left - Inspector Battye.

v~%einavowamfi‘

Donington and during 1978 the “Nationality
Department” helped convict 103 “aliens” or
Commonwealth citizens for various offences.
Avon & Somerset “Aliens Department” made
23 arrests for the Immigration Service seven
of these were illegal immigrants, the rest had
simply overstayed their visas. Durham report
that increased passenger traffic at Teesside
airport forced them to exercise greater vigilance
in carrying out their duties under the PTA, but
much of the increase was due to flights carrying
foreign nationals in transit to the Ecko Fiske oil
platforms.

Essex Special Branch had one officer on
secondment to Scotland Yard’s National Joint
Unit, while the remaining 19 monitored traffic
through Standstead and Southend airports and
the ports of Harwich and Tilbury. Out of a total
of 71,196 aircraft movements carrying 627,830
passengers they arrested 1 l people and assisted
in the arrest of ll more. At Harwich, a major
port of entry into the UK, they filtered out 174
of the 1,711,888 passengers passing through,
though whether these were under the PTA or
routine arrests is not stated. At Tilbury only 5
people were arrested out of a total of 86,109,
though Special Branch assisted in arresting 27
more.

Humberside‘s report does not go into detail
about its “liaison with port authorities
controlling persons entering and leaving the
country”. Sussex do not even mention their
Special Branch, though they do claim that
“Gatwick Police Division can properly be
described as the ‘shop window’ of the Force”.
Wiltshire, one of England’s smallest forces, is
presumably upstaged in its security functions
by the Army (Warminster, Salisbury Plain) and
the Air Force (Boscombe Down). Not being t
plagued by terrorists or having amajor airport

. . the supervisory officers are employed only
part-time on SpeciaI'Branch duties”.

No half-time for Lancashire’s Special Branch"
though, estimated to have some 20-25 officers.
Their supervision . . is exercised at all ports
within the constabulary area. This surveillance
has resulted in 8 men being detained under the
PTA. . . . one was excluded from the country
by the order of the Home Secretary. Coverage
was also extended on four occasions to
non-designated airfields where aircraft had been
granted permission to land.”

See next page 1']
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From previous page
Warwiekshire has only a small Special

Branch, estimated at between 5-10 officers
“whose duty it is to collect and collate -
information about terrorist and other criminally
subversive groups”. Coventry (Baginton) airport
is designated under the PTA and three
Warwickshire Special Branch are in a Joint Unit
(with West Midlands) supervising Birmingham
airport and undertaking unspecified “other
work”. I

Dyfed-Powys Special Branch (estimated
10-12), unlike most others, is selected from
uniformed officers. One of their-main jobs is to
monitor passenger traffic through the port of

-Fishguard. 101,023 vehicles and 410,145 '
people passed through during 1978. Of these
107 were arrested, including 6 under the PTA.
Port Officers . . submitted 3,964 reports on
persons of criminal and security interest". The
unit also undertook “supervision of air landing
facilities and small harbours on the coast”, yet
no mention is made of Haverfordwest or the oil
terminals at MilfordHaven.

North Wales Special Branch:
“. . . concentrated on sea and air ports within

- the Force Area. Continuous vigilance is
maintained at Holyhead Port with its direct
shippling link with Southern Ireland and the g
continuing threat of the IRA”. 17 people were
detained under the PTA in North Wales during
197 8. South Wales, on the other hand, has
Cardiff airport (221,289 passengers in 1978)
and Swansea airport (208,035 passengers) to
watch. “Both terminals provide direct links
with Ireland and flights to Israel were
introduced during the year”. Perhaps these

‘ duties, in addition to frequent guard stints for
former PM Callaghan on his constituency visits,
account for the largish Special Branch
establishment of 36 officers.

The situation in NI and the working of the
PTA has hardened up Special Branch activity
and looks to have been the main reason for the
increase in Special Branch numbers in recent
years, especially in the large urban areas.
Movement in and out of the UK provides an
ideal legal and socially acceptable excuse for
large-scale monitoring of British nationals on
the pretext that the PTA requires it. Much of
the information gathered in this way finds its
way into the Special Branch’s computerised
Registry (estimated to hold about 1.3 million
names).

The Index of Aliens resident in the UK,
supplemented by a detailed Register of
Commonwealth Immigrants, provides an ideal
starting point for harassing individuals or whole
groups under the Immigration Act. The
“detailed knowledge of ethnic communities"
which Anderton talks about does not
automatically guarantee their sympathetic
treatment by the police, as Sou thall events
proved conclusively. 1

The 1978 annual reports lift, fractionally,
the veil of secrecy surrounding the work of the
political police. Nobody can be satisfied with
Anderton‘s arrogant prose, but he at least puts
the subject on the public agenda. Those forces
-- still the vast majority — which don’t even
mention their Special Branch are far more
culpable and open to accusations of secrecy.

But even those reports which do discuss the
subject are as important for what they leave out
as what they put in. lt’s not enough to report,
on publicly-accepted work to do with ‘aliens’
or ‘terrorism’ and ignore the day-to-day work
of political surveillance, the documented cases
of spying on students, trades unionists or gay
people.

The whim of the Chief Constable still limits
public knowledge of a crucial branch of police
work and the ‘national interest’ remains a cover
for the interests of the state. For the time being
Home Secretaries and policemen will continue
to define what is ‘subversive’ with little public
debate.
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THE LONG awaited report from the
Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs
was published on June 22nd, two years
after beginning their “urgent inquiry” into
the present cannabis penalties.

Their recommendations include: the reclas-
sification of cannabis from a class B to class C
drug, the reduction of penalties to a maximum
of two years imprisonment for possession
(presently five years) and seven years for all
so-called supply offences (presently 14 years)
and cultivation (which they propose should be
cliargeil as production).

With these reductions, possession would
cease to be an arrestablc offence, and magis- r
trates would lose their power to send people
to prison for simple possession. They also
recommended that the government continue
to pursue the aims of the UN single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs “with the
utmost vigour”!

The Government has yet to comment on
these proposals, but it seems likely that this
document will be used to form the basis of
our future cannabis laws ~— it is the first

examination of the issue since the Wootton
Report ten years ago —- and to those who
hoped that at last a chance for real changes
had come it is a bitter disappointment.

The Legalise Cannabis Campaign has
condemned this report as being hopelessly
inadequate and full ‘of contradictions and
mistakes. Although the Technical Sub
Committee of the Council reported that
the health risks - from both short and long
term use - were unproven and, in any event,
unlikely to be significant, the Council refused
to consider any meaningful reform of the law.
Their proposals will, in practice, make very
little difference to those facing a cannabis
conviction, as the penalty reductions are well
within the normal sentencing practice of the
courts. There was no mention at all of the
distress and hardship caused by the criminal-
isation of cannabis users, nor to the ridiculous
cost of enforcing the present laws.

J The LCC has produced a detailed criticism
of the report, titled Trash Rehashed, with our
own proposals for immediate reforms. We are
demanding that:

all penalties for possession and cultivation
of cannabis for personal use be removed;
that the offence of allowing premises to be
used for smoking cannabis be abolished
along with the police power to stop and
search for drugs; '
that cannabis be available for prescription
by doctors for medical treatment;
that supply offences should only apply to
supply for profit and that maximum
penalties be reduced to two years imprison-
ment;
and finally that a public inquiry be
immediately set up to investigate legal
means of distribution and supply, with a
time limit on its deliberations.
The Advisory Council’s “Report on a Review

of the Classification of Controlled Drugs and of
Penalties under Schedules 2 and 4 of the Misuse
of Drugs Act 1971” is available on written
application from the Home Office Library at
ll I .75, but the LCC has copies for sale to those
who don’t particularly want their name and.
address stored in Home Office files.
(Trash Rchashed is available from 26th July at
95p from the Legalise Cannabis Campaign,
2 Blenheim Crescent, London W11. 7278805). -
Megan Doolittle

NIISS switches ilirsitiun  
THOSE HEADMASTERS who recently splut-
tered about “Blot”, its articles on wanking, and
how the National Union of School Students
(NUSS) must be stopped, are in for a further
shock. The NUSS has changed, and dramatic-
ally.

Their July conference saw a sweep-out of
the old Young Communist dominated
committee and president John Munford
(amongst accusations of “ego-trips”), and the
installation of a left group who want to shift
the NUSS direction.

Blot will stay, although altered towards
presenting the NUSS policies and coming out
on a more regular basis, to overcome its
financial problems, less expense will go on its
production. Wanking will stay on the editorial
agenda, so to speak, but if it is written about itf
will be linked to general NUSS policy, thoughts
on abortion, contraception and the like.

Thisnew-look NUSS has already set itself
two main objectives; one, the abolition of
corporal punishment which formed the theme
of a “Ban the Cane” march earlier in July, and I
second, the pursuit for recognition as a union,
by the TUC, by the G'overnment’s Education

Department, and especially by the National
Union of Teachers, whose own disputes and
possible industrial action, the NUSS is pledged
to support.

NUSS’s un-named spokespersons — they’re
claiming the dole y’see — say other changes will
be in greater mobility; they'll be less HQ-bound
‘as they roar around their branches in the
country on support-raising tours. -

As their post National conference (their
eighth) put it: “The NUSS needs a new leader-
ship dedicated to the fight to change our
schools. A leadership which will urge its
members to take direct action, e.g. strikes,
sit-ins, walk-outs, pickets, against the author-
ities who run our schools.”

The statement goes on: “We are preparing
our members for a campaigning school year,
during which we will ultimately gain union _
recognition. We believe that school students, as '
with any other section of the working class, A
have the right to belong to their appropriate
union, in order to have a major participation in
the running of their schools - after all, whose C
schools are they?”
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Speaking on Italian television a week before “SIGNORA,” h&S ITIQHY fI‘l6l'ldS in
the elections and clearly anxious to touch again Ita1y_ should She be as luckyqgg Barbara Castle, and
on foreignpolicyb after his much publicized Cruise the editerraneanon blr Charles Forte 5 .
meet“! ""““ Wm“ H°““ °“‘°“‘“’ Al'““a“te ht she mi ht find a perfect host in Signor
“?iii2ii‘tii§,‘EIi.iL°iZ‘;;’§iiLiiiisif Almirante. the head of the Italian Fascist Party (MSI)O ' ' ' C

Reason — and pointing to the right-wing
direction taken by "wise" countries like
Britain. The Christian Democrats were equally
enchanted by the Northern Wind and the whole
spectrum of Italian conservative forces was
clearly counting on a big victory British style.

“A hole in the water” is how the Rome
satirical magazine ll Male (Evil) summed up the
actual results of the elections a week later. A
modest definintion. Except that in a country
where so many holes are produced by bullets
even the most innocuous saying acquires a
certain sharpness. In this particular case the
target of II Male was the big theme of the
electoral campaign: law and order.

“A hole in the water" means that the
strategy used by the parties to “hit” the elect-
orate hasn’t worked as they hoped. On the
contrary, it has produced the opposite of what
they expected. In this the Christian Democratic
Party is the big loser, not only because Moro '
was one of their men and they were hoping to
cash in more than anyone else on his death, but
also in view of the fact that every possible
device had been tried to restore faith in the
believers of strong medicines: more fascist
bombs at home a witchhunt against the “ex- __ t is discovered in 0 car-

Left : Professor Negri, imprisoned
in post-Moro crackdown.

tremists” of thd left and the stolid device to
send the Pope on a big tour of Poland to _
coincide with the elections

There was no reason to doubt that the
strategy would not work. A week before the
voting was due to start, opimon polls were
given an increase between 5 and 7% to the
Christian Democrats and a 4% loss for the
Communists. _

But while the latter prediction was fulfilled,
causing disappointment but no real surprise, the in I964, with the first attempt at a coup d’etat,
small but politically crucial I055 to the and continued well into the seventies, always
Christian Democrats produced shock waves protecting people involved in financial scandals,
throughout Italy and alarm in the Party’s Head- more attempted coups and massacres such as 1
quarters. After a campaign verging on necro- the bombs at the Banca dell’Agricoltura which
philia round the Moro case, feverish appeals for killed 16 people. In 1976 a high court judge
law and order, and promises to strengthen both lost his patience and asked the Constitutional
legislation and the police, Italians have indic- Court to rule as to whether Moro had really this p
ated their complete lack of sympathy for strong supreme right to keep quiet “in the interest of

- Imeasures. the 11311109 '-
. . By this time Pasolini had written his famousThe success of the Radical Party, which ti I an. for the “palazzou (the oVem__ ar c es c ing 9

trebled “S vO’;e’hStresSed evzn Iiriore Cgazrlgore ment) to be put on trial"and the idea was
abhoirance to t e prOp.OSe re lance l beginning to make its way into the body ofseverity — aimed especially at the extreme left. I f It public opinion. A motto had come about: “Il-
— a.nd Shows a name but Very Stiqngly E t silenzio e Moro" (Silence is Moro) and even a
desire to re'aSseSS the Whole p.oc “““,’. ure' moderate commentator like Giorgio Galli could
The Radical’s favourite word is rompereh h t b Bk th. P including the write articles under the headline “One hundred' me s o re in s u“'1” in 9 ’ 1 bli 'dtd"; dlstos the
“balls” of the men in power. P60? elk; Z .qm an: nee es av’1 t oro.

on the otlzieghandtijqilnusl ls fsnecehafdosflgdiizicia, the author of a contro--ma ica -tions increase ta Y Y versial book about the Moro case seems to have
ards, a phenomenon which was accuratelyd, t d . t. I blished in Metmpofi come to the conclusion that the Red Brigadesr ic e in an ar ic e uP e P . failed to extract any information from theirby three of the men arrested in the so called _ . Tm _ f .bl _ B t those

B 
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Thus the results of the elections show the end vim dreveamns ave een I Y. . i ,
imbryfi Oélwsqat Fotild bi 2Od:tZ1;VZ;l;_I;aEt3§: appI(i)ll1;l18.: would have been the results if import-t e e ic re o - - : -- ' ,mm P P ant people had been named in the ‘verbals of 'pean politics built on achieveing concensus for_ . . . . the Red Brigades? The answer must be that the
gore Ponce p?,€N;1;S' wl:1l:tTh:?ttr11:3 anigvest same persons instead of becoming the object ofresu s ow -ermany gy ' cl‘ ‘a1 ' ' ld have been able to claim
scaring the electorate into giving support to “W mi miqun-Y won. . . . d te nit and declare themselvesolicies aimed at stren thenin the status quo mime fa lmmu YP 9 .9 . . - "’.I't ‘bl thtth
can_work, in Italy this traditional device is v1Ct1m_s O; terrfinsm _ S lh possid e ath e

Red Briga es w ose aim, t ey sai , was ebeginning to show signs of weakness. ph f h S t h . f t h.t t t wen
The elections took lace almost exactly a _ ea“ O t e ta ?‘ fave m ac 1 a argeP _ beyond the physicality of the power structure?year after Moro’s death. The Red Brigades had

promised that the outcome of his interrogations M01‘0'$ b<fdY 5im_PlY refuses t°l1i° dP“m- h_
.wOu1d be made available to the Ponce but tins People are still lookmg for an exp anation to is
hasn’t happened yet. But nobody has any extraordinary volteface shortly before his
‘doubt that Moro had some important revel- 8XB6l1ti0I1- '3 dfimit Want the F19" in P°We1' at
ations to make. His celebrated “silences” began ml? funerals I he W1'°'“’-’- D‘-*5P1t9 the 9111315?
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efforts made by his party to minimize this last
wish, the result became evident when millions
of viewers actually saw what it meant: a basilica
crowded with “the men in power” listening to
the Pope ’s demented sentence: “God. you have
not answered our prayers". And empty space
where Moro’s body should have been.

It was at last a free statement coming from -
the man who had devoted his entire life to the
Christian Democratic Party and had remained
imprisoned in its manoeuvres. The message to
the viewers was too immense to be immediate-
ly understood and it has taken time for its
meaning to become truly public and political.
Another passage from one of Moro’s letters is
also entering into the political consciousness of
many Italians. “I will die if this is what you
have decided” — he wrote to members of his
own party — “but my blood will fall upon
you."

It is now widely believed that the Red
Brigades, in spite of their initial demands asking
for 13 “political prisoners” to be freed by the
State, would have contented themselves with a
token evasion or the liberation of one single
person. But the Christian Democratic party,
supported by the Communists, decided to
ignore this chance to save Moro’s life. “I can't
believe it” he wrote in one of his last letters
already embittered by the fact that his Party
was advising Italians to consider him doped, no
longer himself”, actually “another Moro”, in
preparation for the great epitaph “a great
statement”.

Italians have always been sceptical about
official definitions and in this particular case
they seem to have learned something from a
mediocre politician struck by clarity at the end
of his life: asked to give more_ power to parties
seeking to legitimize more repressive measures
against the working class and the revolutionary
left, theythave said “no”. _

Alfio Bernabei
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Refugees picked up by a British freighter.

VIETNAM

TWELVE YEARS ago many of-us helped to
build a massive movement of solidarity with
the Vietnamese against the imperialist
invasion headed b the U '

liberation of Saigon in 1975. The conflict
between Vietnam and Cambodia, the
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Nobody could fail to be moved by
y nited States of h f f h f .

America. Much has happened since the t e ate O t e re ugees now pounng
out of Vietnam. But how should
socialists respond? Tariq Ali aChinese invasion of V‘ t d th I . . . . . ’.d f h .b ‘Q um?’ an ”°“’ " , leading activist in the solidarity
movement of the sixties, examines
the issue.

exo us o t e oat people . The Western press
is currently concentrating on the ‘boat
people’. Kind-hearted British captains pick up
the refugees as sea; even more warm-hearted
British agencies provide relief and British-
politicians congratulate each other on their
collective generosity. At the same time as the
‘boat people’ are greeted with flowers at
Heathrow Airport, there are others, not so
lucky, waiting in detention centres . . . to be
deported! They too are Asians, but they are
not ‘refugees from communist tyranny’. They
are the victims of British bourgeois democracy
Few politicians or papers will shed any tears
for them. . .

It is the utter hypocrisy of the British
ruling class and its media which is the most
striking feature of this campaign. The Heath
government kept out large numbers of
Chilean refugees, fleeing from Pinochet’s
dictatorship. Subsequent Labour governments
deported Philip Agee and numerous unnamed
Asians. There was no hue and cry over the
victims of Videla in Argentina, not to mention
the activities of the South African Gestapo
(BOSS) which is allowed to operate in this
country with impunity.

The BBC TV news still talks in a ‘neutral
fashion’ of the bombing raids carried out by
the White Settlers against the Zimbabwean
refugees in Zambia and Mozambique. The
plight of those refugees is buried in the biased,
bland, ‘objectivity’ of the British media. For
the ‘boat people’, however, nothing is spared.

Does this mean that socialists should bury
their heads in the sand? Can we seriously
argue that it is not ‘our problem.? Or is it
sufficient merely to solveithe problem with
some magic formula: the Vietnamese are
‘degenerate’, ‘deformed’, ‘gangsters’, etc.? That
may satisfy those uttering the phrases, but is
not very illuminating.

The refugees fleeing the shores of Vietnam
fall into two categories. The first are those who
would leave after the outcome of any
successful revolution. They had their
counterparts in Russia in 1917-24, in Cuba in
20
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1959-65 and now in Vietnam. It was Fidel
Castro who decided quite correctly that if
people wanted to leave Cuba, they should do
so. He termed the refugees ‘gusanos’ (worms),
but they were allowed to leave. The United
States sent in planes to take them off to
Miami. Merchants, middle-class families, pimps,
etc., have no desire to stay in Vietnam. Should
the Vietnamese have built a “Berlin Wall"
around their coastline to keep them in? Or
stationed armed soldiers behind a coastal
barbed wire fence? Suppose they had. The
propaganda barrage in the Western press would
have been deafening. The demand then would
have been to let them go! This type of refugee
would wish to leave no matter who led the
revolution. Even if the Vietnamese leaders were
Trotskyists/Libertarians/anarcho-syndicalists
(make your own choice) there would have
been refugees. . .

The second category are the ethnic Chinese.
And here the Vietnamese leaders could have
handled things in a different way. Instead of
responding to numerous Chinese provocations,
and finally the invasion, by -rekindling
Vietnamese nationalism, they could have
argued and fought in the name of
internationalism. Instead of victimising the
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ethnic Chinese in Vietnam, they should have
made every effort to integrate them. At the
same time they should have appealed
directly to the Chinese masses and stressed the
historic past struggles of Chinese workers and
peasants" against imperialism. The most
successful way of isolating the Deng regime
would have been by appealing to its base.

Here the theory of ‘socialism in one
country’, a cornerstone of the official
communist movement, had devastating
consequences. It is the bitter fruits of this
theory tht help us understand the roots of the
wars between the non-capitalist states in
Indochina. The ethnic Chinese are the victims
of this theory and its practice. They are
unwilling refugees.

Butwhatever category the refugees belong
to we must fight for their rights as human
beings. France, Britain and the United States
are the colonial powers who inflicted untold
misery on Vietnam for five continuous decades
Let them open their doors to those whose
hopes they once aroused. If the Cubans could
be taken to Miami, why not the Vietnamese
to Marseilles or New England or Britain?

The future of the revolutions in Indochina
is bound up with the whole question of
socialist democracy. The defeat of imperialism,
the eradication of capital and landlordism has
transformed the economic landscape. But
the masses in Southern Vietnam have less
access to information today than they did
under the hated puppet regimes. The
Vietnamese leaders have (like the Russians
and the Chinese) established a complete
monopoly of political power and
information. This as the USSR, China and
Eastern Europe have conclusively proved,
severely deforms and ultimately destroys the
hopes aroused by social revolutions. While
refusing to join the propaganda chorus of the
imperialist press, socialists must nonetheless
develop a socialist critique of the lack of
democratic structures in these states. Our
criticisms, however, have validity precisely
because of our solidarity with the "
Vietnamese revolution at its most critical
hours. We would happily do the same again. '
Our support for the Indochineseragainst
imperialism is unconditional. But we cannot
be uncritical of numerous aspects of the states
that have been established. In the words of
Spinoza, we must “neither laugh nor cry, but
understand”.

"Next to the USSR and China,
Western Europe is the US

A Intelligence Community ’s most
important continuing intelligence
target. . . .” Phil Kelly examines the
CIA’s continuing concern with

 spying on their friends.

WESTERN EUROPE ranks as a major target for
the US Central Intelligence Agency, and the
CIA is seriously concerned that American
interests may be threatened by the growing
economic strength of the EEC countries,
according to a secret CIA document which
The Leveller has obtained. The document,
‘Perspectives for Intelligence 197 6-8 1 ’,
attributed to the Director of the CIA, is
classified ‘Secret-Noforn’, indicating that it is
not to be disclosed to non-Americans. The CIA
draws up guidelines for the next five years’ of
intelligence collection each year, and though
the document is now three years old, it llI'lCllCEltES
current US pre-occupations. Its guidelines
apply to the whole of the US intelligence
gathering community, and cover material
obtained from electronic surveillance
(SIGINT), and satellite snooping (known as
‘imagery’) as well as human sources of
-intelligence.

“Next to the USSR and China”. the
document says, “Western Europe is the | US
Intelligence ‘| Community’s most important
continuing intelligence target in view of US
economic and security interests in the region
and its importance to the overall relationship
between the US and the USSR. The means
Western European nations will adapt to cope
with the increasingly serious economic and
sociological problems confronting them, and
changes in their attitudes towards integration
and Atlanticism will be constant and major
intelligence targets. Sub-sets of these targets
will be Western Europe’s internal political
developments and foreign economic policies.”

The document deals only with intelligence
collection, but provides an indication of the
priorities laid down for the CIA’s covert action.

The emphasis on spying on your friends
parallels that in two other US intelligence
documents which have recently‘ come to light.
The first, known as A30-31B, was a directive to
US military intelligence units to infiltrate
military and security services of ‘friendly’
governments; the second was the disclosure of a
detailed report, from an officer of the Defence
Intelligence Agency in the US Embassy in
Rome, on Italy’s chaotic and divided internal
security forces, evidently compiled from
contacts within those forces. Philip Agee,
writing in The Leveller in April this year,
ascribed such leaks to dissension within the US
Intelligence Community.

The Cold War is still the essential focus of
American concern. “In a situation of rough
equality in intercontinental nuclear forces
between the US and the USSR, other national
assets will gain importance as elements of the
‘strategic’ balance of power,”it says. Hence the
growing fuss from right-wingers, from Defence
Secretary Pym on downwards, about the Soviet
naval and conventional military strength.

But a major US worry is that in Western

I 4 I iI

Europe and e_sewhere, power is slipping not
from one super-power to another, but away
from both. “In some respects events are working
to diminish US influence,” the document says
of Western Europe.

In the “potentially more fragile states of
Southern Europe” (as the report calls them)
whatever the results of the political changes
which they were then going through, “neither
in Portugal nor in Spain will the new
Government be as . . . amenable to US influence
as their predecessors” — which is a great tribute
to the services which the Salazar/Caetano and
Franco regimes rendered to the US. “The USSR
did not create this potential in either state,” the
document admits, which is rather different
from what the right usually tells us, but “it has
already encouraged it in Portugal and may do
so in Spain”. i '

In the Third World, regional conflicts are
serious insofar as they may have an impact on
the super-power relationship. In particular, the
report stresses that in the Middle East conflict,
“considerable distrust will persist, providing a
favorable (sic) atmosphere for those Arab
elements rejecting a final_settlement.” The
report confirms that Israel already has ‘a
nuclear capability’ and predicts that as well as
India, South Africa, South Korea, Brazil and
Taiwan and possibly Iran could develop one.
The last must be worrying the US right now,
but there’s no sign in the 1976 list of the current
front-runner among alleged potential bomb-
owners, Pakistan.

Theperception of the growing rather than
narrowing gaps between rich and poor nations,
and the gaps within developing nations “will
create turbulence”, not a shatteringly novel
conclusion. Though “this turbulence may be
temporarily stilled by some authoritarian
governments, particularly those benefitting
from increased oil revenues . . . they will have
difficulty maintaining themselves in the long
term.” Unfortunately for the CIA, the Shah’s
long-term proved to be rather shorter than
expected. One wonders what they had in mind
for his replacement. But do they also think the
skids might be under ‘King Khaled and Co? The
recent confirmation by US Defence Secretary
Harold Brown that the US does have a mobile
military strikeforce for intervention outside the
NATO arena, makes it seem that this fear is
still a basis of policy. At any rate, the force is
obviously intended to warn the USSR not to _
indulge in further “encouragement”.

Economic intelligence from throughout the

world will increase in importance. European
nations “may become important intelligence
target . . . raising complicated problems for
intelligence coverage”. Sorting these out will
provide “the most difficult and important tasks
faced by intelligence during the next five years”.

Hence the call for greater co-ordination. In
the military field, the document suggests a
trade-off within the US intelligence community:
military intelligence will pay greater attention
to ‘national’ goals, and the other agencies will
pay greater attention to the needs of the
military.

The ‘Perspectives’ document emphasises the
need for rapid analysis of the masses of data
which the US Intelligence Community gathers,
and for “sorting the wheat from the chaff’ ’.
Closer liaison is required between those who
analyse the reports from the ‘spooks’ and those
analysing SIGINT, satellite ‘imagery’ and
spy-place information. On satellites, the
document says that “advanced imagery systems
will be capable of providing adeluge of ‘
intelligence material.”

But the unification of US intelligence effort,
bringing together all the data for analysis in one
place, presumably under the aegis of the CIA, is
more evidently a bid for CIA leadership among
the US intelligence agencies, which the Colby
regime, reeling under the effects of US
Congressional investigations, decided on as part
of a fight back. The Key Intelligence Questions
— KIQs — which were published three years ago
as a pamphlet by Philip Agee’s Defence
Committee -- are part of that. They are
designed to ensure that all US government
agencies with personnel abroad address their
attentions to a set of questions which directly
concern the economic performance and political
conditions of foreign countries including
‘friendly countries’. The ‘perspectives’ document
recommends that “Contributions of such
agencies as State, Defense, USAID, USIA, O
Agriculture and Commerce can be enhanced
substantially by more effective approaches to
information gathering and in the reporting
aspects of their activities. . . . We need,
particularly, gains in the interrelationships
between overt and clandestine and technical
and human sources.” (Italics in original.)

So every American officially abroad must be
a spy. It is, in the end, an admission that covert
activity for the gathering of intelligence is at
best of marginal use. But then, as secrecy is
mainly to protect covert intervention, that
won't change much.
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About the band I
5C'arol (Keyboards & backing
gvocals): Being in this band is
{more to me than just playing
=good music. I’m really concern-
ged about what we write down
lyrically, about the way we
.actually perform the music. I
don’t mean in terms of present-
ation but in the way music is
‘constructed and the kind of
space we allow each of us as
musicians. I don’t see Barbara
as the vocalist up front, but
she’s another instrument with
all of us.
-Leslie (bass guitar): Barbara
also said that its the first time
she’d sung lyrics that she could
associate herself with and that
could become a part of what
she’s at anyway. Which is really
nice.
Barbara (vocals): I imagine that
all the lyrics that come from us
are going to be OK. I’m not
going to be bothered about
singing those, but the outside
material . . . I feel funny about
singing “Itchin in my heart”
with Spoilsports, it doesn’t ring
right at all. But the others
mean a lot to me, they’re all
w'ords you can really stand
there and be proud of.
Carol: I love “Itchin in my
heart”. I think it’s really
funny.
IAngele (saxophone & backing
vocals): What I think is import-
ant about this band is that
nobody’s got superior know-
ledge of What’s politically
right. We agree to disagree
rather than insisting on having
the right line — something I
find extremely irritating.
Leslie: One band I was in they
were so extreme about lyrics
—- they wouldn’t sing the word
‘baby’. I couldn’t understand
why not.‘ They were against .
playing to guys in the audi-
ence. I think that was down to
lack of experience plus the fact
that women audiences are
renowned for applauding just
because it’s a women’s band. I
think it’s changed now but it
was a case of “Oh they’re only
women’s' gigs so it doesn’t
matter if its not together”.
Chris: They actually said that?
‘Leslie: Oh yes. But now there
-are so many excellent women
musicians that standards are a
lot higher in the rock field.
You can ’t get away with being
a woman musician and not .
being able to play your instru-
me-nt.
Sheelagh (drums): The most
sexist band I’ve ever worked
with was an all-female band.
The women were all gay but on
another gay scene -- beautiful
gay. They all wore makeup all
the time and beautiful Kings
Road type clothes. They didn’t
veto any words and were quite
prepared to accept that a by
product of appealing to one
another meant that they’d
appeal as a sexy looking band
to men as well.
Chris: What did they care
about?
22

Sheelagh:'They did care about
being women who were doing
it.
Chris. What’s the difference
between you and them? _
Angele: I think they were
getting off on the fact that
they were prancing about on
stage being looked at whereas

“What I really get off on is younger women in the audience actually seeing that women can do it. Not
women in the women’s movement or even women involved in left politics but women who come in on
their boyfriend’s arms and rush, straight down to the ladies to comb their hair again and put on more
make up.” Chris Stretch talks to Spoilsports, the London-based women’s band who’ll be playing the
big Rock Against Sexism gig at the end of July. s . .

in this band it’s something we all really we" but at the Same time
want to do -— we all want to
really get into our instruments.
Leslie: A friend left a band
because he said to the guys
“Why are you in it?” and they
just said “Drugs and Groupies”
and so hejust said “Bye bye”,
straight away because he’s
a musician.
Carol : What I pick up on when
we’re on stage — I think it’s a
really sexual relationship that a
person has with his or her
instrument and to be making
that visible to an audience is a
very powerful message. I think
women respond to it and men
feel threatened by it. They say
“Look at Sheelagh really
getting off on her drums”, and
it’s such an autononmous
person you’re looking at. A
complete personality that isn’t
defined by having a man
behind the scenes and I think
that all of us are putting that
out and its so powerful. I can
see women responding to it
and men thinking “The music’s
really good but wait a minute,
-wait a minute.”
Leslie: So many people have
come up to me after a gig and
said “For a women’s band that
wasn’t bad.”
Angele: I think that a lot of
political bands play only for
political audiences but as far as
I’m concerned they’re preach-
ing to the converted. Last Sat-
urday at the gig in the Old
Swan, apart from about three
women in the audience no-one
had a clue what sexism was all
about and after I’d introduced
one number and explained the
lyrics — well you explain them,
Carol.
Carol: It’s addressed to some-
one in your life who’s in
authority like a parent or
school and its just a woman
saying that I’m not going to
conform -— you’ve told me a
load of rubbish and I’m not
going to believe it ~— put very
crudely. .
Angele: After that Ijust felt
that a lot of guys were literally
staring at us.
Isobel (congas & percussion): I
thought the response was really
good -— really positive.  
Carol: We had all the contra- S
dictions there in the audience.
I mean people were clapping us
because we played the numbers

there were all these lyrics
coming over like ‘I don’t want
to do it with you.’ It was
wonderful. . . . What I really
get off on is younger women in
in the audience actually seeing
women can do __it. Not women
in the women’s movement or
even women involved in left
politics but women who come
in on their boyfriends’ arms
and, rush straight down to the
Ladies to comb their hair again
and put on more makeup.
Isobel: Yes and they come in
with these beaming smiles on
their faces.
Sheelagh: What’s great about
Spoilsports is that you can hear
the lyrics and What’s most
unfortunate about new wave
bands who are in fact non-sex-
ist is that they’re putting over
really right-on lyrics and you
can ’t hear the fucking words.
On whether to wear/not to
wear makeup for Rock Against
Sexism Gigs
Angele: Some women doing I
Rock Against Sexism gigs have
been criticised because one of
them wears makup or one of
them sometimes wears high
heels. I just feel that’s in no
way as important to be tackled
as a male band which sings
Gloria Big Tits — I find that
really offensive. . . . Ijust feel
that the criteria for criticising
male bands on sexism are
‘different from criticising
female bands on sexism,
because we happen to live in a
male dominated society. Its
actually much more important
that we come over strongly as
musicians and as women rather
than frightfully right-on polit-
ically.
"Carol: In this band it always
occurs to us before we go on to
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do the gig, shall we or shan’t
we, some people think they  
will and some people think -
they won’t and it’s always a
relevant question. I don’t think
that any one of us is laying
down that there is this right
answer, we’re going through a
whole process and trying to
work out ideas as we do it and
I’m really proud of that.
Sheelagh: I wear makeup if I’m
in the mood to wear makeup
and it’s as simple as that.
Barb: I don’t think you can
deny the issue. No men, or
very few men, wake up and
think shall I put makeup on. I
don’t think you can pretend
that putting on makeup has
got nothing to do with sexism.
I can’t imagine any of the male‘
musicians I know ever wearing
makeup. In a way their attitude
is also sexist, they see it as
ultra-fucking feminine. Every
single time these days I put a
bloody mascara stick to my
eyelashes I go through troubles
about it. There ’s no way you
can bullshit yourself and say
“Oh I just happen to feel as
though . . .” I mean very few
of us “happen to feel”
spontaneously anything in this
society.
Isabel: If I choose to wear dots
on my face which can look
hideous to a lot of -people, it’s
because that’s what I choose to
do to my face. I’m not doing it
for any other person and that’s
the truth.
‘Angela: Why does it always
have to be assumed that if we
put on makeup or put on fancy
‘clothes, why does it have to be
assumed it’s directed at the
opposite sex? I mean where
does that leave me, I’m a
lesbian? I think all people,
both men and wogien, vvanut to

>1-IP70IWPG

be very careful not to throw
away what are considered to be
female attitudes and what are
considered male attitudes. I
think basically we want to get
on with whatever is inside of
us, both the male and the
female parts of us, let them out
and what’s Wrong with it. If
making a peacock of yourself
happens to be a female aspect
why whould you throw it
away?
Carol: The only time I would
ever consider wearing makeup
is going on stage. I just wouldn’t
wear it at any other time. I
feel if I put it on there’s no
way it could possibly be .
interpreted as making myself
look ‘feminine because I just
think it’s obvious that I’m gay.
What I feel it does to me —
most gigs that we’ve done I’ve
always gone up there not
particularly bothering about
what I look like and I’ve always
felt really nervous about my
own personality not the music.
But as soon as we dressed up a
bit or put different clothes on "
or just looked ridiculous I felt
completely different. I feel I
can say anything, I can be
anything and I’m just so much
more relaxed and confident
and that’s why I put makeup
on.
Leslie.‘ I don’t think the make-
up issue with this band is imp-
ortant. I think its really a small
side issue.
Chris: For you a RAS gig is
just like any other and you’re
not particularly enthusiastic
about it?
Leslie: Yes, in a way, but I
feel that because my politics.
are Left anyway I’d feel the
same about a RAR gig or the
gay thing we’re doing next
week. I obviously wouldn’t
do a NF gig or anything that I
disagreed with.
Angele: I was in this feminist
band Jam Today and for a
laugh on our last gig we all
wore dresses and some of the
women in the audience
thought it was disgusting -—- the
ultimate capitulation to male
‘fantasies. It’s absolutely
ludicrous that people can’t
see something for what it’s
worth -+— it was so over the top
— it was obvious what we were
doing. I
Carol: The only way I could
wear a dress on stage would be
if it was absolutely over the
top.
Leslie: Since I’ve joined the
band and begun to feel much
stronger in myself I think I
might do it now — but I’d still
think twice about it -— which.
is a drag that you can’t just do
it if you want to. I

-Isabel: Sheila wore trousers
this evening for that very
reason. She’s been wearing a
skirt all day. Some of us do
wear skirts and dresses  
sometimes.
Angele: There’s been this
pressure in the feminist
movement — almost like not to
make cups of tea for each other
just in case . . .
Isabel: Absolutely. In the band
I was in before they were just r
absolutely certain that they
would not be put upon by
anybody — certainly not the
opposite sex but even their
friends and lovers. They just
say “you fuck off and make
your own tea”.

Some Problems
Sheelagh: I find that most of
my problems are not sexist
issues at all. My day-to-day
concerns are the pressures of
society to conform — pressures
on the individual. Problems
come from being an individual
who want to be creative in her
life confronted by a society
that wants to prevent you
doing it. That is my day-to-day
struggle.
Angele: I think you’ve been
lucky not having any problems
because you’re a woman. A
friend of mine answered some
Melody Maker ads and when
they heard she was a woman
they just said “Oh . . . we’ve
found somebody”.
Leslie: There was this woman
we auditioned and when she
rang up she said “I’m a lesbian
and Pm thirty”, straight away
and I said “So what, can you
sing?” But she’d been to so
many bands that as soon as
they found out she was a
lesbian or as soon as they
.found out she was thirty, she
was sort of pushed out which I
think is a real shame.
Isabel: But ithappens to men
too, they’re always being asked
for their age and their image —-
it happens all the time.
Angele: Yes but it hasn’t been
said “Oh, you’re a bloke, no
thank you” and put the phone
‘down. And I mean she put an '
ad in and of five who phoned,
four put the phone down as
soon as they found out she was
a woman -9- it’s the honest
truth.
Rock Against Sexism’s (which
I’m involved with) main aim is
to help and promote women
musicians —— to give them an
opportunity to present
themselves as aware female
performers, but the gigs are
not all women, the only
stipulation is that every RAS
gig should have a few female
musicians.
Sheelagh: I think it sad that
while we are getting the chance
to express ourselves creatively
through a political movement,
lots of bands, like the bands
some of our blokes are in,
don’t.
Chris.‘ Yes . . . perhaps the next
issue. . . . _ S g
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Rocking against racism, sexism and repression is THE LOCAL Christian in itaiY».F1‘enee and the _ , . H - t- b t S -al B h
takingoff int" World-Wide m°V@me"t-have Br"-Z1" i?“E?.3°§3L;“£Zgi‘i;i3i§ E32. ii$3Z§'§f.‘.‘§;2§£f;Z.?‘Ei”“‘Sea 522.1233;s§t2§.g§;‘;;,2?§.;ai:,?,:':=.:;;‘;the iii; E;iiiifiiiiifiiiiigufinhieilumpiiii ihiaiiiiiilooks at Germany, Northern Ireland and the United m’,mbe,, b t 50 O00 M - h the - 31 fStateS_ S young 5&3 ga,thered c0tlfl';l£v;lt,S;e?1€1‘tVillebgezllfilggli the Corporation a great deal of embarrassment; and a Want te P1‘eVeht; 5° eveh the tact that the agreement

for 3 massive antfiascist bash “Rock gegen Straussil and the ‘F great deal of trouble from its staff, whose unions, has Yet t0 he Put ihte Piaetieei that he requests tel‘
“Reel; Against the Right” -- ' hope is to damage theiout- i i

THE FIRST Rock A ainstg
Repression tour of Belfast took
off last June in Ia way its pre-
decessor Rock Against Sec-
tarianism, led by Stiff Little
Fingers, never did. This earlier
attempt had foundered on
being too student-orientated,
too intent on declaring its
policies rather than organising
gigs, too utopian in expecting
catholic and protestant kids to
come suddenly together under

\he banner of rock music, and
fi‘rr\the1-more, a London Rock
Against Racism suspicion
about“-A-Fingers’ attitudes not
being based on the Irish
conflict being a war against
imperialism .

The success“qf the RAR gigs
in the Ardoyne and
Andersonstown areas of Belfast
owed much to the bands over
from London. Oxy and the
Morons are strongly influenced
by American new wave but are
thankfully minus its
fascination with the Super-
artist as Flower of Evil. Oxy
have replaced this Sympathy
for the Devil and Patti Smith
with surrealist politics;

,_ “I hear the rich have taken
to naked bathing

Riding on the backs of
driverless cars

Hiring someone else to write
their suicide notes.”

Belfast appreciated the fact
that these words, from a
number called “Moro”, were
dedicated to Airey Neave...

Even more appreciated were
Charge who play old time punk
but with more fluidity and
vigour than the currently
touted Lurkers and UK Subs.
Charge also have a thoughtful
lyrical side which owes a lot to
the Doors.
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Indeed, after one gig,
Charge were uncoiling in their
billet to the sounds of this very
band, when at 4am in burst the
RUC despatched by one Gerry
Fitt, who was but three doors
away trying to rest his weary
social democratic head. The
RUC came to his assistance,
and the MP’s grey matter was
spared undue stress.

The Belfast tour had the
support of some very young
and very good local bands like
the Producers and LSD.
Voltage especially stood out
with their masterpiece of agit-
rock “Zimbabwe”. These
bands rout the patronising
attitude of the Anglo-centric
music press which sees the
Undertones, Stiff Little Fingers Frankfurt in a small town ROCK A

Rock Gegen Reehts -- in spokenly reactionar BavarianYFrankfurt 0n:June 17_ Christian Democrat leader
The venue and the time had Franz-Josef Strauss’s chances

been deliberately chosen to in the fight for premiership of
coincide with the annual the Federal Republic.
meeting of the neo-fascist NPD
(Nationalist Party of Germany)
With people listening to Dutch
German and Austrian “new
wave” bands, there were no
arrests or violence despite a '
police spokesperson referring
to it all as a “powder-keg” -
no doubt he meant the
ammunition of 5000 armed
police officers.

They succeeded in some
way as the NPD were forced to
hold their gathering out of

PNS

AINST RACISMetc, as if they were some called Alzenau where they USA has takenoff, with the
vented their frustrations by OK slogan “Bury the Nazis,
starting several fights. smash the Klan, Rock ’n Roll

The festival interspersed Throughout the Land”. r
political discussions with the Injecting the customarily

unique mysterious Irish teen
phenomenon.

Finally it was the audiences
who made this RAR tour
successful. Punk’s early
mixture of idealism and -
nihilism still has a meaning for
the youth of Belfast who alter-
nate pogoing with their own
brand of disjointed “Disco t
Death” dancing.

Organisers are at pains to
stress Rock Against Repression

music, and talked about the staid American rock scene with
“breufsverbot” (the ban on the energy of new wave music
leftists in state employment), and‘its political direction, RAR
discrimination against gays and concerts have been held since
immigrant workers, sur- April in Texas, New York  
veillance of the population by Central Park, Columbus Ohio,
police computers, and much and Chicago. The lovable old
more, in an unusual sinking of YIPPIE Outfit have taken up
the differences b the divided the cause with total enthusiasm,Y . -is neither a Provo front nor is it German left. and an article in the first

3g3.il’lSi§ SO'C3.li€d PTOVO one intgrgsting aspect wrag (!(ili}l0l'l Of tl'l€il' HEW pflp€1'
“violence”. It is against the the involvement in the festival Overthrow remarked; “BY

of large numbers of trade opening an offensive not just
unionists. 5000 members of against organised racists, but
the DGB (the German TUC) against the whole system. of

presence of British troops
there.

_ There still remains the
obvious problems in Northern
Ireland, although the short
tour left behind quite some
momentum which should lead
to setting up a steering com-
mittee and putting on several
other gigs.

There’s little enough going
on there in the music world,
and as the local organisers put
it: “The campaign is against all
sorts of cultural repression
which make it very difficult or
impossible for local punk and
rock bands to find places to
play, and for local youths to
get to see and hear'the bands
they want to.”

Again those problems; the
tour they said, did not mean
“Rock against Terrorism, not
Rock for the Provisional IRA.
Please do not misinter ret”

had arrived in Frankfurt for control -~ schools, police, tele-
their own rally which was vision and the nuclear famil, l Ybanned by the local authorities. -'- Rock Against Racism can set
Instead of dispersing and going a new beat for the coming
home, the trade unionists decade, a beat that’ll shake the
joined the festival while advice walls of Babylon to their very
went to the crowd from the f0uI1dati0I1S.”.
state saying: “Some older Using the RAR energy to
people from the DGB are promote the whole range of
comm Show some things from legalisin cannabiss.  . e  .Solidal-ity"_ to stopping nuclear plants, this

The festive] intiative had invigorating development could
come from a coalition of left- Weii he the first meieithi $teP
wing groups and was hailed t0 Sweeping away the Linda
1' e i.ROnSt3H 'lk the great 1978 ANL ’ , dts and all the coke

Victoria Path festival in Sui fiing West Coast music Director General: Ian Trclhowan,
London which served as the mlih01'm11'e$- H- h ._» . . 1 to , ex- olitical COf'l'£’.Smodel as a great success. The Tem Rehlhseh 15 amtmgst I g W - P - ~= . . dz-ChfAsii(.A:style of the campaign and ideas the $P°he'Qi'5 together With , f)(g);e;>2 lie is d sis an ( toh f I Id I e r( or iman) Scott, _ ..X1123-lei opl:-:;nIl{yAl%orrowed from alilnififar o Haéllfif ash ,l 1,-kew,-Se, Director, News and Broadcasting, (I-IPB): Martin Serviees News (EXSN); Ken

an . le 0 man, ah ey afle ', Cu t Aff - DNCA 1 0- .k Wallace; Editor Radio News: Br ‘e , gue, studi t e;
The German RGR eff- pledged; “We won’t stop until mm mt“ ) K an r M OMS yp,_ i _ . ,, Francis, former Controller, Sm” T”}’t"'_ ("Ow shunted to Delmty DNCA= Andrew Tedd;p . shoots of which are appearing RAR 15 eVe1'YWhei'e - Norther" 1?‘?!-<md;HeBd Of Political Semtelttll; Editor Extemal Editor TV News: Alan Protheroe,

ti

prmcipally the National Union of Jenrneligts and the facilities within its terms have yet gone to Scotland
Association of Broadcasting Staff, are refusing to Yard, ti°e5h't iefeieet to the B305 e1'e<?iit-
work the agreement. At any rate, people who care about the

The day The Leveller came out, joumalists at Lime mdepemiehee of media etgahisatiehs f1'0m State
Grove,the current affairs Pressure, eah take Seme

HQ, circulated photocopies .1 reassurance from joumalists
' C - and producers workingof the article, and a mand

atory meeting of their under Francis, who don’t
chapel (office branch) was intend to bow to it.

called, A resnluitionf Francis has also said the
Q91-ldenjnjng the‘ agreement igbs agreement is not unique,

and that he’d be willing to
come to similar ones with
other organisations. The
BBC’s attitude to police may
not be unique, but as a
written docmnent it is. Even
Scotland Yard say they’ve
no prospect of such a deal
with anyone else,'and every
other TV stattion says
they would never come to
such an agreement. So who
will be next to bully a self-

. denying ordinance i from
the BBC?

_ _: Directory:
News and Curr,gn__¢_Af[§irs (DNCA)]

= . Dick Francis

i waspassed without
opposition; and the union’s

Broadcasting Industrial?
Council decided the next

week to “advise” members
not to operate it, pending

talks with the Director,
News and Current Affairs,

Dick Francis. ”
The ABS general secretary

_ Tony Hearn, who
‘described the agreement
as “unacceptable, a clear
breach of editorial inde-

pendence”, also sought a
meeting with Francis; and
if he doesn't pull out, says?
Hearn, “we’ll instruct our
members not to work it.”-

But Francis has been ii
to busy to see anyone;

01‘ -er
nr°9d~<itt°6ii:"i

6,, egafig ,‘,§I;>§,,,,, An oil company? The
5%,, _§;f,,i§’,@:e sf: ,,-=.¢-- Catholic Church?_

£01. 0:££1e:.gs£ Qltigi egggqoeo 9,196gfgflo Th9 LeU3Ile l” t0 be

De §,§-ii;i;§i:j§'“agff§€,§§ we G fie gaggf \c;§,,f-1‘~ "'° _ the first to find out. In the
G ?o:§:§,:§,%,o,£, sewers 9efi%§,i,€x,,;\ ,,fi,,g¢§‘:;,s meanwhile, it we are running

i _ oefic} e,§,,<ef*,. .s-or re“ ,,,,,x;’1o,,@v§,@¢,,,,, Q2, -1, to (here more extracts
making TV aPPea1'ahee5i aegis §i~»°§i's¢esv“ Yotzeogs i"'::5-3:039“ .§ii>*gi>°;;,°eee’° !f1‘0Il'l the leaked minutes

writing letters to the press, I ii of the BBC ’s weekly News
attempting to justify his position There’s nothin so and Current Affairs meetings, from which the police- gstrange about agreeing to let an outside body agreement was extracted.
(whoever it is) have a say in what programmes you Here we monitor the Corporation ’s attitude to the
make about them, is the Francis line. He does it all coverage of Northern Ireland . . . . another “sensitive
the time. And the agreement only covers a small area”, as the stupid row stirred up by Thatcher over
number of programmes: those about the police, the INLA interview has just shown. We show how the
which the police consider sensitive or delicate, which NCA people denied facilities to the Campaign Against
require police facilities. Racism in the Media, and how they are concerned to

But it is precisely the “delicate” areas that matter, ensure the National Front get their share of air time.
it’s when you want to make programmes about r

unspeakable; Head of Current
Affairs Magazine Programmes
(HCAMP): Alan Rogers: pro-
gressive in BBC terms; Political
Editor: David Holmes; Head of
Information Department (HID):
Peter Woon, a BBC rriemor.

lIll'S Wllll
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Francis has U.Sl'l61'€-(l in £1 S6lf- reference etc, the (gate given

satisfied regime, noting on and the level at which such de-
October 17 “that the date of cisions are taken, had come as
the previous week’s meeting news to some of them".
had coincided almost exactly The contrast between the
with the tenth anniversary of treatment accorded to the state
the start of the trollhle in A and to the rebels is well illust-
Northern lrelend, (end that he rated by two incidents at the
found it singularly appropriate turn of the year. The Minutes
that Northern Ireland matters, for the December 19 meeting
which had for so long d0mi- record direct suppression of
hated the thoughts of the news at the request of the RUC:
meeting, could now have suit-~ “DNCA Said he had had a very
ehly been Pieced es the lee-t useful note . . . from Ricliar 1
item on the Agenda He hoPed Ayre (Dep N.E.N.I.)It concerned
that they would remain there.” the ease of Father Hugh _
And indeed they did. es e ' Murphy, who had been kidnap-
glance at the chart shows. The ped in Northern Ireland and
lnet time they held e rne-lor held for a day, in June, against
discussion was last December, the Safe return of Constable
over Nationwide. William Turbitt — who was later

 Francis felt at the October found dead after having been .
17 meeting that the BBC had abducted by the IRA,
evolved a system of editorial " A reliable report had
discussion end decision — been received on December 13
making that has “helped to saying that a nuher of RUC .
reduce the temperature in men were being held for
Northern Ireland as far as the questioning about Father
BBC W38 e0noerned"- The Murphy’s abduction. The RUC
system. Whioh In-any oritios Say asked the BBC to withold pub-
iS Cer1S0ri011S. iS one oi reie- lication of this report. It was
rence upwards in any difficult decided to do so very tempo-
case. Apart from some concern rarilyi not just on account of
over the possibility of the RUC the RUC request, but because
"Sing es evidence 3 iiidco“ of a lack of absolute certainty
recording oi e Speech l?‘y.~ProV' about the report. Twenty four
iS0inal Sinn Feinis Gerry hours later, when other jour-
Adams! most oi the cohtl'o" nalists and policemen had heard
versies cover providing air—time of the Situation and the RUC
for the Republican point of had not given any precise
"iow- reasons for their request to

The BBC is particularly keen ithold the re ort BBC 7. _ W P 1
to be seen as independent of Northern Ireland had gone
the state forces in Northern ahead with the story"
Ireland yet neither should it be
seen as offering a platform for Of course, the only source
terrorist views - an accusation which could corroborate the
levelled at the Corporation story in the first place was the
during a meeting on February 2 RUC itself and they didn’t

want it published. So it wasn’t
. I L_i_i___J ' ‘ilifll “ _._
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until it was obvious that the
press was going to go ahead
with it anyway that the BBC
decided to re ort it The point. P -
was missed on DNCA who .

COVERAGE OF NORTHERN 1978 with Conservative MPs. "noted the eireumepeet ,
Ireland has always been a sen- Reporting back to the February appr..__iaeh_ _ _in sensitive edi-
Sitire eree for NCA? Sihco tho 7 NCA meeting DNCA Said he torial areas and quoted (it) as
appointment of Dick Francis as “had detected a desire for an excellent exarnpie of the "
Director of News and Current reassurance about the treat- BB(}‘e eare and attention in
Affairs (he took up the post ment of such programmes (the aueh ease;-,"_
after a period as Controller in Tories were particularly concer-t By contrast, the previous
Northern Ireland), discussion of ned about the Tonight film ), weekis meeting had deaeueeed
llhfi Sl.lbj€Cl} l'lE1S fallen IlOl§lC€&?_ ' and the pfgcedures 3 report Bgfnard Clark on

3*“-‘.Pted hY the BBC upward Nationwide about prisoners “on
the blanket”.
The item had come in for
almost universal criticism, in
particular from the Minister of
State (Mr. Concannon) in the
House of Commons. TheNCA
meeting apparently agreed:
“Robin Walsh (News Editor,
Northern Ireland) gave Na tion-
wide full marks for taking on
this subject but he was afraid
that the resulting film had left
much to be desired”. Walsh

Kesh; why were there four
people putting the Provisionals
point of view, and only Airey
Neave against; why hadn’t
there been a representative of
those Catholics who didn’t
support the “Blanket”
campaign?

Walshis remarks opened the
floodgates of reaction from the
meeting “JohnGau (HCAP Tel)
said that Bernard Clark had not
revealed whether the prisoners
had gone “on“l:he blanket”
voluntarily or had been ordered
to do so. Bob Milne-Tyte (HTF
WS) wished the reporter had
recounted a few of the heinous
crimes that these people had
coinmitted and Martin Wallace
(HPB) added that to have done
so would have countered a
widespread impression that
people were imprisoned more
easily in Northern Ireland,
under the ‘Diplock Court’.
system, than was the case else-
where”
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THE BBC’S backslidin on the BBC against the National
i -i :' , _ ghistoricpolicy of former DG

Sir Hugh Greene, that people
est andmost critical discuss . Who Speak in f f '
on Ireland contained in the ion (lzreldgd affairs. The Belfast staff intolerance areaiiigtneiiiititliiaiilal
Mmutes_ And the Viewpoint was 'co:ld $P<€t errors Whleh others tothe same treatment as
universal: the report hadn’t ii no and they only thoaefwho condemn it (Levell-
béen nearly critical enough. t°.be helpful ---ii or 11) he-'5 been continued und-
DNCA summed it up by Say It is_ alarming that a perfectly er the Francis regime-_ In a

= ing: “It had been right and ?.“a‘ghtf?§"”a”d “?P°"° of the disc‘-eaten of coverage of the
relevant for “Nationwide” to seek blaiiket campaign’ rarely NF oh Febmary 28 last
t0 illumine these issues but it m°““°“ed on the BBc anyway. year DNCA felt that the
had fallen iI.."=i30 come Old traps Sh.°.“ld ear“ 89°“ 3 universallr Policy = “Might now be OV€l"'-'

. --.._. and the flaws in the item had C-rm‘-ial recieptlom But so effec' simplified In the hew ci1‘ellIn-
~ hi-iaded its credibility cm a"§,§§“‘*"},.°e upward; dances that obtained with the

a pro ested in this instance . er or 9 lmmo "inf-T atiohel Front, it '- '
at the lack of consultation witlit republican Views from the ate to re-examine iizvlfg Blliiigigpn of balance and BBC pohcy
his own staff in the final stages. screen that on the rare occasion po1icy,___,It was important to
CNI was reluctant to insist om the viewers are actually offered cover the National Front."
previews for professional a report on what the other side George Fischer (Head of
reasons’ but this reluctance thinks, universal outrage breaks Radio Current Affairs) said

wanted to know why it had i On and on it 1-aged, the long- zgoulld be respected and editors ESE iiggfilditho Ncigtdble. It’s there was a potential dichot-not mentioned the murder of ou d allow a wide margin of Y censors 1P E Just the omy between this olic and. - . i. » - . P Ythe Deputy Governor of Long E safety in dealing with Northern BBC S View of the Wo.rld- the requirements of the law
(that is, election law) In the

IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllll |_llllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll “""“P “° the °le9'=i°*i (24~

WHILE THE BBC relies on its
famous “impartiality” to allow
racists the air, with more or
less hostility, there is another
side to race questions the Corp-
oration bosses are quite clear
about. They don’t like anti-
racists.

The Campaigri Against
Racism in the Media (CARM)
got permission to do an Upon
Door program me, the arrange-
ments for which are tlial. the
BBC makes all l'aci|il.ics avail-
able for community or cam-
paigning organisations to
produce their own show.

To demonstrate its point
that the media (the BBC
among them) are racist, CARM
asked for BBC news film. The
NCA people discussed the
request on November 21 last
year.
“Members of the meeting
expressed strongly divided
views. Peter Scott (CA to l)G)
said such film would be used in
a different context from its
original placing . . . The makers
of the programme should seek
their material from other
sources. Andrew Todd said . . .
the media should be strong
enough to accept that its
reporting might be questioned
. . . Alan Protheroe said the
programme would be outside
the BBC’s editorial control and
would thus violate the prin- W
ciple that the BBC did not
hand over material for use to
outsiders without restricting
how it should be used . . . Why
should an organisation which

an|i ign ilir...
might well accuse himself and
his staff of racism be given
privileged treatment?

And what redress would he
have if such an attack were
made? Stan Taylor strongly
supported this view .
Andrew Todd said that mater-
ial brought from outside the
BBC might be less accurate,
and he did not see the logic of
refusing news film to any
organisation once the BBC had
decided that it should open its
studios to access programmes.
Alan Rogers (HCAMP) thought
the BBC should be brave
enough to stand by what it
broadcast. David Holmes
(Political Editor) shared this
view. It would look strange if
the BBC assisted Open Door
programmes to pillory every-
one else, but not itself

But it was Protheroe, as
Editor of TV News, who took
the decision, and CARM got no
news film, though it did get
some current affairs footage.
After the programme was
shown, even without his film,
Protheroe returned to the
attack. The issue now was
much more clear (6:3:79):
CARM’s attack on BBC racism.

DNCA said: “this prog-
ramme had clearly been biased,
but it would be wrong to
dismiss all the points it had
made. Alan Protheroe said (it)
totally vindicated his decision.
The insertion of comment, the
removal of sequences from
their context, and highly
selected editing had all added

Val'lm

IET

up to a deliberately false .-
picture. CARM was using the
tech.niq__ues of Dr. Goebbels . . .
In his view, the whole concept
o_f “access” progralnmes was a
violation of the BBC ‘s charter, ( ) ."
which laid upon it respons- “Peter Woon considered she But the reactionaries held

* ibility for everything it broad-. shouzld have been challenged to sway: “CA to DG did not
cast. The BBC could not Prdvlde evidence for her alle- thlnk the BBC should discrim-
abrogate responsibility merely ' _ gations. DNCA said that prog- rnate against the Front except
by making a disclaimer at the rammes must not allow inter- in so far as the Front was
start of each"Open Door ylewees to get away with recieliet, and therefore acting
programme. incorrect statements of fact on against the law-" which is, of

The ANL, too, is poorly political matters . . . There was course, nonsense. For Peter
regarded by these people; it is, H duty t0 Challenge provocative SC0tt’s, and anyone else’s
of course, “extremist”, in the statements, especially where information who choses not

d same bag as the Front itself. In legal and emotional issues were to recognise the fact, racialism
January this year_ the N F concerned, and programmes i is not illegal — only certain ’

2 solicitors complained that must look to their ability to types of racist propaganda,
Peter Hain had said in mount appropriate challenges. end even this the courts will

_ . _ 4:79) “DNCA said there ap-
.Nenenwide that NF policy peared to be misconceptions
was ‘ to exterminate black over the NF’s Party Election

it was “to exterminate the legal which their suitability would
'ghts of black people be judged depended more on

Nationwide editor Hugh the Boo’-S undertakings (in
Williams Said that; “Had Hain the old policy) that the limit-
said what was aiieged he would ations defined by the Race

Front was the beginning of a
ellppory slope. Who would
come next? The Communist
Party? Extreme Socialists?”

On April 3 this year DNCA
spelt it out further: “As re-
gards broadcasting other than
Qarty Election Broadcasts,
the National Front has exactly
the same rights as other minor-
ity parties within the law. The
position was regulated by the
Representation of the People
Act, by normal considerations

for the coverage of radical is-
sues. It would be unreason-
able to exclude the National
Front altogether but no
fl-'"1_l_ge Party could expect
Parity with the major ones."

He justified this by saying
he thought: “‘the National
Front would be careful not to
develop a racist line during the
cemPnlgn. They would probaly
adopt an entirely reasonably
attitude to this subject. ”

That meeting also rejected the
suggestion from the NUJ that
its members should be allowed
a conscientious objection
to working on Front broad-

People”. In fact Hain had said broad-casts -— that the criteria by . How naif can you get?
1., d ,,. ..

ealmost eertainiy have been Relations Acts. George Fisch r
challenged, even though the made a point the DNCA
remark had been made in the acknowledged -- that it might
last seconds of a programme. be highly revealing to report
DNCA said that complaints fully what the National
often arose in such circum- Front was saying-ii
stances. Time must be allowed Weive heard that one he’
for an interviewer to challenge forei Georgo Evoh the more
or distance himself from liberal NCA people can see
dubious statements.” through it! A

And the NCA 1 “Desmond Wilcox (HGFTel)
dismi d _]Pel<)JP e _ , said all the Front stood for

Sso ctlreorl Y eter H-'=11n S was so abhorrent that it was
letter, on behalf of the ANL, not enft] d t th t t,
last September, asking the BBC ion of tin.-,eBB(()) inetfizosgge
Zlgtzfizfirgifsmgt ally Front way as it had obtained the
_ . _ _ oa cas s, nor report protection of the police...He
its activities. DNCA said: “DG, - - -
with the Socialist Workers izajrcgfifigii'i:,i:,?,tgf,hfop‘:'i°'p'
Party also in mind, had - P I?acknowledged that th hangitself had not worked.

_ _ ere was a R hr D d_
special Problem with Small Andiiegw Tiididd coiirr:le(i'nedextremist groups of the left that by broadcasting the
and right Front’s own suggestion that it

Again, when the Front had become the third force
oomplained about an interview in British politics the BBC was
with an anti-racist in the East giving it Borne kind of imprim-
End of London 17:10.78 : fltllr

, e A  _t hold "P »llllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfll  lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll iii iiia datenrii-°JiiZ»?%'i he

casts.

As far as party broadcasts i
are concerned, the meeting of
May 1 this year was told the '
BBC wanted the system chang-
ed, particularly to stop minor-
ity parties getting them,
though CA to DG (Peter
Scott): “foresaw problems in
devising a wayof affording a
platform to “harmless” parties
like the Ecology Party, while
excluding the purely frivolous
or extreme.”

On April 4 last year t re A
was a wrist-slap for Radiib
Solent; a National Front caller
to a Solent phone-in had been
cut off, it appeared. DNCA
said it was important “not
to censor the proper express-
ron _of openion. Broadly speak-
ing it would be wrong to shut
off a caller simply because he
was a member of the National
Front. ”

It is very big of the BBC
to treat the NF with such ‘
consideration. The compli-
ment is not returned. In March
lest Year John Tyndall phoned
to complain about the BBC
reporting an anti-NF speech by
David Steel. When told he
could not have a right of i
reply to Steel’s speech, “Tyndal
had become vehement, and had
said that when the National
Front were in a position to
control the media, “you pen.
ple wlll be the first to squeal]
and yelp."
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The viewing public has only
a subliminal knowledge of Bal-
ance; in the last ten years his
name has flitted through at
the end of the credits on a
number of documentaries,
talk-shows, and current-affairs
specials -- in modest capital
letters. Balance prefers such
discreet publifiity. which ail" MR BLAND BALANCE has no identity. He is a
riicts ‘mly. the a“e“‘.’°n °‘ corporate man who inhabits the corridors of powerhis peers in the media. . . - - d d- t d to theIf he onl had Skills with within an ITV company which is e ica ey - . . -
the image or the word, he renewal of its ‘licence to print money’ next year.
no longer has the inclillflllwn 110 Jonathan Dim ble by, formerly a reporter with Thames

TV, recently tangled with Bland Balance over threedisplay his talent for public
scrutiny. His attitudes and
perceptions are now express-
ed only in private words and
confidential memos, secure
from assault, never put to
the test, inside the whale.

As a servant of the cor-
poration, hopeful of prefer-
ment, he has a clear view of
his purpose: he must provide
‘good’ television which at-
tracts an audience without
provoking the wrath of the
Independent Broadcasting
Authority which administers
the Television Act through
which the Establishment
governs the conduct of pro-
gramme-makers within ITV.

Balance is disconcerted.
He has just watched the last
of a trilogy of programmes
about South America. The
Children of the Miracle is a
2'7 minute report from the
Brazilian city of Sao Paulo
which examines the plight
of the impoverished mass
of the people who live in the
biggest riihest city on the
continent.

With the distinguished
exception of a few of its
more sceptical observers
the Western World has been
unstinting in praise of the
Brazilian ‘miracle’ which in
the last fifteen years has
propelled the nation’s econ-
omy into capitalism’s first
division where its power
will soon rival that of West
Germany. In short, Brazil
matters. .- _

In The Children of the
Miracle we sought to examine
the price which this industrial
revolution has exacted from
those whose labour made it
possible. We-virtually ignored
the barbarous history: the
dictatorship, with its repress-
ions, tortures and murders.
Instead our point of depart-
ure was the rate of infant
mortality, which is now
higher (at around 80 per
1,000 higher in some parts
of the city) than it was when
the ‘miracle’ was conceived
(at 60 per 1000). We trans-
lated this startling indicator
of social progress into'film
via the emergency ward of
a children’s hospital, where
the staff asserted vehem-
ently (but not to the camera -
fearing reprisal) that the
root cause of the rise in the
rate of infant mortality is

28
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Brazilian photographer Masda Peres captures one ofBrazil ’S‘SiCk Children

poverty. The -condition of
the children in their.care —
emaciated and wizened by
malnutrition and disease -
derived, so they explained,
directly from the economic
‘miracle’, which, they whis-
pered, should more properly
be described as a ‘human
disaster’.

Another statistic T" based
on government figures and
not challenged by any author-
ity —- demonstrates that six
out of ten citizens of Sao
Paulo (the figure for
the rest of Brazil is higher)
live at least fifty per cent
below the poverty line as
defined by the Brazilian
constitution. In practice
this means that some 8 million
people in Sao Paulo have to
choose between a decent
roof over their head and an
adequate diet. Moreover,
while the ‘miracle’ has flour-
ished their purchasing power
has steadily fallen-

Our film related-the misery
thus inflicted upon the
children of the miracle to
the spectacular growth of
the city, asserting -- by in-
ference but without equivoc- -
ation -— that the extreme
wealth of the few is one side
of a coin upon the other side
of which is indelibly printed
the extreme poverty of the
many. So much for the
‘miracle’.

Balance is disturbed — but
not like those who were

moved, shocked and dis- .
tressed by the predicament
of the people of Sao Paulo;
who phoned and wrote to
express their outrage or offer
help or demaid solutions,
thereby exposing the hollow
claim of the complacent
that the British are by nature
selfish and apathetic. Nor is
Balance upset by the ratings
which underlined the same
point —- the series attracted
a bigger audience each week
than the comedy show which
preceded it on the same chan-
nel.

Balance ’s anxiety is of a
different order. He is no
fool: he does not challenge
the statistics or the facts or
even the analysis. He can only
frame his doubts in the form
of questions. Where were the
experts? Why no voice from
the middle classes (a letter
in the Observer from the
Brazilian Ambassador has
defended the ‘miracle’ on the
grounds that the middle class
is ‘burgeoning’)? Why no
account of the social services?
Why no honourable defence
of the system? ' y

We answer that in 27 pp
minutes such elaboration
is impossible; that in a longer
film we would have incor-
porated such elements and
moro; that fully examined
they"‘would form not contrary
evidence but additional pieces
in a jigsaw that timealone.

U. .
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had forbidden us to fit into
place; that neither our argu-
ment nor our conclusion would
have altered.

Balance is silent but no
less unhappy. The source of
his distress is not evident. The
Children of the Miracle has
broken an unstated rule. In
the process it may have alight-
ed upon a truth, even an im-
portant truth, but television
executives are not hired to
pre-occupy themselves with
such niceties. Balance is S
concerned with means not
ends, with balance not truth.
And, within the-confines l
imposed by his imagination
upon the concept, he finds
The Children of the Miracle
‘unbalanced’. Why?

. Because it distinguishes
clearly between the oppressor
and the oppressed; because it
gives closer attention and
greater sympathy to the plight
of the latter who form the
great majority of the popul-
ation; because it seems to side
with those who suffer at the
hands of the status quo rather .-
than with those who seek -
to sustain it; and, because it
silently asserts that morality "-
a notion which Balance finds
professionally uncongenial
if not dangerous -—- enjoins
civilised humanity to cry
out against such a state of
affairs.

A few days after the last
programme, the first leader
in the Guardian observed the
series had dramatically under-
lined the fact that ‘Latin
America is still a continent
of unforgivable contrasts,
a place where there is virtu-
ally everything to be said
in defence of the struggling
mass of the people and almost
nothing to be said in favour
of the tiny oligarchies, topped
by military potentates, that
remain almost everywhere in
control -— supported by a
lifeline to the outside world.
The grey areas of doubt are
few and far between.’

Balance remains unmoved.
It is in the grey areas where he
is at home, where judgement
can be postponed, where '
thought implies no action,
where the conscience can_
remain unruffled, the Sllpltlfl -
mind at rest. And he wishes _
that the rest of us would  
remain there with him.

As I said Balance is a
mythical figure, more a frame
of mind than person, a collect-
ive psyche which is everywhere
and everywhere more power-
ful. And since he controls
the slots, distributes the
money, and selects the broad-
casters, he can impose his will
by stealth, never stating his
purpose. By default if not de-
sign, he is committed to the
status quo, an instrument of
the Establishment, an enemy
of free thought and free
expression. And, for the mom- l I
ent‘., he is winning.
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SUMMER MADNESS.
AMAZING COMPETITION. SUPER FREE BOOK PRIZES.

Alright, so you’re against the competitive ethic. But just
swallow your principles for a minute, and you’re in line for a free
book.

Here’s twenty easy questions. Or at least they’re easy if you’ve
got a complete set of The Leveller for the past twelve months
since all the answers are contained within Levellers l7—28
inclusive. And if you haven’t, then of course you could still
respond to our special summer sale offer of back issues!

To make things still easier, we’ve put the issue numbers in
brackets, so now you’ve no excuse. Any four back issues 85p
(usually £1.40 plus), any ten £1.50 (usually 513.5 0 plus).

Now then, back to the summer fun. If your entry is one of the
first five all-correct ones opened at our competition head uarters
on Saturday lst September, you will then receive an absolutely
‘free copy of the new tome Media, Politics and Culture - a
socialist view. Edited by Carl Gardner, it’s a reader from a
number of socialist writers due for publication in August by
Macllllillans at £3.95.

1) On what date last year did the
police break up a National
Abortion Campaign disco at
Waterloo Action Centre? (21)
2) Who wrote “ while the solidarity
movement itself cannot mediate
between Vietnam and Kampuchea
and Vietnam and China, we should
supporfinitiativcs to do so on the
part of those who might, and our
own embarassment at the conflicts
should be made clear”. (20)
3) What was the total defence bill
for 1977 accordingto Defence
Estimates? (18)
4) Who said “When I stroke my
eyebrow it means l love you”? (27)
5) What’s Compendium’s phone
number? (21)
6) Who, briefly, is Sidney
Burnett-Alleyne? (23)
7) How many States of Fmcrgency
did Mr Heath call between I970
and I974? (24)
8) Who wrote a collection of short
stories published in I978 and
entitled Between the S'lm'ts? (28)
9) On what grounds might a prison-
er “be temporarily released from
mechanical restraint”? (2 I)
10) Who ran away “with only a
light sweater and 2p in my
pocket”? (23)
11) What magazine was “like a
modest Playboy without the fleshy
bits”? (17)
12) Who is the undesirable journal-
ist”? (19)

~

13) Who has “instant access to a
handy armoury of weapons:
.38 Model 10 Smith and Wesson
revolvers (apparently to be replaced
soon by Colt 45s), 7.62mm
Lee-linfield High Velocity rifles,
Hale .22 high-velocity sniper rifles,
Viking single-action shotguns and
Webley & Scott “anti-riot” 1.5 inch
CS gas guns”? (22)
14) When was the Communist Party
of Britain (Marxist Leninist)
founded? (20)
15) Who thinks “It is in the inter-
ests of every man that women
should be more afraid”? (25)
16) Whose civilian puppet Pereda
Asbun took over after the J.uly 9
elections? (18)
17) Which prominent Conservative
MP hosted a meeting at the House
of Commons for mercenary
recruiter John Banks (17)
18) How many redundancies was
the Triumph Motorcycle workers’
co-op forced to accept recently?
(28)
I9) Who wrote: “So we had or
at least I lay and allowed him to
fuck lIlL' and thought as his prick
shot in and he kissed my neifk, hark
and shoulders, lhnl llWllS1l niosl
unappelising position for an inter-
nationally known playwright to he
in ”? (21)
20) Who had a dog called
Pigfucker? (20)
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Special Offer. Extended to September 1. Any four back issues
for 85p (usually £1.40 plus). Any ten back issues £1.50
(usually £3.50 plus). Cheques/P.O.s to us at: 57 Caledonian
Road, London N1. _

Issue Three: CIA in Britain/Fashion
Murder squads in S. America.

Issue Four: Bomb trial fraine-ups
Sex magsfBread.

Issue Five: NAC/NUSS/Labour
* Party in decay/TV cops.

Issue Six: David Edgar/Catering
workers/Women in history.

Issue Seven: Music for socialism
Cinema Action/Real hccr.

Issue Eight: Car workers/.lcans
TV-4/Drug price scandal.

Issue Nine: Corruption in the (iulf
Czech rock/('lainian ts.

Issue Twelve: Niikes/Pupil power
l’lc-roin trailc/l’acilop||ilia.

Issue 'l’liirtccn Poly Styrene
Scargill on nukes/FO Ministry
of Truth.

Issue Fourteen: Zimbabwe deal
Socialist comedian]Socialist-
Feminism. '

Issue Fifteen: John Berger
interview/Job Creation Robbery
Phone-tapping.

Issue Six teen. l).ls/Maclio football
Rock Against Racism/Ireland
and the left.

Issue Seventeen: Stniggle for Africa
Socialist ecology/Sexual politics

Issue I-Iigh teen: Arms trade/Evita
Bangladeshis.

Issue Nine teen: Abortion/ Rock and
Sexuality}Language Schools.

Issue Twenty: China/Films/ANL
Issue Twenty-one: Prisons

PalestiniaiislMu tin ies.
Issue Twenty-two: Gays

Monetarism/EPThompson
Interview. .

Issue Twenty-three: The Family
Lin ton Kwesi Johnson
Mozambique. "

Issue Twenty-four: The ‘Crisis’/Iran
Raymond Williams/Basques.

Issue Twenty-five: Rape/Squatting
Agee/Goa/Crass.

Issue Twenty-six: Election/ Mugabe
Provisional IRA/American Right
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BRIDE IN WHITE, groom done up to the nines. The.Vicar pronounces  
in awesome tones : I now pronounce you man and wife . This may
be your nightmare. Or you could be one of those unlucky people whom
tradition pushed into tying the final knot. Just so there s no trouble
with your parents,_that sort of thing.
There is a way out, of course. Divorce. It's usually a bitter and damaging
process. Lots of people will, nevertheless, remarry and hope they haven t s
made the same mistake twice. Others may reassess what they want and
reject the whole idea of marriage as outdated and unsuitable for lovers
who want to live as equals. The Leveller looks at one _man's description
of post-d ivorce depression, and talks to a woman who found that
divorce freed her from impossible demands. Julia Bard looks at the
ideas that marriage and divorce were based on in the first place.

' To those who aren't married, what follows is as health warning. Don't.
It can damage your life.

UNTIL THE INDUSTRIAL Revolution
marriages were made explicitly for the
transmission and preservation of property.
Women and children were counted among
the assets of the family and the family
"belonged" to the community. If the
terms were not right in the first place, the
marriage generally didn't happen, which
is what Romeo and Juliet is really about.
Julia Bard traces changes in society's
attitude to divorce I

Apart from the occasional high drama, this
worked for centuries. The first cracks in the
edifice appeared with the emergence of the
bourgeoisie, who were moneyed but not
landed. . .iey had acquired their wealth within
the space of a lifetime and as a result had
entirely new ideasabout freedom and individual
happiness. Th is new individual ism came into
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ment of the first divorce court that the
lumbering process of legislation took its first
step towards bringing the law on marriage and
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of the state rather than the family. But although
the new law reinforced the changing place of The 1882 Married Women's Property Act
the family in society, the structure appeared to anowed alwife to retain her Own possessions’
remain the same. Women, classified together but it Wasnlt U9“) 1923 that a Woman could
with children and lunatics, still gave up all their Deilllbn if-‘Jr diV0F¢9 0" the 9l'0U"d5 Of 3
worldly goods to their husbands, which virtually hu5ba“d'5 ad_u'te'Y' The First Worm War had
ruled out any possibility of their reverting to Cleated 'T‘a55"’e and unforsefin Chan9es' and
single status. Apart from that, although a man dwofce figures rose "ap'd')' ‘n the 1920?!
could divorce a woman on the rounds of her e"“3°“'a9ed bl’ 3 Hmited form of 'e9a' a'd9 .- h d j I introduced in 1925. In 1937 after the
iggrtexgistgfii GL2? (izwjgegrrrxzmcheg T:,O:1Cae,§ ), publication of A.P. Herbert's Holy Deadlock,
Could get rid if herghusband _ aduuerv the law finally began to catch up with reality.

. . . I d e t o , cruelt and incurablecombined with incest, bigamy rape or some omy the“ were es ' ' n V _. .. ' ' ' ' d d ounds for divorce.other beastliness I . 'n5an'tV -mtro “Ce as gr
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Under capitalism, marriage is essentially a
property contract much as it has always been.
But it's only in the last 100 years or so that
the contract has been suffused with “Mr Right"
romanticism. It is seen as an awe-inspiring
inevitability shrouded in a rosy, romantic glow
- for a while. “And they lived happily ever
after” usually lasts between three and nine
years --» the period during which most divorces
occur.

Only then, when they are squabbling over
custody, access and maintenance do most
people start to consider their proprietary
rights, when they're no longer communicating
about the most fundamental aspects of their
lives. And then they find that they are bound
by remnants of ancient laws, customs and
social mores. So although a husband and wife
are no longer “one person in law", they usually
see themselves as a single unit both socially
and financially. And that can take some
unravelling when the time comes.

But it wasn't until as recently as 1971 that
it was officially recognised that a marriage
could irretrievably break down. A couple
could live together for a number of years and
then find that they couldn't stand the sight of
one another. Of course everyone but the
legislators had known for years that this was _
what usually happened, and there must have
been thousands of headwaiters who had
received large tips for taking breakfasts in bed
to fictional adulterous lovers and then given _
evidence in court. Even now, with our relatively
humane divorce laws, escaping from a marriage
which has become torture for both parties can
be a gruelling process. In the first place it can
take years. But the real problem is that most
people marry without having any idea of the
kind of contract they are making. Nor do they
want any idea. And if things don't turn out as
they'd imagined, they'll find that in spite of
divorce procedure appearing to be simpler, the
problems of property and children remain.

g The ex-wife (who is usually awarded custody
of the children) discovers that with severely
limited child-care facilities and only low—paid
work open to her, it is very hard for her to
support herself, let alone her children, so she
is awarded maintenance. Her ex-husband realises
with a shock that when he blithely repeated
the words “with all my worldly goods I thee
endow... till death do us part", like any
other contract, he is bound to keep this one.
And as with any other area of the law
“ignorance is no defence” and they really
should have thought of all that before they
married. E

But they didn't, and they won't. Because it's
very hard to be single, especially if you're a
parent or want to be one. In a society where the
architecture, tax system, wage structure and
child-care facilities are all geared to a 2+2 family
it's so hard that most people don't consider it
an option. And all the experiments in r
alternative life-styles in the world won't change
that, because it can only be in a society where
mutual and communal responsibilities are
recognised that our relationships are no longer
tethered to the Dark Ages.

“THE ONLY EVIL of divorce is the prior
evil of marriage,” David Cooper wrote in
The Death of the Family (1971): it seems
a standard view of socialists actively
involved in personal politics. But that is
not the attitude of most people. Around
85% of women and men over the age of
25 are married. Although divorce is A
increasing so is re-marriage -— in less than
25% of divorces do both partners remain
unmarried after five years. Robert Smith
tells what it's like to get divorced.

The belief that marriage is a life—long bond
and the nuclear family the natural living unit
does not die with just a few attacks from
radical writers. Most of us want a close, stable,
major relationship with one person (at a time)
and, given the way things work, whether we are
socialists or not most of us will finish up getting
married. Usually those of us who don't believe
in monogamous relationships or the nuclear
family get married because it is convenient. We
want to get a house, we need to get a ticket
paid abroad or a residence permit or maybe we
are going to have children and cannot face all
the pressures from relatives and others about
illegitimacy.

So we go through the little charade at a
registry office or even a church, synagogue or
wherever. We might even enjoy it and, if we
do it properly, we get all kinds of presents.
But of course we are not going to let it make
any difference to our free and equal relation-
ship.

Slowly the pressures build up and most of
the time we are unaware of them. The pressures
not only come from outside, from relatives,
friends, banks, employers, social security
offices and the Inland Revenue. They also
come from inside ourselves and we are caught
more deeply in a marriage than we want to
admit. When finally a divorce court prises open
a deadlock between us, we find not only a sense
of relief but also one of despair and loss. The
women's movement has quite rightly focussed
attention on the inequality of women in society
and how in marriage they are often specifically
oppressed by particular men. Without trying to
draw attention away from that I want to write
about some of the things men experience in the
process of getting divorced and how they reflect
assumptions made about men and their roles
in society.

One of the first things you feel in breaking
up with someone is that you change part of who
you are. In any relationship your personal
identity is shifted and the longer you have been
Living with someone the more the shift. You
have built up a strange balance of expectations
and dependencies. When it finally became clear
that my wife and I were splitting, I became very
depressed about having to change everything. I
had been walking along in one direction for so
long, suddenly there was a huge gulf and I
couldn't even see the other side. I felt that I
might drown and at times even wanted to
before I got anywhere.

The person I would have talked to before
when things went wrong I couln't talk to now.
When you are really down most people don't
want to know and anyhow you have lost your
confidence in approaching strangers. Many of
your friends have been living as couples and
they often prefer you to keep out of the way
— you represent a challenge to their relationship
because you make them look at themselves.
Outside the fairly narrow circle of people who
don't accept the necessity of marriage, you are
often seen as a failure and this affects the way
you see yourself. Luckily I had some good
friends. The men in particular were the most
supportive; women often demanded a strength
I did not have just then. I also had a job which
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provided a framework that I could not afford
to tear apart and I found the time again for
more political activity. L

Another big problem was finding somewhere
to live. Again I was lucky to have friends who
could help. It was summer and there were g
people coming and going so it was always
possible to find a bed. Later I had to try to
find a place of my own. The local council was
not interested, even though I worked for them
and I knew of empty flats in tower blocks and
other places, where parents with kids don't
want lo live.

As I was already paying out on a mortgage
for the house I used to live in I couldn't get
a mortgage on a new place. I wanted to have a
two-lietlroomed flat so that I could have the
two children to stay with me from time to
time. In the and I was forced into renting a
room in someone else's house and even this had
to be done through friends rather than on the
open market. Most people who leave their
partners have a lot of difficulty finding
anywhere decent to live partly because of the
cost of rented accommodation.

The partner who stays also has difficulties
because of the high level of mortgage
repayments for a single person. Even though
there is often more room than they need,
building societies place restrictions on sharing
it with someone unless you remarry.

Most families live at the limit of their
joint incomes and after a house has been
bought or rented, food and clothing paid for
there is very little left for saving. When I split
up I found that by the time I had paid towards
the maintenance of the children and my
increased costs caused by living and eating
largely on my own I had little money left. I
found it very difficult to do much Cooking just
for myself so I tended to eat out in cafes and
canteens fairly regularly. I suppose I also went
out much more than I had in the past since I
could not face staying in my room and just
working.

I was much better off than most men. My
wife was working and the children were old
enough to go to school so they did not have to
rely on me totally. But the family -is very much
the basic economic unit in our society and if
you break it up someone has to pay for the
consequences. A lot of attention has been
drawn to the difficulties that are faced by
women trying to bring up their children on
payments at or below subsistence levels. They
also have all their money stopped if they either
try to work (assuming they can find a nursery
or creche nearby) or they start to live with
someone. -

What is often forgotten is that over 2,500
men are put into prison each year for failure

‘l ' _./.\__r

to pay maintenance and they stay on average
between six and eight weeks. This is the largest
category of non-criminal prisoners in detention
and it seems unlikely that much money is finally
extracted from this group of men.

If child benefits were at a more realistic
level and divorced and separated women did

- not have to rely directly onthe ex-husband's
willingness or ability to pay some of these
problems would be resolved. I certainly know
that I would feel very reluctant to pay
maintenance directly for my ex-wife although
I am happy to pay for my children.

Of course the issue is seldom as simple as
that. What is a reasonable amount to pay for
the children? What happens if you are not able
to see the children as often as you want? Or if
the person with the children starts living with
someone else (especially if they have more
money than you)?

The last and most important problem related
to divorce is the children. As I had nearly _
always been closely involved in the care of our
children I found it very difficult to readjust to
the lack of direct and constant contact with
them. I missed and still miss being around in
the morning when they get up, and at night
when they are going to bed. I don't like being
the Father Christmas figure that takes them out
twice a week and does special things with them.
But as I don't have a place where I can have the
them to stay I cannot do normal day-to-day
things with them although occasionally I make
sure that they see me doing some cooking and
cleaning. I also try to let them see me at work
and let them know that I am not some magic
source of money. I hope that after a while I
will have a proper place of my own so that they
will be able to spend time withme in a more
normal atmosphere.

Although I wanted to challenge my ex-wife
on the question of custody, care and control
I was aware that in court it would not be
enough for me to show that I could adequately
look after the children. I would have to prove
that it would be positively harmful for the
children to remain with her. Admittedly the
courts normally rubber stamp the agreements
made between couples but I cannot believe 7
that only as few as 10% of men want to have
C.'Il'l? and control of their children.

I

Nursery facilities, wages, hours of work and
the like all have their effect but possibly the
strongest factor pushing men to stay in the
classic bread-winner role is the kind of attitude
expressed by Mr. Justice Payne, a divorce court
judge: “a man ought not to give up work and
turn himself into a mother figure or a nanny
and devote himself to bringing up a little girl at
the expense of the State. His brain should be
used in work, not in turning himself into a
mother, which is not primarily his job."

Until this judgment it did seem that the
law was seldom being used in such a crudely
traditional form in divorce courts. But the idea
of men as the major bread-winners with women
as subsidiary workers in the home is still very
strong. When combined with incest taboos and
sharply separate sex roles it is not surprising
that it will take some time before men feel
that they can take up an equal share of the
work involved in child care.

Questions of marriage and divorce might
seem irrelevant to younger socialists who have
not seriously thought about having children
and finding some reasonably stable base from
which to live and work. Many of us after having
tried to live in more communal situations found
it difficult to sustain the effort and slipped back
into the more clearly stereotyped families.
Divorce might be seen as a game by those who
are rich, young and mobile but for most people
it is not a simple liberating experience. It is
something that hooks out the deepest personal,
economic and social problems in our lives. It
cannot be brushed aside with easy dogmatism.
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Divorce:

A SOCIALIST MARRIAGE between two
politically-aware, active and sympathetic
people. It should have worked, but it
didn't. The great stumbling block was
that old universal, sex. Carol talked to
The Leveller about her divorce: we
started by asking what had originally
attracted her to her former husband . . .

His sense of commitment, his appearance
of strength. He seemed a decisive person who
was independent of the trappings of family.
I had always been bound to my family in a
negative way —— I wanted to be free of them
but couldn't. He appeared to have got over
that hangup.

Looking back one of the interesting things
about our relationship was I was very involved
with my job. I worked till four, came back —
he was writing for some socialist periodical or
organising demonstrations, very immediate
day-to-day political involvement in socialist
issues. I came home, he would cook or I would
cook (he cooked much better than I did). I
would prepare for my next day at school or
get involved in what was happening in a large
group of political people. He was very much
one of the leaders.

My world of work, which was very
important to me, was totally separate from our
world -— and our world was his world. I justified
my lack of political analysis on the grounds
that I was using my political commitment in a
practical situation with the kids I was working
with.

I saw him at one stage in his life when he
was very strong. I began to see him as less
decisive, less committed when we were both
removed from that environment and into a
different environment and the nuclear family.
We no longer had a base group. It was within
this large group that we functioned very well
together.
Why did you decide to split?

Because I went off him sexually and he
couldn't accept it. He was continually making
sexual demands on me and it got to the point
where I couldn't stand it. When you live with
someone who is constantly making you aware
of their need for you physically you can't turn
round and say “no” all the time because you
live side-by-side.  

You can say “Why didn't you leave“, and
I suppose the answer is I did not feel in a
position to be able to do so. No job, young
children. I didn't feel able to leave under those
circumstances.
While you were in a marriage in which a '
physical relationship was being imposed on you
against your will, were you aware at that time
of feminist attacks on the traditional view of
male sexuality?

We discussed it.
You discussed it. And applied it directly to
your case. The myth of overbearing male need .

No. We discussed the role of men and I
women in a relationship — the basic household
things. I don't think we discussed sexuality in
those terms. That's partly the problem.

He wasn't a traditonal man in that he wanted *
me to take the initiative, which I found very
difficult. He did want to experiment sexually.
32
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He wanted me to feel free to express myself
physically with him and I found it very difficult.
Had you ever taken the initiati've and
experimented and so on?

The furthest I used to get was to suggest
that we had sex. I was just so embarrassed about
my body. He tried to help me not to feel
ashamed of nakedness.
Where did he go wrong? ln the beginning it
seems he was genuinely trying to help you
liberate yourself and your body.

Yes. The hangup was that I attempted to
meet that liberation because I felt I ought to,
not because I enjoyed it.
Did you feel deep down that he should have
known the difference?

No. I don't think he should be held
responsible for me not being able to articulate
my hangups. I suppose I feel that because my
body was so rigid he should have known I didn't
want it.
That's it. l mean underneath that's what women
feel.

I should have said that I didn't like
cunnilingus. At times I did say I didn't like it.
Why didn't I like it? Because I think of my
mother when he's doing it. Isn't it awful?
(Peals of laughter).
Go on. At that time you felt it was your fault
and you felt guilty. But there was a time
later. . . '

When things became physically unpleasant.
It was very obvious. I mean I shriaked with
pain and I said, "No, it's not an orgasm, it
fucking hurts”. He was very concerned at that
point and would come more quickly.
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God -— is that quire literally what happened?
Sometimes he would stop. Sometimes he

would be more gentle, but come._
The whole point being that for him coming was
a very necessary thing? .

And in the end his coming was a very
necessary thing for mebecause it meant he _
was off my back. Once he came he was gone.
It sounds amazing doesn't it? I mean even now
it sounds amazing. How. . .?

I don't understand how. Part of the reason
why I was initially reluctant to talk about it
all was because I feel I don't understand why
I put up with it and perhaps the reasons were
so base, material, you know. Where do I go?
I don't think I articulated those things. There
is no way out and therefore I must stay. But I
think that's what I felt.

I have actually been labelled by my ex-
husband and his erstwhile friends as frigid . . .
two children, miscarriages, normal female
reaction — you"should see an analyst.
They've actually said that?

Oh yes. It'smy hangup — my problem.
What do these people's girlfriends and wives say?

I don't know (laughter). I suspect they
change with monotonous regularity.
Have you ever talked to people who've had
similar experiences?

My sister. Except that she had never had an
understanding of what physical relationships
were all about, whereas I had enjoyed sex.
Was it amazing to discover you had similar
experiences? -

Yes. But it made me very depressed because H
-I don't want to hate men. Other women I've

talked to, they may not have had exactly
similar experiences to me. But the violence is
there, for many women in one way or another.
Neither of you hate men. -

No, but a number of women I've spokenjlto
don't trust men. The next realisation I made
was that although society has put pressure on
men and women to expect certain things,
you've got to allow yourself at some point to
stop finding excuses and say:“OK, you had
male pressures, I had female pressures, but this
is how I feel, this is what I like."

The people I seem to be able to talk to
directly are women. You do not need to explain
to a woman what you're getting at, whereas
you know that language is a tool of
mystification between men and women. Long
turgid conversations that lead nowhere.
Do you think you might some day find yourself
in a nuclear family, getting married? ‘

NO NO NO -- perhaps being able to commit
myself to one human being. I
To share the responsibility of the kids with ?

No, not that. i_
Just a relationship, a deep, lasting relationship
with someone else?

That's the thing I have to get myself over
— not to expect it or want it.
Really? You've got to cure yourself of wan ring
that kind of relationship?

I think so. I feel guilty for wanting it.
But what do you think you ought to want?

I'm very confused about what I want
because I'm riddled with guilt about what I
want.

For instance I was outlast night and I
really had to stop myself from looking at men
and thinking: “would he be nice.” I don't mean
nice in bed, but looking for a nice face, looking
for a kind face.

And then going away —- on your own
because you don't want to make mistakes -
walking down the road, meeting a group of
blokes: “Are you on your own dear, do you
want some company darlin'?" And part of you
is feeling at that moment very lonely anyway
and you think “Fuck off, no way do I want
that sort of fucking company." What I wanted
was eye contact. Why does it have to be a man?

4

So you feel guilty about wan ting a man?
Yes.

What’s positive in your situation at the moment?
The first positive thing is being able to have

a bath with the door open and not have
somebody looking with lust in their eyes. To
be able to be naked in my head and my body.
T0 be mllself. To look out of the window. To
be able to walk along the street and smile at
the leaves. To like the world.

I like my job. I love the kids. I really like
my day-to—day existence. I don't think any of
the pressures in my life at the moment are
anything that people in a nuclear family don't
feel. You don't have to — isn't it awful - you
don't have to consult somebody. You can say,
“I haven't paid this bill — wait for the Red
Form or not wait for the Red Form. It's my
decision. It's very very meaningful to -me that
I am on my own, that I did not divorce to be
‘with another man.
' Before I made the decision to split I was so
negative about anybody that looked happy. I
saw a couple on the tube holding hands and I'd
think “Oh, you wait till he gets you up the
spout". My reaction was one of vehement
dislike. I did not enjoy seeing other people
happy together and nowl do.

I stopped short and thought, “Fucking hell,
kid, what are you doing? What's happened to
you? You don't like anybody. You don't like
what you're seeing in the world because what
you're seeing is not a reflection of your life.
You'd better do something before you're a
sour, hardened, dried-up old cow.” .
lllegatives? None?

Tllfllli are times when I get low. But the"
nuiriliur ol times when I get low because I'm
not with another man is very limited.
What about fear of sexual contact — fear of
men?

Society encourages you to think in terms
of another man and I'm not immune to the
pressures. I've said ali"ii-oily that I'm guilty
about it. But then I think, well, you've got to
start talking to people and letting them touch
you. The new people I meet are all women.
Nearly every woman I know, or I've met
recently, of our age feels the sarric. The-y

) s

enjoy women's company better than men's.
I enjoy the platonic company of men and

I enjoy being with other women's men because
there's no way they're after you.
Or gay men?

Yes. I
l don't mind being w th men who might be
after me as long as l an keep them at arm ‘s
length. IA nd the thing is, the way we're living
we can. Isn't that good?

We can. But I’ve not got to that stage yet.
I'm too wary.

i

GETTING A DIVORCE can be relatively
easy and using the Special Procedure the
basic cost is only £20. The only problem
is that for this to work you have to agree
with your spouse on the grounds for the
divorce, maintenance and custody of any
children you might have. If there is any way
that you can avoid using lawyers, do - unless
you have a lot of money or property and are
determined to defend it. Using solicitors will
cost you at least £100 in the simplest cases,
with no upper limit for more complex cases.
The least traumatic way of going about it is to
separate for two years but if you need to do it
faster either for emotional or practical reasons '
the simplest way is for one person, the respon-
dent, to write a confession admitting adultery
(it is not even necessary to name the co-respon-
dent, provided you give some details of when
and where adultery took place). Trying to
prove unreasonable behaviour usually leads to
a lot of infighting. There are at least three
relatively short and simple guides to getting
divorce:
Wrnnnn'.s Rights - Anna Coote and Tess Gill.
Pengii in.
While this is a good clear account it is not really
detailed enough to act as a guide in practice.
On Getting Divorced - Consumer Association.
A useable handbook - simple enough to foliow
but detailed enough to use especially in an
undefended divorce.
Undefended Divorce - Divorce Registry,
Somerset House, The Strand, London ‘-NC2.
The official explanation of how to do it.
Available free from the above address. It is also
worth remembering that the clerks at any of
the divorce courts, where you have to file your
petition, are very helpful about how to fill in
the forms. This guicisi finishes with the happy
words: "The marriage is now finally dissolved,
both partners are free *to remarry."
Custody of children and access for the parent
who does not get custody is often very difficult
to agree about but it is very important to try
and sort it out personally rather than taking it.
to court. The judge in custody cases usually
rubber stamps arrangements that are already
sorted out but he/she might decide to impose
totally prejudiced and moralistic settlements
leg in the case of a gay parent or a man who
wants custody). The following organisations
might be able to help and provide support:
Gingerbread: 2nd Floor, 35 Wellington Street,
London WC2
One-Parent Families, 225 Kentish Town Road,
London NW5
Families need Fa thers:c/o Sheila Burns, 97;:
Shakespeare Walk, N16
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Modern sport is big business with increasing political
importance. Paul Tickell looks at a new book on the
subject. Pictures: Eamon McCabe
Sport — A Prison of Measured
Time: Jean-Marie Brohm (Ink Links
paperback £2. 95)

MODERN SPORT was born with
the 1896 Olympics in Athens. Not
that it was the focal point of the
event which had been organised to
coincide with a vast trades exhib-
ition. Olympic Sport —- pitching its
camp wherever there was something
resembling a World Trade Fair —-
remained a secondary spectacle,
until the capitalist leisure and
tourist industry had grown large
enough to merit a showcase of their
own. This section of the economy
could never have reached such a
status without the boom periods
and imperialist gains, which
permitted the working-class to
become leisure consumers. '

Sport now is big business and
the star names of the sporting
calendar, from James Hunt to
Muhammud Ali, advertise its
products. It’s not just a case of a
particular commodity bathing in
the glory that reflects from a
sportsperson‘s name. Kevin Keegan,
for example, represents a certain
sort of consumer ideal -- the clean-
34

cut family man who can still relate
to the ‘lads’. s

' The market for sports goods
hasn’t excluded other industries
from having a financial interest in
sport: Benson & Hedges and
Gillette sponsor cricket compet-
itions and Watneys football. Events
on the scale of the World Cup and
the Olympics provided great
impetus for the construction
industries and for regional econ-
omic development. Thus, the large
expenditure on the ’720lympics in
Munich was a sure way of g
increasing big local, as well as multi-
national, business interests. It seems
to matter little that these interests
clash with what is most beneficial
for the mass of people in a given
area. At the moment a debate
already rages about the Tory GLC’s
plans for the "88 Olympics in
London. Is that proposed motorway
through South London really
necessary? _

Sport’s financial importance is
allied to its political and ideological
function. Big sporting occasions —
complete with militaristic displays,
institutionalised violence in the
sports themselves, not to mention
the pomp surrounding thevisits of ‘

political dignitaries — are all part of
both the apeing and legitimation of
state power. Such occasions are also
exercises in diplomacy: if they go
off smoothly, then all must be well
with the host country. The success
of the '78 World Cup capped a
great piece of mass-media PR work
by Argentina's fascist junta. The
model for all such exercises was the
"36 Olympics in Nazi Germany,
documented in that cinematic
hymn to the body beautiful,
Triumph Of The Will.

Riefenstahl’s lingering camera in
the film isunwitting illustration of
the main ideological function of
sport -— the fetishistic yet reductive
way in which the body is regarded.
Freud observed how sport diverted
the attention of children and
adolescents from the sexual nature
of their bodies; there‘s nothing like
physical exertion and a cold shower
for channelling the libido ~ or so
thought the Victorians. Their '
thinking lives on: school children
and students have to prove their
competitive worth on the sports
field. It’s the bodily equivalent of
academic achievement and an
essential part of that conservative
personality -- the good all-rounder.
Sport really comes into its own at
the shamateur (amateurism is a
quaint myth) and professional L
levels. Here'the'body is even more
reified and ‘reduced’ than it is by
educational institutions. It becomes
like a machine, only understandable
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in technical terms. This is most
evident in the arduous training
sessions which are the ground work
for competing at the top levels.

The tyranny of the stop watch
and the repetitiousness of various
exercises take on the monotonous
and fatiguing quality of work on a
factory‘ assembly line; the-
difference is that the sporting life is
much more lucrative than the ,
factory one and hence is looked on
as a means of escape by certain
individuals from the working-class.

Athletics and swimming are the
spheres which most obviously
resemble the assembly line. The
body, like the workforce, exists for
nothing but the progressive maxim-
isation of output although the aim
is the improved production of -
records and statistics rather than”
commodities. Like a piece of
advanced machine technology the
body in training is quantified, its
every movement and reflex
measured.

This obsession with the measur-
ability of the physical parallels
those behaviouristic notions about
sexuality which relegate the sex act
to no more than a higher form of
muscular activity and stress
technical competence rather than
the emotions. Although technique
does have its place in sex, this sort
of behaviourism has reactionary
implications in the wider social .
context: people are expected to
behave (themselves!) according to

gender and play out the male and .
female stereotypes. Thus, in sport
some activities -—- like tennis or
gymnastics — are considered
appropriate for women.

Even though women are
participating more in ‘masculine’
sports, the segregation is strict, and
women are set one standard, men
another. Ironically, the taking of
hormone and other tablets to
increase performance, especially
in athletics, has meant biochemical
interference with the traditional
scientific definitions of gender.
Consequently, women have been
subjected to the farce of sex tests,
and men — well, steroids have
sometimes caused testicles to
explode.

Because sport is saturated to
its competitive core by ideologies,
like sexism, which help capitalism
along its way, it"s naive of those on
the Left who think that sport is an
essentially innocent pursuit some-
how tainted by big business and
authoritarian administrators. Think
of Socialist Worker‘s sports page
which comes out with things like:
If only the English football ‘team
was a bit more clemocratically
selected and Clough was manager
instead of Greenwood . . . The
jingoism of this aside, sport will
have to undergo a more radical
process than a change of leaders
and administrators before it is in
any way socialist. Sport in the
‘socialist’ bloc proves that; its
more egalitarian centralised
organisation and the absence of
the multinationals don’t mean
that it’s less of the alienating
pursuit it is in the West.

With a few of my own examples
thrown in, the above is a rough
summary of Brohm’s book. I-lis
arguments are weakened by their
essay format; this makes for
theoretical ‘bons mots‘, but also
means a lack of historical back-
ground to his discussion, say, of
the first Olympics or the develop-
ment of sport in East Germany. ‘
He also skimps on history by
turning Marxism into fanciful
Left Bank Structuralism; a phrase.
like the “political economy of the
body” is a nice metaphor — and
that’s about all.

Brohm might have made more
distinctions between specific
sports. Perhaps it’s true that tennis
‘reduces’ the body in the way foot-

‘cl does» but Wieslsdea and
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Wembley differ greatly in their
ideological impact upon the
workiritj-class.

ln tact, the book says little
about lhc way mass ideologies
opcr.1l.n, l_il'l.1lllll aligns himself
with the (‘3t.~r|n.n1 lheoretician
Theodor l\<.lorno in seeing the
mass culture of sport, 'l‘V, Holly-
wood cinerna elm: as tn mindless
opiate, dispensed by lliq llrolher
and consumed by a totally
manipulated working class. llv
has I10 sense of the C0llll'-ltll(.'l.lt>|'lS
in a mass culture which rlor~sn'l
always do a good job of chm nun;
out neat ideological conslr11cl.s.
If it did so there’d never be .1
controversial TV programme or
a dissatisfied sports fan.

There’s another contradiction
Brohm ignores. It’s possible ‘to
accept all he says about the
alienation and ‘reduction’ of the
body, and yet derive pleasure from
watching gymnastics, for example,
or some other sport. Brohm seems
blind to both the ‘aesthetic’ nature
of this pleasure and how it’s been
historically determined.

But the book is still worth
reading: it may not fully explain
the aesthetic buzz of a George
Best dribble, but it does explain
why ex-Everton goalkeeper Gordon *
West used to vomit before every H
match.
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reactions to the new Conservative Government s
first Budget lt has been denounced first for its only detgctablfi Wobble in the Con-
studied anti-egahtarlamsm and second as an exer- servatives stance 1sthat.l1l<@ the
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ation here. As for monetarism, the

late Labour Government theyclse 1n monetarlst madness D3Vl(l Purdy examines Imam Id mafia enougl; to wan,P ‘sthe budget and looks at the implications for left ,0 wait and See 1.,Ow,h,,,g, go be-
pohtlcs fore connnitting themselves to for-

ward targcts for monetary growth
beyond the prirscnt financial ycar.
This was a minor concession to lhc
“old-fashioned“ idea that the econ-
omy should bc actively managed,
which they claim to have repudiat-
cd. Meanwhile public spending cuts .
totalling £2.5 billion and a severe
credit squeeze have been inflicted
on an economy which in the com-
pany of its international partnersl
rivals is set firmly on course for
deep recession.

The prospective fall in output
and rise in unemployment (prudent-
ly suppressed from the Treasury’s.
official forecasts will be exacer-
bated as union wage demands rise
to the provocation of a govern-
ment-induced acceleration in infla-
tion. Employers face a triple
squeeze: from rising labour, energy
and materials costs; from high in-
terest rates and tight credit; and ‘
from an uncompetitively high ex-
change rate sustained, despite the
Budge-:t’s relaxation of controls in
outward capital movements, by the
relief which near self-sufficiency in
oil brings to an ailing balance of
payments. Profitabilify, still poor
by international and past British
standards, is bound to suffer in the
short run. Hence the reaction
Stock Exchange. Firms will respond

it
by curtailing 1nve<;tmen* and em-

»X plovment.
' The Govcrnment"s ultimate aim

is to squeeze inflation out of the
system by bringing pay negot1at-
ions and pricing decisions up

ofthc

E

Two lines of attack have dominated the left’s initial The Budgefs regressive Isdistr against the hard edge of market
ributions need no further elabor- d1sc1P11ne' In the meantime. l10W-

ever, the expected rate of in-
flation has been jacked up five or
six percentage notches, and it is
anyonc’s guess what heights of in-
flation and depths of I111?-‘»IT1l3l0Y'
ment will be reached before the
monetarist cure takes effect.

No one seriously believes that
the how economic policy‘s invit-
ation to the rich (and would-be
rich) to enrich themselves even
more, will produce an upsurge of
economic growth, The notorious
“dash for growth" presided’ over by
the last Conservative government

1

in conditions of international
boom endedlin abject failure.

It is superficial to jibe that
the Conservatives have looked
after theif own under a screen of
rhetoric about financial rectitude
and Adam Smith. And it is too
easy to assume that thcexigencies
of politics will sooner or later
drive thein to embrace an incomes
policy and the familiar panoply of
corporatist industrial interven-
tions. A U-turn cannotbe ruled out
since the Tory leadership’s polit-
ical nerve has not yet been tested.
But this common prognosis does
not probe deeply enough into
either Conservative strategy or the
forces at work in contemporary
Britain.

In the first place the Govern-
ment is strong because the opposit-
ion is weak. The labour movement
is in the throes of a long inquest
on what went wrong - not just
last winter but over the whole of
the past fifteen years during eleven
of which Labour was in power. It
must be doubtful whether, despite
the union leader’s anguished threats,
the next pay round will see a really
challenging industrial confrontation.

- The private sector is to be left to

find its own level. Skilled workers
in short supply, amongst whom the
Conservatives made major electoral
inroads in May, and other groups
like workers in the energy sector
who have “market forces” working
in their favour, should have little
difficulty in keeping abreast of in-
flation.

‘Bitter conflicts over both pay
and jobs are in store for Civil
Service and local authority
employees. But the record of the
past three years suggests that
disputes in these sectors are
unlikely to become the focus for
more broadly based resistance.
The labour movement has not
devised a political and ideolog-
ical rationale for public sector
activities which is capable of
mobilizing a mass popular move-
ment. "

. Public services are not there
just to provide jobs or reflate the
economy. They should be viewed
as vantage points for overriding
the claims of entrenched privilege,
for abating the inequalities of the

» free market and, above all, for '
promoting the community’s
involvement, participation and
competence in running its own
affairs. Our state apparatuses,
from the police force to the
cleansing department, tend to be
exclusive, authoritarian-paternalist
and run by professionals along
strict lines of hierarchical control.
They serve “consumers” who are
passive and fragmented, but
simultaneously discontented and
distrustful of “the state”. They
are staffed by employees many of
whom learn to confine their
horizons to their own sectional-
defensive interests, and lose, or
fail to acquire, allegiance to any
ideal of serving the people.

Second, underlying the whole
industrial scene is the risk which
Mrs Thatcher will exploit to the
extent of calling a snap election,
if necessary, that any frontal
attack on Government policy will
be represented as an assault on
Parliamentary democracy. The
Budget contained nothing which
was not foreshadowed in the
election campaign. True, the role
of the popular press in this
campaign was thoroughly disrep-
utable. But that is nothing new,
and does not detract from the fact
that unlike most post-war elections
this one was taken very seriously
by most of the electorate, who
were conscious of making a
crucial political choice, however
unpalatable their verdict. If they
have any sense the Tories will
continue to fight the last election
for as long as possible. In these
conditiorss it would bc fatal to cnd
up on the wrong side of a conflict
over democratic credentials.

Third, the Chancellors declar-
ation that his Budget was only
the first instalment of a long term
programme, should be taken
seriously. Further cuts in basic
tax rates can be financed over
the next couple of years even
without -matching reductions in
public spending. The Exche_quer‘s
losses in tax revenue and social
security outgoings due to higher

‘b

_‘-'n.emPldY_mdnl Wlll be fdffsdl bl’ democratic organs, built up step by .
the lax gdlds df lllglle-1' ldlldlldll step from small beginnings, which
And the drive for economy has C
jmly lust begun ldxcepb of ‘3°u1'3e> run social affairs effectively here
1n the defence and law enforce- and now, and not in the mists of
ment budgets). At the lndustr

dispensable. And so far only a

Conservatives’ commitment to

workers, professionals and welfare -.._,__,_.,_-_i._______,., W --
- -, . - _ , _ _ -s-.. Ir"---.-:-I-"_-.;-1;y-;-r;;-;-i-:1;:-- -----' ;-:-'--1-.-~‘-_"._'l'6Clplt.IllZS - Wlll end up tramrmllctl
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powerful state machine. They -,Y.'j .';}fB;€j.{"7}j‘;'.-_i?f;{: _'-1'
recognise that restoring a "‘propcr‘
relationship between state and
market will cause transitional
hardship and insecurity, and that
tangible economic results can only
be expected over the long run as
their new socio-politicafstatutc
beds itself in and gains acceptance.

The Conservatives’ determin-
ation to persist in this course should
not be underestimated. They arc
conscious that this is probably
their last chance to halt the march
of state collectivism, and to
demonstrate that their ideology
is not an anachronistic survival
from a bygone era. The price of
failure for them will be very high.
Hence it cannot be automatically
assumed that they will sacrifice
principles to pragmatism as lhc
hardship and insecurity materialize

The left faces an uphill Struggle
in organizing opposition to this
strategy. Most of its favoured
alternative economic policies would
require a large scale expansion of
the apparatus of state control. But
this presents an unedifying image
of socialism whose traditional
social basis within the core of thc
industrial working class is being
eroded - a process clearly visible
both in changes in social class
composition and in electoral
trends. In any casc, it is hard to scc
how a measure such as, say, import
controls to protect lhc m;un|l';u."l
uring industry, would in ilsclf
alter thc British economy's -
dynamic, or ratl1crl.:u..-k ol‘ il,
howcvcr impeccable lhc csisc for
import controls may he at an
abstract-rational lcvcl. 'l'hcrc arc
no technical levers of state
planning which, if grasped with
sufficient firmness, will resolve
Britain’s problems independently
of the process of fighting for
changes in social mores and
political consciousness.

Without‘ the growth of popular

an demonstrate their capacity to

Y the future, an alternative economic
D_epaIlmem= far example» strategy would be an alternative
S" Keith Joseph is quietly economic failure. The left’s belief
S(_‘undg‘li_Outf‘_‘n‘l‘3lln add "f"‘Pl°>f@1’ in the efficacy of purely technical
views e ore ma y discriminating wmrols directl amllels the. _ . x I " Y Pbetween those projects which are righps faith in the market
defensible and those which are meChaniSm_ Indeed it is less

_ soundly based since as things
Sm‘ju_ (lent has been made m ll‘? stand neither state officials nor
activities of the Manpower Services
Commission outlook or the training and

The Strength of the experience required for the ‘L
_ direction of industry.

this programme owes as much to The 1,-__,.ft must ,.ethi,.,k and
lllell ddmllldlll Pdllllddl Plllld-‘idlllly overhaul its strategic dispositions
as to any economic calculations. and political p,-aCti'CeS_ There is
Tlld)’ ddslfe lid Curl? Slate irlllllvlly an alternative both to the ideology
in dldel lo defend llbdlfll ‘ll?-lllll-'5 of latter day liberalism and to the
dnd llldllddl-131 lledddmfi Wlllflll ideology of dirigiste statism. This
they see as dependent on a is the vision of a society based on "
‘dgdldds fled @llldlPIl$@ $3/stem, democratic self-management in .
including free collective bargaining which the diverse privileges and
Pfdvlded ll l5 “I@$P0I15ll3'l@”- They opprcssions of class, race, sex and

-are saying that unless a firm stand the rest, which destabilize and
‘is made now, all sections of society disfigure our present social system,
— big capitalists, small proprietors, arc progressively eliminated, and

the trade unions have either the

a harmonious balance established
between collective responsibility
and personal freedom. W S

The tasks of the next decade
are threefold. First to translate .
this vision into concrete policies
and priorities in every sphere of i
economic and social life from
law and order to the control of
the money supply. Second, to
mobilize andunite around these
policies a broad alliance embracing
the trade unions, the womc-n’s
movement, ethnic and national
minorities, community bodies, _
environmentalists and groups in
the professions concerned with
issues of social responsibility.
Third, and most mind-cracking of
all, somehow to forge out of s
Britain’s motley collection of left
wing political parties, including
the Labour Party and sections of
the Liberals, a national political
instrument in which the broad
alliance finds its focus and'
reflection, and which is capable
of mounting an electoralchallenge
for government These are dauntin- B
tasks. We’d better buckle down to
them.
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JILL TWEEDIE’S expos-
ition on what love is about
presents a picture of true
love based on independ-
ence, separateness, equal-
ity, honesty and the
acceptance that ‘one
person cannot provide
everything for another.’
It sounds a fair idea, if not
of mindblowing originality

So what, you might be saying.
Why take up space in a radical
magazine like The Leveller to
discuss a harmless if rather platitud-
inous piece of journalism?

Because Tweedie herself has
become something of a moral
spokesperson on all kinds of issues
and in doing so has aligned herself
with the feminist cause; because
her book is getting a fair amount
of coverage by the straight press
and is designed to make an impact
on liberal Guardian readers and
those like me who read her weekly
ramblings with a mixture of curio-
sity and contempt; and because
most of us would accept some of
those ramblings as ‘progressive’
whilst uneasily disassociating
ourselves from the ‘liberal’
approach to sexism and other
‘moral’ issues without ever really
defining why.

It’s easy enough to snipe at
some of what she says. Husband
Alan Brien is quoted‘ as being
rather exemplary of the ‘new’
love; unfortunate, because her
description of what hedoes for
her sounds like the traditional
scene dressed up in modern
manners. Brien seems to be her
moral compass: “He looks at me
carefully with the world’s eyes as
well as the eyes of love, _I know
him to be right in his assessment
and so I know where I am. He
shows me to myself."

He reminds her of “an old
wart hog . . . intent on only one
thing. The truth, such as it is." A
new kind of hero, bringing to her
life not romance, but the truth; he
may have no god, but does she?
“He helps me to love myself . . .
he leaves place in me for others
3e 
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Tweedie with wart hog husband. . ./In exemplary Couple?
because he himself has place for or that W5 been VEFY Pafei some
others . . . luckily for me . . ." It people in history have overcome
sounds like he’s the one who's their material circumstances and
setting the pace, the modern man “come near to love.”
perfecto in an imperfect kind of This makes love into meta-
way. physics. Love as defined and

But sniping doesn’t get very rooted in material circumstances
far and the book does make has existed by the very fact that
seductive and tempting reading. it's been defined in language. There
Tweedie reckons that the human may be a new kind of love based
species has been on an inward O11 new CO1'1di’£iOI'1S but YOU CHI1’I
journey of self-discovery which has say that love itself is nonexistent
led to “despair and anguished self- e unless you think it descends
consciousness”; that we must make from the sky.
“a returnjourney to a new sort of
tribalism” and that the success of
the journey will depend on “real”
love, the new survival mechanism.
It sounds like a spiritual rather
than a political journey that we’re
all going to have to make.

I went to hear Tweedie prom-
oting her book at the ICA. The
new love must be based on
economic equality between mer
and women; it shouldn’t be
exclusive and jealous; it should
be conditional -—- if you love some-
one who abuses you, it’s not love,

But these points don’t touch
the main flaw of the whole exerciser
It seems that the experts once
preached fusion and sacrifice (at
least for the woman) for the _
perfect love; now a new expert is
preaching separateness and indep-
endence to achieve success in love.
Once it was two hearts becoming
one — this was what we were all
trained to yearn for — but now we
must strive for two‘ self-confident
identities. The essence is the same
— someone is telling us how our
affairs shouldrbe conducted, but

but a neurosis. Romance is and has with scant reference to a political
been plastering the cracks, passion reality, and ideas without reference
has nothing to do with love but is
an effort to intensify life. Without a firmer base in reality,

The sentiments are sound
enough, give-- one or two pieces
of confused thinking. Need is a
more complicated area than she
supposes and goes deeper than
economic need. We need other

to reality become platitudes.

Tweedie is an evangelist coasting
on the waves of ideas which have
only come about through other
people‘s political struggles. New
pieties crop up: “It isn’t easy . . .
you’ve got to put ingso much . . ."

people, we need love, so how can A she sounds increapingly like a "
we not need our lovers? She also progressive middle class agony

I

We all dream of a new world
where we can be self-loving, self-
confident and therefore generous
in our love of others; we can even
try to strive for these qualities.
Meanwhile we have to live with
today’s realities. And unless we’ve
dropped out or are very lucky, our
lives are for the most part atomised
from other lives, alienated and
insecure, and often lonely. Women .
today are living and struggling with
economic and cultural ideas which
have been around for a few
thousand years or more. Some of
us may now be financially indep-
endent (though not many) but we
still live with the culture inside our
heads and that won’t be changed ,
by a few well-chosen words from
Tweedie. Most of my friends, while
being aware of what it might be
like and trying to achieve some-
thing better, are either lonely or
vaguely dissatisfied by the form of
their personal relationships.

While expressing one of the
ideas central to feminism being
your own person — Tweedie has
no strategy for getting there. She
dilutes the political challenge of
feminism, she weakens its revolut-
ionary potential. Her kind of
feminism manages to be inoffensive,
the ideas fitting smugly into
Cosmopolitan, that pillar of _
marketplace feminism with radical
roots removed.

Doubts are confirmed by her
only reference to a wider political
framework -— she says that demo-
cratic systems (presumably of the
Western bourgeois variety) won’t
survive without this new kind of
loving. I thought perhaps new
ways of living, new perceptions of
how things could be better, might
actually be subversive.

I‘-‘m glad that ‘progressive’
ideas are becoming popularised
and things are filtering through,
that the Guardian Women’s page
is discussing sexism and porn and
so on; but I can't take the kind
of ‘event’ that this book has
become, based as it is on a self-
appointed moralism. She’d '
probably deny it, but Tweedie
is a moralist and an amateur phil-
osopher and now shehas become
an evangelist. We need morality

says that love has never existed auntie. How to solve your problems but not the kind divorced from
before because we’ve not had the in one fell swoop — chuck out the
prerequisites of equality and wealth; old ideas and wheel in the new.

politics. ‘
Cherrill Hicks
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changing Childhood: A forum for a diversity of views
r ll 1| \ 3 , ‘ ' . ‘ . ~..DIRLCT RLSULT of the amongst tht. straight academic/ before they reached the ave of live.

In ' » . ‘ - - . . . _ '1"ternational Year of the Child is a propagandist expositions are some If we assume as a fundamental right Men". Lee (‘oiner writing on
rather catholic c 1 ' ‘ ~ . C --. . - L -poems and Sm féltlivcttionfof essays, real gems whicliniakt, the book the right to survive, we can hardly
can u pp PP L o in oriliation well worth reading. , view pro-capitalist society as some
(W Chiglglng Childhood In an illustrated essay on sort of golden age.

riersan etd P ‘ ' -" '. . ... .. ~ C. ,. - ~- -- ~ .d as ubllslllng bhlltl I611 111 dfl. Pt ter I uller bravely Several of tht. other t.ontr.'butors understanding of ideologies which
I(];J;leeIti)t;;i,)£F?.}ftltfiarfiliapk, £3.25 challenges Sliulamith Iiircstonrfg show unfortunatedegree of x

’ _ _ . 1. _oo starts on a contention that until the advent supcrliciality in their nostalgia for
PI0II11§_11ng note with the title page of Capitalism and the Industrial the “good old day s“. A couple even
PTOC-lE1_lm_lng that though the UK Revolution, children were, like poiiitto the Children's Criisades
gs-fTld@1al)1l0\n I03‘ the Year the anyonegelse, fully fledged and when many thousands of starving
Vieivs 3;? the book Thp responsible ineinbers of society children inarclied to their deaths in

L _ P a are . . .not ncces- and everything in the garden was a pointless trek across lauropc - as

Bertholt Brecht, “If sharks were

“The Ideology of Child-care"
looks constructively at trends
past and present and shows an

few of the other items ever
approach.

I assume this book was an
attempt to make ideas current in
left and academic circles more
accessible to a wider audience, by
providing a forum in which asrilth- " ~ -. ,.. , -~ .. ..‘H 5‘ 0% of the A550‘-latloll TOW until along caine the proof of the infinitely fulfilling and diversity of views could be

The IYC having absolved itself of bourgeoisie. He looks at por- rcspoiisible role of childhood in
any responsibility, the book can trayals of childhood in art plsgjnii feudal society!

C"efdown to bus 1" - ' - ~. -. . ’ I . . ~B H mess. art in its historical context and In contrast to sonic of the more
Unfortunately the introd -1

with left jargon which is lik ‘I t1 1 L y o out of their class and social context Trotsky (who, unlike some of his
K e € P . \ 1 - J . 1 ‘ ‘ I _ . ‘ ' . ‘I r anyont who isn t iiiiincdiatcly As too llltlny socialists seem tib m1>1t@5~ ‘~\"'1‘0lE‘ be-liuilllllllfl t-‘iilltltl
Wlllpflthelilfi l0 U16 681186. And many forget, until the l'/th century 75% “All Beans Should be Scr-unbled“
oftheessa "i ~' " .- _ . .- L i ‘ys follow suit. But in of all Llllltlfc-ll tliiistenetl were rte-act and a parable for cluldrcn by

That Summer:
The name plus the lousy adverts
give you a real crooked impression
of That Summer. I arrived at the
cinema thinking why the fuck
does The Leveller want me to go
and see this . I was further wond-
ering because I got there too
early-land sat through the last
ten minutes of the previous show-
ing of the film, which seemed
hke real trash. Then I had to sit
through a degenerate, sexist,
posey American imitation of
James Bond called Billion Dollar
Treat which nearly made me puke,
But then That Summer came on.
It was good.

The film has various stories -
One for each Of the four main
characters - but it revolves around
a bloke just out of borstal who
1S a very good swimmer and
wants to prove himself by ‘winn-
ing a marathon swim in Torquay_
The story line is a bit thin and

people is relatively good, ifa bit
Pflt1'OI1.isiiig in parts. None of this
portrayal of mobs hooliganising
old people, terrorising and all the
other crap we often gel nlmut
YOUng people. lllt‘ “social
comment“ I reckon was pretty
astute. And it's full of good
quotes like this one about sex:
“The first time is always bloody
awful, but d0ii’f let if liollicr
you.” Well it’s not brilliant, but
it’s the only one I could
remember.

On the whole the film’s
attitude to sex was descriptive
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Greasirig up! John Morrison, as Tam, preparing for the Swimming
f'3I_f@tChcd, but this is far out marathon in That Simmier. His young friends are Andrew Byatt, as
Weighed by the mm.S good poinm Georgie, and Ewan Stewart as Stu. That Summer is released by

Thu m:,,t,mnt of young Columbia-EMI-Warner. Certificate AA. i
 
without being pornographic -
unlike so many films. Why should
sex scenes be necessary if not to
tantilise men in the audiences. I
can’t see why the censors gave it
a double-A-certificate. It wasvvery
responsible in that it showed.
blokes buying I)urex without
portraying the happy-go-lucky
allituile to sex peddled by the
IllL‘llltl in general. I mean how
uuiuy non-sex ctluciition films
can you lliiuk of showing the use
of con lr;u'eplives'.’

My only other |'t‘st'l'V;lfiu|l

about That Summer is the coin
plete lack of any black people.
Bu t, apart from this, in general
it shows the way things are for
Young people and shows some
of the problems young people
face in a very effective way. I
wish the British film industry
could make more films like
this - and never mind the bol-
locks like James Bond, Mind
you, my little brother likes
Iaiiics Bond.

Adam Th omp son

expressed. But this proves to be
its weakness. The unevenness of
both the ideas and the standard

in; bad} P 1 T t i _ Us 1011 attacking llllflfpffifzltigjjg Whiclj Scam _jargon-riddcii and liackward looking of writing leaves you with the
L ._ y cons ructu. and littered to take paintings and pliotographg essays is a charining story by feeling that. though it is a

valuable contribution. the book
would have benefited from some
ruthless editing.
Julia Bard

Winningthe Torquay marathon
Abortion Bill
John Corrie’s Bill to change
the I967 abortion act will
restrict the grounds for
abortion, reduce the upper
time limit to 20 weeks,
smash the abortion charities
and widen the “conscience ‘
clause”.

The National Abortion
Campaign is calling for a
broad-based campaign to
build a mass demonstration .
against the Corrie Bill and to
defend the 1967 Act. "

You can help this campaign
by:
* Getting a resolution
against the Bill through your
trade union, Labour Party,
student union branch or
trades council.
* Getting your women’s
group to support the
campaign.
* Writing to your MP.
* Leafletting for NAC,
organising petitioning, street
and public meetings.
* Joining NAC.
* Giving money to fight
Corrie.

Write to NAC, enclosing a
donation and asking for
information, at 374 Grays
Inn Road, London WC],
telephone OI-278 0153.
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A welcome and long-awaited pub-
lication from the Socialist Workers
Party is The Word is Gay, a pam-
phlet about socialists and the
fight against gay oppression. Sad-
ly, it doesn’t tell us much that we
didn’t know already and offers
no distinctive SWP approach to
the struggle against oppression.
It is also hard to tell at whom
the pamphlet is aimed.

Most interesting is Tony
Cliff’s introduction where he
writes: “In class infested society
there is oppressor and oppressed
in all walks of life. Employer ‘
oppresses employee; man oppress-
es woman; white oppresses black:
old oppresses young: het¢r0S@X-
ual oppresses homosexual.“ It
might make a nice inscription
inside SWP membership cards.

The Word is Gay is published
by the Socialist Workers Party
and distributed by Socialists Un-
limited, 265 Seven Sisters Road,
London N4. price 28p (including
postage).

Release have brought out a new
pamphlet on Hallucinogenic
Mushrooms. Concerned that
many people are totally ignorant
of the dangers involved, Release
have designed the pamphlet to
prevent people from making a
mistake that could result in ill-
ness or death. The pamphlet
covers the legal situation of mush-
rooms, how to identify them,
mushroom poisoning and the
different species that have been
tried. Hallucinogenic Mushrooms,
from Release, 1 Elgin Avenue,
London W.9.

Recent issues of The Leveller
have taken up the tricky question
of economic strategy. Now, in
one short pamphlet, Geoff llodg-
son takes us through all the
questions of reformism. social-
ism or corporatism, the alter-
native economic strategy, plan-
ning, the. NI*.B, import controls,
incomes policy and the problems
of multinationals. All the quest-
ions. in fact. that preoceupy
the left wing of the Labour Party.
l-Ischewing both the standard
Tribunitc interpretation of the
alternative economic strategy
and the ‘maximalist demands’
of the Trotskyitc left. (Ieoff
proposes a kind of middle way
that recognises both the reality
of the structure of power under
capitalism and the need for an
energetic mass movement for
socialism. Socialist Economic
Strategy, Labour Party l)is-
cussion Series, 40p.
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New technology is having an
immediate and dramatic impact in
the office. Word processors, the
electronic replacements for the
typewriter, are being introduced
at a rapid rate and already 11,000
are in use. Women's Voice have
published a pamphleton word
processors called Job Massacre at
the Office. It explains the poss-
ible effects of the introduction of
word processors and how to fight
againstjob loss, health risks and
increased work loads. The pamph-
let is from Women's Voice,
PO Box 82, London I-".2 9DS,
price 40p each, or four for £1.
including postage.

A new report from Shelter calls .
on the government to think again
about selling-offcouncil houses.

*The ultimate cost to the
taxpayer, ratepayer and council
tenant could reach £3,000 million
if the government’s sales target is
achieved.

*The best council houses in
predominantly owner-occupied
areas will be sold. The chances of
young families or the disabled '
trapped in tower blocks being
transferred will be reduced.

*Sales will primarily benefit
long-standing better-off tenants.
Poor tenants will run the risk of
severe financial difficulties.

*Households on council
waiting lists will have to wait
longer for a decent home.

Facts on Council House Sales
is available from Shelter,
157 Waterloo Road, London
SE1 8UU_, price 65p

The Agricapital Women’s Group
has been set up by a group of
feminists involved in the Agri-
capital Group - a socialist group
involved in working around issues
of food. food prod uction. agri-
culture etc. - who felt that the
issues that particularly concerned
women were being neglected
by the group as a whole. The
group wants to develop socialist-
fcminist perspectives around
these issues and is currently
working on a pamphlet on slim-
ming. Any women who would
like to become involved in the
group should contact Kim, lot
Myrtle Rd, Sheffield 2 or phone
Carol, 01 272 4182.

BACK PAGES
llelp us to compile Back Pages
by sending news about forth-
coming events, theatre, music
and anything else that grabs
your fancy.
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The first issue of the Children’s
Book Bulletin has just been
published. It contains articles on
racism in children‘s books,
women and society — books for
teenagers, classroom kits on
sexism and racism, Errol Lloyd --
a black illustrator for children,
plus l5 pages of reviews. Issue 2
will include a roundup of young
people’s writing in print, the
announcement of the 1979 Other
Award winners, and a look at how
children’s books treat homo-
sexuality.

Children’s Book Bulletin is
from 4 Aldebert Terrace, London
W8. Subscriptions: l issue 50p,
3 issues £1.20 (including postage).
People who take a year’s sub-
scription (3 issues) will also
receive the Spare Rib list of non-
sexist children’s books.

Disco-dancer Richard Dyer gets on
down in the summer issue of Gay
Left: “Disco’s_combination of
romanticism and materialism
effectively tell us - let us exper-
ience -- that we live in a world of
materiality, that we can enjoy
materiality but that the exper-
ience of materiality is not necess-
arily what the everyday world
assures us it is.“ Shake your body,
Richard. Gay Left 8 is from
38 Chalcot Road, London NW1,
price 65p including postage.

The third issue of Black Phoenix
concentrates on cultural politics.
-Instead of an editorial, the editors
offer “Seven Years On" -- an
essay by the brilliant Uruguayan
Eduardo Galeano, who wrote
Open Veins of Latin America.
This journal continues to offer a
range of interesting ideas about
the arts and artists of the Third
World, and a useful critique of
Western cultural conventions.
Black Phoenix is from BCM Black-
phoenix, London W(llV 6XX.'
price blip.

Publishing event of the year for
all of us pondering the problems
of ‘the way forward’ must be
Beyond the Fragments, by Sheila
Rowbotham, Lynne Segal and
Hilary Wainwright. “The move-
ment for socialism must accept
anautonomous feminist move-
ment. And it must itself be
changed by the demands and
insights of that movement",
say the authors. Well, every once
in a while someone sits down and
draws together all the things

that we’ve all been thinking about
and puts them down in one .
book, which then becomes our
book. So it is with Beyond the
Fragments. It’s absolutely ess-
ential reading for any socialist,
whether Leninist or Libertarian
(and, for Levellcr readers, it
really describes what the Leveller
is, or should be, all about.) Be-
yond the Fragments, Newcastle
Socialist Centre and Islington
Community Press, £1.00.

of the problenis thrown up by
the unfolding outcome of the
revolution in Iran none is so
difficult as the question of wom-
en’s liberation in a democratic
revolution. Patricia Jeffery in
her new book, Frogs in a Well,
investigates the role of women
in Islam through _a case study
of women at one of lndia‘s most
sacred Moslem shrines near
Delhi. In doing so she argues that
‘Islamic ideology’ is only a part
of the explanation for the op-
pression of moslem women
and cannot cover up the mono-
poloy of economic power en-
joyed by men. Frogs in a Well,
is published by Zed Press, price
£2.95

Black Macho & The Myth of the
Superwoman by Michele Wallace
(pbk £2.50 Calder) checks out
Afro-American male/ female
relationships as they’ve developed
in North American history. The
two essays are,1>n the whole,
pungent and well—argued. They
put, on the one hand, black male
chauvinism (e.g. Richard Wright’s
Native Son) towards both black
and white females, into context.
They demolish, on the other
hand. the myth of the strong
black woman which was and is
often trotted out to excuse a host
of evils.

MOVIES: Kinuyo Tanaka as Eiko
in My Love Has Been Burning,
now showing at the, Gate Cinema,
London.

Two very talented teenagers,
Savitri Hensman and Sarah
Moriarty, have got together an
illustrated booklet of poems
called Flood at the Door. One of
the poems is called “Estate Kids":
Children of concrete
Playing in the shadow of the
Over-looking
Looming blocks,
Destined for the firm grip of
The machine-tool machine,
Like young plan ts through a

crumbling stone path
Which twist and struggle upwards
Fighting for health and life _
And yet, in the end,
Blooming.

The booklet is published by
Centerprise, although both girls
played a big part in its design and
layout. It’s available by post,
price 50p (including postage) .
from Centreprise, 136 Kingsland
High Street, London E8.

Momentum is growing nicely for
the next big Irish demonstration
in London planned for August
10th, to coincide with the 10th
anniversary of James CaJlaghan"s
decision to send in the British
troops to Northern Ireland. An
impressively wide range of people
are supporting this “withdrawal”
demo. Would-be participants
should contact Steven Dawe of
the Youth Office in the National
Liberal Club at l Whitehall Place,
London SW1. The demonstration
will of course be forbidden use of
Trafalgar Square.
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Rock Against Sexism are holding
their next London concert on
Saturday 28th .luly at the lilectric
Ballroom. 184 Camden High St.,
NW1. Doors open at 7.00pm.
Featuring Delta Five, Gang of
Four and Spoilsports. Admission
£2.00 (£1.50)

Rock Against Sexism aims: ~
ti) To fight scxistn in rock
music and to use rock music to
fight sexistn in the world at large;
(Z) To cltallcnge stc|'cot_ypctl
images of women and men and
promote a niorejiositive int;u~,e of
women in rock; (.1) 'l o attack the
exploitation of women in atlvcrt-t_
isements, the press and on st;|;'.c.
(4) To encourage women music
ians bygiving them more opport-
unitiesto play: (5) To assert the
right of everyone to determine
their own sexuality.

Membership of Rock Against
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THEATRE: The latest hot gossip from the world of feminist theatre
is that Laurel Marks (third from lef t) is leaving Beryl and the Perils
(pictured) to join llormone Imbalance. So Beryl is looking for a new
Peril to start with the company in the Autumn.

Laurel will still be with llcryl and the Perils for a forthcoming
European tour.
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Sexism costs £1. RAS will send
you a year's subscription to
their bulletin Drastic Measures
plus details of meetings, otltct
supporters in your area etc.
Write to Rock Agains Sexism.
at l21(.}randison Road. london
SW11.

A catalogue of recorded songs
with a message hasbeen compil-
ed by Roger Lewis. Called Polit-
ical Songs on Record, it lists
everything from Barbara l)ane‘s
I Hate The Capitalist System to
X-Ray Spex's Oh Bondage — Up
Yours. Roger has had to dig
pretty deep to come up with some
gems like Death to British Im-
perialism by the Progressive
Cultural Association. The songs
are from all types of music from
Britain and the States. Copies
are available from Roger Lewis,
4 Taunton Drive. I-‘arnworth,
Bolton. Lanes. B14 ONG. Roger
would also appreciate any addit-
ions or suggestions.

‘TCinegate tilm distributors (the
people who brought you the
dreadful Nighthawks s see
Leveller 25) have just released a
print of the 1949 Japanese movie
My Love Has Been Burning (Waga
Koi Wa Moenu), directed by Kenji
Nlizoguchi. It‘s based on the auto-
biography of Kageyama llideko, a
late l'~lth centuryfeminist
pioneer, and through the ccn tral
t-lmrztcter l~'il<o llirayama explores
the sittlation of women as -
.lap;|ncsc lctnlaltsm neared its cnd.
Now showing. at the (late (‘inc-rma
ll) l.tlllt|t)ll.

'l'he (‘ollt-;',i;|tc turned them down
the little llit Ritzy cinema was
cvcn more blunt, and the l('A
\\'t‘l‘t‘ tint-asy too_ lmt finally the
llnitctl 'l'|oops (Jul lvlovcmcnt got

. ‘ ', ‘lltc llash Royal ( ourt llicatrc last
month to launch anew ‘ltlminutc
lilnt on Northern Ireland called
The Patriot Game.

lhrect-.-d by American Arthur
Mac (‘an-_, and apparently put
|op_ctl|c| in I-"tancc, the film
t'|."t|||is to portray Ireland from
ltlots I078. In fact, the whole
p,|mst|y Mztsoncc era is left
tlritotlcltctl. the film stopping
shortly attcr the collapse of the
"power sharing“ executive, when
the whole Northern Ireland thing
stat ted to get just a little complex
and less clcarcut for the left in
llritztin to really come to terms
with it. So if the seasoned
observer of the Irish battle might
not find too much that’s new in
this film, it must be said The
Patriot Game does show many
heart-stirring little cameos.

The Patriot Game is available
at £20 to UTOM branches, £24
for other non-funded bodies, and
£35 for funded bodies.

Counteract Theatre Group has
three new shows on offer. Little
Helpers is a play about women
in the NI-IS - both as workers
and patients. Why are so many
women on tranquilisers‘? Why
are women hospital workers so
badly paid? These and other
questions are dealt with in the -
show. Doledrums, a new sh ow
for youth clubs and schools,
look at unemployment and i

-
0

the job market. Bureaucosis
takes a look “at a disease. more
common than a cold, something
that alchohol, holidays in the
Bahamas, or money cannot
cure.“ a reminder too that The
Cuts Show LP is still available
at £2.16 inc. p&p. Details of g
pcrformancetimes and bookings
from Counteract, 27 Clerkenwell
Close. London I-lClR OAT.

Half Moon Theatre have a double
bill coming shortly': Woyzeck, by
George Buehner, and Mahagonny,
by Brecht and Weill. Written in
1824, Woyzeek is the first play
to deal with a working class
protagonist who is the victim
not only of nature but also of
an exploitative society. Written
in 1927 Mahagonny is the story.
told in music and words, of a
city where the staple commod-
ity is pleasure. Though written
as a parallel of the rise and fall
of the Weimar Republic, it has
clear relevance to Thatcheritc
lingland. It runs from loth
August to 29th September (not
Sundays). Woyzeck 8pm.
Mahagonny 9.30 pm.

(‘losed in August. for a deserved
summer Break. Liberty Hall
have the following events lined
up for the remainder of July
and the first couple of weeks
of September:

July 22 9- ._Due Process in
Law, by Ron Rose. performed
by Stuart Richmond. This deals
with the question of the power
of the police and the state of
the law relating to enforcement.

July 29 - Men and Groups.
a group of men who have been
meeting in Liverpool for some
time to try and understand their
experiences and socialisation
as men in a sexist society pre-
sent a sketch to be followed
by discussion.

August 5 - Grand Blackpool
Beano. A day outand picnic in
the Nortlfs leading holiday spot!

September 9 Word is Out.
A Liberty Ilall liilm Society
presentation of the Mariposa
I-“ol. (iroup“s protrait of the
gay community in the USA.

September 16 ~ Controlled
Attack. An hour and a half of
sketches. poems and irrelevance
that takes on racism. anti-racism.
folk clubs, the Schools (‘arcers
Advisory Service and colourful
cockneys! from the I-Tast I-Ind
of London.
Liberty Hall is an alternative
club. Membership details and
admission prices from Liberty
Hall, c/o Top l*lat. 7 (irovc
Park. Liverpool 8. The club is
at Everyman Bistro, llope St..
every Sunday at 8 pm.
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COMBINE, LOUGHBOROUGH
WHOLEFOOD COLLECTIVE
needs full time worker. Start end
July. Energy and commitment
essential. 7a Leices_ter Road,
-Loughborough, Leics.-

Loughborough 213865.

CO-COUNSELLING. Introduct-
ory evenings to this form of self-
development are held regularly in
Clapham, Admission free. For
more information phone

- 01-622 4330

THE GAY JOURNAL. Quarterly
literary magazine by gay women
and men. Fiction, poetry, illust-
ration, comment suggest many
dimensions of gayness. No. 2 out
now, 95p (inc. postage); 4 issues
£A-.00 BBD Publishing (L),

ill

Homosexuals,
bisexuals, transvestites!
transsexuals,
can chat to gay people at
London Friend.

1 01-359 7371 every evening
. 7.30-10.00.

Individual befriending and
counselling, plus social
groups.

.‘,

Address:
274 Upper Street, _
lslington, London N1.
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F/23 Great James Street, London,
WCIN 3ES.

SHY socialist 23 who finds it
difficult finding a girl friend seeks
shy sensitive girl who has same
trouble. North-West area, Write
Box X, The Leveller,
57 Caledo nian Road, London N1

DISCO for your party, social
event, benefit. 5000 music tracks
of all types from the 1950's to
date. All yours for an all-in
bargain rate. FREE ‘N’ EASY
Disco; Bill F 01-348 3269

WANTED. Partners to join a
unique Community and Youth
venture, to help launch and
develop its new base, an open-
door self-help centre, housed in
an old supermarket and to be
partners in the income-producing
ventures based there. We work in
a very tough inner-city area and
about 50 per cent of our kids are
West Indian. Our work is as hard,
demanding and ambitious as the
problems and suffering we face-,
and needs full commitment from
all involved. The returns for you
are much more of a free-hand and
scope than you would get else-
where. The project, which has
been running in various forms for
the past B years, works by
empathy rather than policy
meetings and has had to fight
during that time to keep its
independent community control.
Salaried posts should soon be
available, for more details write or
phone: Mr D. Holloway,
35 Chisenhale Road, Bow,
London E3. Tel: 01-981 2485

(Even.ings).

CRABAPPLE COMMUNITY
wants more people. We are non-
sexist, work/income/skill sharing,
running a wholefood shop,
farming and much more. If

CUMTECH '79
A celebration of commun-

ity technology
August 25-27, 10 am to

,8 pm each day
l\/lilton Keynes Bowl, just

off A5.
lillt.‘lllt3t~$i Politics of energy.

lrnnl tllltl L‘()—l)}1.€TLillV€ living
Illltl workillg. Displzlys,
vvurksliops. films, theatre,
iiillsic, food, drink, fun.-
Admission (almost) free
Bring your ideas; make it
, happen.

interested w_rite with an sae and
tell us about yourself to
16 St. Mary's Street, Shrewsbury,
Salop. -

u

MANCHESTER GAY CENTRE is
looking for a committed and
aware woman/man. The job will
primarily involve liason with
social services, media and gay
groups; maintenance of financial
records; and co-ordination of gay
centre publications. Previous
experience in gay or womens'
movement an advantage. Write for
details c/o 178 Oxford Road,
Manchester 13.
PEOPLE WANTED. Share house
with one adult, two children in
Haworth near Bradford, .
Box No. Y, The Leveller,
57 Caledonian Road, London N1.
A SUMMER ECOLOGY FAIR
will be held by Cotswold Organic
Gardeners Society at Stgaud Sub-
scription Rooms on 18 ugu-st
from 10 am till midnight.
Lectures, stalls, displays, whole-
foods, morris dancing, street
theatre, ceilidh. Speakers include
Lawrence Hills, Sir George
Trevelyan, John Seymour.
Further details from Bob
Sherman, 2 Angeston Cottages,
Uley, Glos. Tele Uley 613..

ISLINGTON Girls Project is
looking for two workers to set up
a resources centre/youth club for
girls. For more information
contact Eve Martin on 9
01-272 9446 ,

LEVELLER collective member
needs own room urgently in
mixed house/flat. Preferably
near transport-in west London
area. Also interested in long term
house buying with others.
Contact Roger c/o Leveller or
ring 01-743 9616

Popular new badge from
the Morning Sta}, thou-
sands already‘ being
WOIII. '
Send for yours today. Prices two
for 25p, 10 for £1, 50 for E4, post
included in prices. PVC car
stickers 25p each, 6 for E1.
Money with orders to Dept B.
Morning Star, 75 Farringdon
Fld., London EC1M 3JX.

SOCIALIST student (m) requires
room in North or East London
mixed household. Phone Danny
at 01-263 3039.
EDINBURGH. Visit FIRST OF
MAY bookshop, meeting-place,
exhibition gallery, 45 Niddry St(err High St.). Tel: oai-_sss 696'?» W 
Feminist, anarchist, socialist, etc.
books, magazines and badges.
Open Mon-Sat 11am -—- 6pm.

POPLARISM
1919 —— 1925
George Lansbury And The Councillor's Revolt

Noreen Branson

An authoritative account, by a leading socialist historian, of
the first great clash between a Labour Council and a Con-
servative Government, when thirty Councillors, facing mass
unemployment and poverty in one of London's poorest
boroughs,went to gaol for refusing to pay the rates and for
insisting on a proper system of outdoor relief, as well as an
increased wage for council workers and equal pay for women.
hardback £7.50

THE WORLD OF THE RANTERS
Religious Radicalism in the English Revolution

A. L. Morton

‘This immensely readable book throws light on whole areas of
our past which were previously obscure. It will be a revelation
to those who think of the Roundheads as Puritan killjoys.'
Christopher Hill. paperback £2.50

LAWRENCE & WISHART
39 Museum Street, London WC1

Starting with this issue you can now get The
The Leve//er in hundreds of newsagents.
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-We've signed a new distribution deal
with a London wholesalers. If your
newsagent has trouble obtaining
us, ask him/her to contact: David
Ford, Thames News, 41 Blackfriars
Road, London SE1. Tel. 928 6126.
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IVS sends qualified and experienced people to work
with under-privileged communities in various parts of
the world.

We stand for social justice, basic human rights and
international understanding, and see the promotion
of effective voluntary service as a means to these
ends.

We offer a challenging and mind-broadening job
with a modest allowance related to local needs and
conditions. We provide training, travel and housing,
pay outfit and re-settlement grants and cover insur-
ance.

We need people who want to identify with the
l()l'ill community, learn from them and pass on
a|>|>i"o|n'i:il.u technical skills. We need volunteers with
ii visioil of :1 lwttcr distribution of Wealth and power,
an ilW£ll'l‘lll'HH ol‘ the economic and political barriers to
Cllillll_{l' zuul II |ll~i'soi1al commitment to Work for their
removal.

Smiiv l._v|m':il Vill'£lll('ll‘SE1l'OI
Botswana:
For lhigziili-:; ii-oiiiiiiiiiiily trzliniiig centres):
BUSINIGSH l\~:’ll.~\N.-\lll'1liH, r\(?(?()llN'I‘ANTS,
CO-Oltl ll l\l .r\'|‘l lllhl liimiiuigi-inviil./zlrlministrative
skills lll‘l‘lll‘ll i, Ill i.v\'l“lll lIl.l llilli (or vx|wrivnc6d
Woodworlu~i'). ll l lll .»\l. |l\ll)l lH'l‘ltll*1S /\l)\/lSORS-
ADMlNlH'l‘li r\'l'l Nth‘ 'l'll /\lNl'lliS tn llt‘l|l small craft
6I]t€'I‘])l'lh'l‘fi. l\--"1.-l\l\'.-\l illlll liul‘ l'll ll|ll‘l'ill-l\/1‘ ilzliry farm.

Lesotho:
I l()RTlCULTURALISTS/AGRICULTURALISTS
and GENERAL TECHNICAL (‘Jack of all Trades’)
persons for integrated rural development pI'O]6Cl3.

Swaziland:
CO-OP ADVISORS to train secretary-managers.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST for hospital in Mba
Mbabane.

Mozambique:
Various personnel for new programme: Agricultural,
mechanical, civil and water ENGINEERS; AGRI- and
HORTI-CULTURALISTS, DOCTORS, Paediatricians,
Obstetricians, Family Planning specialists, DENTISTS
Public Health workers and NURSE/MIDWIFE
TUTORS.

 

All above are on volunteer terms. Details and applic-
ation form from: Section OS81, IVS, 53 Regent
Road, Leicester LE1 6YL. p


